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ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
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November 4, 1976 
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Attn: Mr. Russel B. Watson, Jr. 
Subject: Monthly Progress Summary 
Letter for EES/GIT Research 
Project A-1899 for period 
7 September 1976 to 31 
October 1976 
Dear Mr. Watson: 
Attached you will find a report on our activities up to the present date. 
The report consists of aree sections: 
Section I - Comments on Patentability 
Section 2 - The design logic of the scale, including search 
of cost compatible commercial items 
Section 3 - Requirements for design completion 
In the near future we are going to get a lawyer's opinion of the patent-
ability of the item. While this is being done we will be in the process of 
building a prototype of the electronic circuit. When I receive the lawyer's 
response, I will get in touch with you to talk about future steps and, hope-






COMMENTS ON PATENTABILITY, DIGITAL SCALE DEVICE 
PROJECT A-1899 
Consumer Description  
A consumer description of the device may read as follows: 
"The WEIGHT WATCHER is a 10" by 15" weight measuring device 
with the consumer in mind. It gives the weight in large, 
easy-to-read numerals like those found on digital calculators 
and such. With the touch of a toe on "your" button (one of 
four) the WEIGHT WATCHER tells you your previous weight plus 
or minus the difference. The four buttons are so each member 
of the family may keep up with his or her weight gain or loss. 
The scales would st:_11 give accurate readings to anyone using 
them. Very light weight and sleek in its design, the WEIGHT 
WATCHER would sell for under $50." 
A schematic diagram of the device is shown in attachment 1. 
Engineering Design  
Progress on engineering design to date is shown in Attachment 2. 
Patent Search  
The U. S. Patent Office has designated Class 177 as weighers and weighing 
devices. This class is divided into several hundred sub-classes. None of these 
sub-classes is designated as digital weighing devices as such, although there 
are numerous patents on various digitizing schemes under a number of sub-classes. 
In the early 1970's the Patent Office began to use "digest numbers" to act as 
cross-references for newly developed categories of inventions. Under Class 177 
Digest #3 is listed as electronic digitizing. A search of patents in Class 177 
referenced under Digest 3 from 1971 until 1975 resulted in a large number of 
patents which involved aralog digital conversion, digital to analog conversion, 
angle to digital conversion,and numerous methods for performing computations 
using the original digitized weight measured. These devices were listed in a 
variety of different sub--classes. 
Two patents were for devices whose appearance and function is similar  
to the device in question. They are Patent #3, 797, 596 and #3, 838, 744. 
Both patents as seen in Attachment 3 are similar in appearance to operation 
of the device in question except: 
1. Only the weight: itself is displayed and there is no provision 
for showing weight changes. 
2. There is no provision for storing and later recalling past 
weights of multiple individuals. 
3. Neither of the devices previously patented (nor any of the 
other patents reviewed to date) digitize current weight using 
a linear motion-to-digital conversion scheme. 
It is the belief of this writer that a patent may be obtained: 
1. For the particular configuration of electronic and mechanical 
devices which result in the scale being designed or 
2. The specific way in which weight is converted to digital form 
for this purpose or 
3. Both of the above. 
The Library offers a service to provide a complete search of: 
1. A sub-class or 
2. an entire class. 
It is this writer's opinion at present that an entire class of patents 
would have to be searched in order to determine patentability. In the interest 
of time and money spent, however, this writer believes the most cost effective 
approach is to forward this document to a patent attorney, to give him a chance 
to review the document, and to meet with him in order to resolve these questions. 
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(571 	 ABSTRACT 
A digital display body-weight meter includes a posi• 
tioning means to bring a code disc having a logic code 
arrangement to standstill at the termination of its rota-
tion according to the descent of a footstool such that 
a detecting means to detect a logic code is located at 
the center of one of a plurality of logic codes, whereby 
reliable measurement signal may be obtained from the 
detecting means. It also includes means to bring the 
detecting means into contact with the logic code ar-
rangement on the code disc after the termination of 
the rotation of the disc, whereby wear of brush and 
conductor can be eliminated and also good contact 
therebetween and reliable read-out of signal may be 
ensured. 
2.961.647 	11/1960 (Wad 	  177/DIG. 3 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
An object of the present invention, accordingly, Is to 
provide a body-weight meter, which is free from wear 
of brush means and conductor on the code disc and 
contact failure between them at the time of the mea-
surement. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a body-
weight meter, which ensures reliable measurement sig-
nal to be read out from the brush. 
The invention features a digital display body-weight 
meter, which comprises a footstool, a coda: disc having 
• circumferential arrangement of a plurality of ekctri-
cal conductor logic codes and adapted to be rotated ac-
cording to the extent of descent of a footstool that re-
sults when a body to be measured rides thereon, a de-
tecting means to detect an electrial conductor logic 
code corresponding to the descent of the footstool, a 
means to bring the detecting means Into , x3ntact with 
the conductor code arrangement on the code disc after 30 
the termination of the rotation of the disc, and a dis-
play section for digitally displaying the output of the 
detecting means. 
The invention also features s digital display body. 
weight meter, which further comprises means to bring 
the code disc to standstill at the termination of Its rota-
tion such that the detecting means does nix stride be-








DIGITAL DISPLAY DODY01/130111T mins' 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to body-weight meters end, 
more particularly, to ■ digital display body-weight 
meter using ■ cock disc rotated in propwtlos so the 
holy weight being measured. 
In the prior-an body-weight meter of this type, the 
amount of descent of ■ footstool that results when a 
person rides thereon is convened into a corresponding 
extent of rotation of the code disc, and a corresponding 
code is detected by brush means as an electrical signal, 
which is digitally displayed on a numeral display tube. 
In the body-weight meter of this type, :however, the 
brush means is always urged against the code disc, that 
is, it is in frictional contact with the disc when the disc 
is rotating. Therefore, the brush and the conductor on 
the code disc are subject to wear, and also contact fail-
ure is likely to result. Further, the greater the load due 
to wear, the greater the corresponding error. 
In a further aspect, if the brush means Is positioned 
on ■ borderline between adjacent conductor logics of 
the code at the termination of the rotation of the disc, 
the signal read out from the brush it unreliable and 
prone to error, resulting in the display of inn erroneous 
measurement. 
2 
no. 2 is • fragmentary lids view doming Ies 
ateclasoism of a digital display body-weighs meter see. 
bodying the iirrastion; 
F10. 3 Is • plan vise, so as enlarged seals, siowing 
the cods disc in the embodiment of Fla 2; 
FIG. 4 is a fragmentary sectioaal view takes along 
line II — II he F10. 2; 
FIG. 5 Is a view similar to FIG. 2 but showing • differ• 
eat embodiment of the invention; 
I0 F10.1114 a plan view, to as enlarged scale. showing 
the code disc in the embodiment of FIG. 4; 
FIG. 7 is a sectional view, to as enlarged scale, lakes 
along line V — V in FIG. 5; 
F10. a shows the ewe of the engagement of a posi-
If tioning member in a recess in the code disc; 
F10. 9 is ■ view similar to FIG. 7 but showing a modi-
fied positioning member; 
FIG. le is a fragmentary side view showing a further 
embodiment of the invention; 
20 FIG. II is a fragmentary view, to an enlarged scale, 
showing the operation of the brush support; and 
FIG. 12 is ■ view similar to FIG. 10 but showing a 
modification of the arrangement of FIG. It 
23 DETAILED LoESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 
FIG. I shows a typical digital display body-weight 
meter. Reference symbols la and lb respectively desig-
nate a footstool and a base frame, and numeral 2 desig-
nates a display section having a numerical display tube 
3. 
In this meter, the extent of descent of the foot-stool 
la due to a body-weight thereon is convened through 
an electric convening mechanism into • corresponding 
electric signal, from which the weight is displayed on 
the numerical display tube 3 on the digital display sec-
tion L 
FIG. 2 shows a side view of the essential inside mech-
anism of • digital display body-weight meter embody-
ing the invention. In the Figure, reference numeral 4 
designates ■ lever pivotable about ■ fulcrum 4s, 
numeral S a spring, numeral 6 a pin, numeral 7 a bell-
crank pivoted at 7s, numeral II a rack linked at one end 
to the bellcrank. 7, numeral 9 a pinion meshing with the 
rack 0, numeral IS a code disc secured to the pinion 1, 
numeral II a plurality of code detection brushes for de-
tecting a particular code on the code disc, numeral 12 
■ brush support supporting the brushes I I, and nu-
meral 13 a positioning member which is • permanent 
magnet. 
F10. 3 shows the coda disc III in detail. It consists of 
a disc member 14 of an insulating material. The disc 
member 14 is provided cm the upper side with a cir-
cumferentlal electrical conductor logic code arrange- 
IS and a grounding conductor IL concentric 
Rh. It is also provided with magnetic material 
17e, 17b, 17r, , which an circumferentially 
spaced, each being located adjacent a corresponding 
conductor logic cod. of the arrangement IS between 
adjacent borderlines IS. 
The operation of the abase construction will Now be 
described, When • person rides on the foitstool Is of 
the body-weight meter, the footstool Is is lowered due 
to his weight, causing the rotation of the lever 4 about 
the fulcrum point 44 in the clockwise direction 4 PIG. 
2 against the spring force of the spring S. The rotation 
of the lever 4 is transmitted through the * 4 to the 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
The above and other objects, features and advan-
uses of the invention will become more apparent from 
the following description when the same Is read In Con- el 
notion with the accompanying drawings, In which: 
I is a perspective slew ors typica/dIgllai display 
body-weight meter; 
3,797,596 
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bellcrsok 7, causing the rotation of the better's* 7 	vide a plinrolity of peoltiowing memessu U tets woe pe- 
shout the support pin 7e thaerif in the clodorine dins 	sidotod ntledon. Also, the brothel used far resillog out 
lion. thus driving the rack it in Ost leftward direction the logic on the code disc is amnia by no meson 
As a result, the code disc IS is totaled through the pis- 	Ore, his any *dam NNW* kik &MIMI IMMO may 
ion 1 ID an extent correspooding to the **Id borne by I be used as wet 
the footstool 1.. 	 F10. • shows • moditcation dear position*, mesa- 
At this time, if the code disc IS is about W come to 	bee in the preceding ellebOCIWIMIL This modified peel- 
sta ndstill with the bnohre 11  Poelioned  on ■ border- Boning member 13 ia provided sit its Iraq end wish a bar 
line 110 between adjacent logic  code,-  one 01  the /MI' 	13a. The ball 13. cam 	on the incited seduced tbit 
netic material pieces 17., 17b, 17ir, 	correspondent 10 recs.= na. 25g, ter, 	so thug ethoother position- 
to either one of the afore-nsentimed mdlosol logic 	In of du code disc III, that is, the positively of • hook 
code' Is attracted by the permanent mope 13, so that conductor code with reveal° the bombes, may be an- 
the code disc IS may be slightly rotated to politico the 	aired, 
brushes II on • central portion of tither oes of the ad- In the preceding embodiments, she brushes are ad- 
jacent logic codes. Thus, • reliable output signal can be IS way, urged  war"  the  code disc. This mom thee the 
taken out from the brushes 1 I, The signal thus derived 	bruibei and the conductor on deg cods disc area 
is decoded and displayed on the numerical display tube to wear and that cog, inci ware likely  so  result ,„, has 
3, so that it is possible to obtain reliable digital display 	been „„tio„od earlier. 
of the measurement of the weight. 	 F10. le .bows • modification of the previous em- 
While in the preceding embodiment a single perms- 20 bodiment of FIG. 2 or S. In the Figure, the same refer- 
nent magnet has been used, it b of course poetible to 	coca numerals as those in FIG. 2 at S designate like 
provide a plurality of permanent mopes in the same, 	parts. Also, although not shown in the Pismire, ■ pool- 
positional relation. Further, it is possible to provide a 	tinning  means such as the permanent magnet 13 in the 
plurality of permanent magnets tai place of the mat- embodiment of FIG. 2 or the positioning member 13 
netic material pieces while providing a magnetic mate- 25 biased with the spring le in the embodiment of FIG. S 
by no means limiunive, but any other suitable logic 
code detecting means may be employed as well. 
a switch not theism upon the descent of the footstool or 
FIG. S shows a second embodiment of the invendon. 
	
In the Figure. numerals 4 to 11 designate the same 	upon detection (4 the 11":"Se 131. the relation d the 
parts as those of like numerals in FIG. 2. Numeral 13 35 code disc through a tachogenerator. 
When the Foully solenoid 22 is energised, the shaft designates a positioning member downwardly biased by 
■ spring le. 	 21 is rotated, causing the rotation of the brush support 
FIG. i shows the code disc II of this embodiment in 	12 from the position of dashed line to the position of 
solid line in FIG. 	As • result, the brushes 11 are detail. It consists of • disc member 14 of an Insulating 
material. The disc member 14 is provided on the upper 40 forced into contact with the conductor on the code diet 
10 to detect the logic code as electric signal. The ekes side with • circumferential electrical conductor logic 
tric signal thus derived is decoded and displayed on the code arrangement IS and a grounding conductor 
concentric therewith. It is •Iso provided with recesses 	numerical display tube. 
20e, 20b, 20r, ... • which are circumferentially spaced, It will be seen that In this embodiment the brushes 
each being located adjacent a corresponding conduce •5 are brought into contact with the conductor after the 
tor logic code In the logic code crrangement IS be- code disc Is stopped, so that wear of the brushes and 
tweet adjacent borderlines le. conductor can be eliminated and good contact and reli- 
HO. 7 shows ■ sectional profile of a typical recces 	able read -cot may be enstireo 
. Fla 12 shows a modification of the preceding em- 20a 
The operation of this embodiment is similar to that 	 support  t 13 is 
of the preceding embodiment. In this embodiment, fixed in position, and the brushes I I are adapted to be 
however, if the cods disc IS is about to come to stand• 	urged steno the code disc 10 by • cam 23, which is 
still with the brusher 11 at a pogrom on  a borderline is driven by a rotary solenoid 22 converting a linear at- 
between adjacent logic codes, the positioning member 	traction of an electromagnet into the rotation of the 
13 Is caused to dip along one inclined surface of one " 3 cam 23 by a fixed anak. The rotary solenoid 13 is eater- 
of the recesses 201, 20, 10e, . corresponding to si• 	aired a predetermined delay time after the closure of 
Cher Me of the aforententloved adJocent logic codes is 	■ switch not shown upon the descent of the footstool or 
shown In FIG. 11, so that the coda die IS may be 	upon detection of the stoppage of the rotation of  the 
slightly rotator to position the bruthes 11 on • central 60 code disc through a tachormerstor. 
When the rotary solanoll 12 is teergiont, the cam 23 
a 
portion of either one of the adjecen1 logic codes. Thus, 
reliable output signal can be taken out from the 	Is rotated to cause the displacement of the brushes I I 
brushes 11, The signal thus taken mit is decoded and 	from the position of solid line to the position of dashed 
displayed on the numerical display tube 3, so that it is Ilene Into contact with the conductor oe the code disc 
possible IC obtain tellable digital display of the mos- 65 10 for the detection of the logic owls la electric signal. 
surenisnt of the weight. 
While in the shore embodiment ri single positioning 	Thus, the same effects as in the preceding embodi- 
member has been used, It is of cows. possible to pro- ment may be obtained, In addition. Muds Medias from 
risl piece in place of the permanent magnet. Further-
more, it is of course possible to replace the permanent 
magnet with an electromagnet. 
Moreover, the brushes used in the preceding embodi-
ment for reading out the logic code on the code disc is 
may be provided. In this embodiment, the be 	sup- 
part 12 is totatably supported on a theft 21, which is 
driven by a rotary solenoid 22 convening a linear at-
traction of an electromagnet into the rotation d the 
shaft 11 by a fixed angle. The rotaty solenoid 22 is en-
ergised a predetermined delay time after the closure of 
3,797.190 
the In 	nil not be aubject to grey howl% Mises, to 
that their Derma b may be eslestded. 
As ins bees described in the lionrgolag. ttdlti lb• 
display body • weight meter according to dr Imes -
*low reliable postdating of a logie code to Ile code 
disc with respect to dis hotels,. may la emend to ob-
tain reliable /14401111M1011.1 IWORIg liM1111 the bnliheS. 
Also, since the brushes an brought into coeliac ♦ with 
the conductor after the empress or On cods disc. wear 
of the brushes and the conductor caa Sc elimineled and 
also good contact and relieble read.sto of the signal 
may be ensured. 
What is claimed is: 
I. A digital display bodymight meter comprising a 
footstool. a code disc having ■ Mrcesnheential iogi 
code arrangement of a plurality of eleiztrical conductor 
codes and adapted to be touted according to the ex-
tent of descent of said footstool that readte when a 
body to be measured rides thereon. a detecting means 
to detect at least one electrical conductor code CORO-
aponding to the descent of the footstool. a positioning 
means to bring the coda disc to standstill at the Wed-
nation of its rotation nob that said detecting Imams is 
located at the enter of one of said elertrica/ conductor 
codes, and a display section for digitally displaying the 
output of said detecting means. 
2. A digital display body-weight mitter according to 
claim I, wherein said code disc also has a pomading 
conductor concentric with said logic code arrange-
ment. 	 30 in said recesses. 
3. A digital display body-weight miter according to 	7. A digital display body-weight meter according to 
claim I, wherein said detecting me ins comprises at claim wherein said at least one positioning member 
!ram one brush capable of being brought into contact 	is provided with a rolling member capable of being in 
with said electrical conductor codes, • rotatable brush rolling contact with said recesses. 





soloseill moms oompsestike will • mismiee shoal of 
sail wok wyggerrt. mid bomb Wog kweight imp 
osional mlih slochisd ormiscior ash asey wean 
mid Mary gd000ld soma is sooroloed. 
g 4. A diglid isplay body-meigIL raw scesearte to 
dole IL, gilterein aid omectiog ammo composes as 
Inset am brush tumble of being brosight Ian contact 
with mid electrical emedocIor mho, a brush toppers 
ospportiog oat wed of said hew& a com mostor stab 
10 able issWI capable of urging acid bomb m/s rotary de-
mold means co-opergrigu with mid cuss member. mid 
brads Wog urged by nod am mein Mew carnets 
with mid electrical coodocsor codes asfy whoa mid ro-
tary sotewold meow is easolinest 
is LA digital display body-weight gamer amorist; to 
claim 1. wherein aid positioniag means compriees a 
plurality of magnetic material "aced along the circum-
ference of said code disc and individesdly Mailed adja-
cent respective conductor codes beemest adjacese bar- 
b} derbies below= adjacent conductor codes and at least 
owe 1111114pel held at a fired position and capable of fac-
ing said magnetic moserial pieces. 
& A digital &qui body-insight tamer according to 
claim I, wherein said positioning means comprises 
35 plurality of reargues Individually formed in said code 
disc adjecent respective conductor codes between ad-
jacent borderlines between adjacent conductor codes 
and at into one positioning member capable of facing 
said recesses and adapted to be urged into engagement 
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15 7 1 	 ABSTRACT 
In a body weight measuring device of the type wherein 
the body weight Is displayed by digital display tubes, 
the display tubes and a source switch are combined 
Into • display unit which is connected to the weight 
measuring device through an electric cable. 




1 	 2 
ROILY WEIGHT MEASURING DEVICE 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to a body weight measuring de-
vice of the type wherein the weight of a human body is 
displayed on a digital display means. 
In the prior art, a hotly weight measuring device of 
the type referred to above. comprises a platform 
adapted to support a human body to he weighed, a con-
verter positioned beneath said platform for converting 
the downward movement of the platform which is 
caused by the weight of the human body into an electri-
cal signal, a display unit including a plurality of digit 
display tubes for providing visual display of the numeri-
cal value of the weight of the human body, and a source 
switch for connecting the converter and the display 
unit across a source of supply. The display unit is 
mounted on the platform just in the same manner as a 
scale and a pointer which is rotated ;along the scale in 
response to the downward movement of the platform. 
The source switch is also mounted on or near the plat-
form, For this reason, it is difficull for a man standing 
on the platform to read the displayed digits and he must 
bow his body to operate the sours: switch. Moreover, 
it has been necessary to maintain the source switch in 
its closed position for a relatively long period because 
it takes a certain time for the platform to reach a stable 
condition after a person to he weighed is supported 
thereon, Furthermore, with the prior art weighing tie. 
rice it has been dill-Kull to digitally display the weighed 
weight at a plurality of discrete locations. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to pro-
vide a new and improved body weight measuring de-
vice capable of providing a readih , visible digital dis-
play of the weight. 
Another object of this invention is to provide an im-
proved body weight measuring device including a 
source switch which can be operated readily only when 
the display of the weighed weight la to he made. 
Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
body weight measuring device including a digital dis-
play unit and a source switch which can he supported 
at any desired height :Noe the platform suitable for 
reading and manipulation. 
A further object of this invention is to provide an im-
proved holy weight measuring device capable of digi• 
tally displaying the weighed weight at a plurally of lo-
cations remote from the platform 
According to a broad aspect of this invention these 
and further objects can he accomplished by providing 
a body weight measuring device of the lyric comprising 
a base, a platform resiliently mounted on the base, said 
platform displacing downwardly when a body being 
Weighed is supported thereon, means for converting the 
downward movement of the platform into an electric 
signal, a display lute connected to display the electric 
signal and a source switch for conirolling the connec-
tion between ki source Of supply and the converting 
means and the display tube, characteriird in that the 
display tube and the source switch are combined into 
a display unit and that the display unit is connected to 
the converting means through an olio toe cable outside 
of the base 
With this improved constructUin, the body weight of 
a person can he readily read on the display tithe whole 
he holds the display unit in his hand or by mounting the 
display unit on a nearby wall at a height of the eyes. 
3 Further. he can readily operate the weighing device by 
manipulating the source switch incorporated into the 
display unit. 
The cable may be connected to the base through co-
operating plug and socket or housed in the lase by 
in means of a retriever. If desired, a plurality of indepen-
dent display units may he connected to the base 
through discrete cables in order to enable to indicate 
burly weight sit different locations. 
13 	BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
In the accompanying drawings: 
FIG. I is a diagrammatic perspec tive  
bodiment of this invention: 
FIG. 2 shows a similar view of a modification wherein 
a plurality of display units are used 
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of another modification 
wherein cooperating plug and socket are used for con-
necting the display unit to the base; 
FIG. 4 shows a sectional view of a portion of the base 
25 containing a retriever for a display unit, 
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of yet another embodi-
ment of this invention and 
FIG. 6 is a sectional view of a portion of the base 
taken along a line VI—VI shown in FIG. 5. 
to 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 
A preferred embodiment of this invention shown in 
FIG. I comprises it platform la adapted to support a 
35 human body to be weighed. As in the conventional 
weighing device, the platform la is resiliently sup-
ported on a base I by means of spring means, not 
shown, so that platform to moves downwardly a little 
when a body to be weighed is supported thereon. A 
" suitable converter, not shown, is provided beneath the 
platform so as to convert this downward displacement 
of the platform into an electrical signal. 
According to this invention, a display unit 3 including 
a plurality of digit display tubes 4 is connected to the 
45 converter through an electric cable 2 having a suitable 
length sin that the electric signal is decoded by a sutt• 
able decoder. not shown, for selectively operating the 
digit display tubes, thereby providing a visible digital 
display of the hotly weight Furthermore, in accordance 
Su with this invention, a source switch 5, that is a switch 
for connecting the signal converter, decoder and dis-
play tubes 4 across a source of supply, not shown, is in-
Corpssraled into the display unit 3. 
ss 	In operation, a man whose body weight is to he mea- 
sured steps on platform la while holding the display 
unit 3 in one hand. After the platform reaches a stable 
condition he closes the source switch S to digitally dis-
play his weight on digit display tubes 4. When the dis• 
played digits are recorded, he opens the source switch 
and gets down 
In this manner, since the man himself holds the dis• 
play unit in his hand he can readily read the displayed 
digits, and since the source switch is closed only when 
nS the displayed digits are to he read, it is possible hi 
shorten the !wood of energiration of the electric cir-
cuitry thereby reducing the power concerned thereby 
and increasing their hies 
61 







Although in the foregoing description it was assumed 
	
steel hand by the action of a spiral spring 22. The cod 
!hal the man being weighed holds the diaplay unit in his 	of the steel hand wrapped about reel 21 is housed in a 
hand, in this case, the weight of Ole display unit will housing 23. A frictional bushing 24 is mounted in an 
also be displayed Although the error caused by the 
	
opening of base I so as to prevent the steel hand from 
weight of ihe display unit is negligibly srnall, such error 5 being depressed downwardly or wound about reel 21 
can he readily eliminated by providing ;A suitable com- 
	
by the weight of the display unit 3. With this construc• 
ps:waiting circuit for the signal converter for the pur- 	Lion, it is possible to support the display unit 3 at any 
pose of subtracting the weight of the display unit from desired height above the platform la. 
the weight measured by the platform. Alternatively. the 
	
If desired an adjusting knob 25 may be provided for 
display unit ma) he hung 011 a nearby wall at the level to have 1 for compensating the weight of suit worn by the 
of the eyes_ 	 human body to he weighed or an error of measurement. 
FIG. 2 shows a modified embodiment of this inven- 
	
By mounting the display unit on the upper end of the 
tion in which a plurality of discrete display units 3a. 36 steel hand at an angle with respect to the horizontal the 
and 3r arc connected in parallel to the signal converter 
	
digits displayed can be more readily read. 
located heneath the platform la ihrougli discrete elec- 	15 	What is claimed is; 
tric cables 2a, 26 and le, and at least one of the display I. In a body weight measuring device of the type 
units is provided with a source switch. This modifica- 	comprising a have, a platform resiliently mounted on 
tion is suitable for measuring the hod) weight of stu- 	said base, said platform displacing downwardly when a 
dents in a school so as to permit each of the students, 	hotly being weighed is supported thereon, means for 
measurer and recorder iii operate the source switch lei converting the downward movement of said platform 
and io read the displayed digits 
	
into an electric signal, a display tube connected to dis- 
FIG 3 shows a perspective view of a further modifi- 	play said electric signal and a source switch for control , 
cation of this invention in which the electric cable 2 is ling the connection between a source of supply and said 
detachably connected to base I by meals of cooperat- 	converting means and said display tube, the improve- 
ing plug 6 and socket 7. This modified construction 11 merit wherein said display tube and said source swoch 
pernms one to independently put awa! , the base and 
	
are combined into a display unit and said display unit 
platform, and the cable and display unit. 	 is connected to said converting means through an elec- 
FIG. 4 shows a set tion of a portion o' a have I con- 	tric cable outside of said base and wherein an auto- 
taining a cable retriever tl which comprises a reel 9 matic retriever for taking up said cable is provided for 
adapted 10 take op cable 2 connected to display unit 3, 30 said base. 
a spiral spring 10 interposed between red 9 and a shaft 
	
2. In a body weight measuring device of the type 
14. a group of sliding contacts II between cable con- 	comprising a base, a platform resiliently mounted on 
duciors and the circuits contained in the have Al- 	said base, said platform displacing downwardly when a 
though not shown in the drawing, it is to he understood body being weighed is supported thereon, means for 
that a suitable mechanism for applying and removing a 35 converting the downward movement of said platform 
braking force to and from the reel 9 is provided in the 
	
into an electric signal, a display tube connected to dis- 
same manner as in the prior art cable retriever so that 
	
play said electric signal and a source switch for control- 
when the display unit 3 is released it can he automati- 
	
ling the connection between a source of supply and said 
cally retrieved in the base. Thus, when the weighing de- 	converting means and said display tube, the improve- 
vice is not used, the cable 2 is contained in the base I s() men( wherein said display tube and said source switch 
so that it is easy to handle or transport the weighing de- 	are combined into is display unit and said display unit 
is connected to said converting means through an elec- 
In another modification of this invention shown in 
	
tric cable ouisidc of said base and wherein said display 
FIGS 5 and 6 a display unit 3 having the same con- 	unit is mounted on the top of a steel band which is 
struction as that shown in FIG. I is mounted on the 4 y mounted on said have to bc extendable and contract. 
upper end of a steel hand 20 constructed to estend ,ind 
	
able in ihr vertical direction. 
contract in the vertical direction 1 he vice' hand has a 3. The hod) weight measuring device according to 
curved cross section so that it does not bend away from 
	
claim 2 *herein the lower end of said steel hand is (Ain- 
the v criical position when ii is ounce upwardly as 	nccied to a led which is spring hias•d to take up said 
shown in 	i 5. t he inner end of the steel hand is 
	
tiu steel hand 




The study of the Weight Watcher Scales has progressed through several 
considerations and optimizations. 
Various present manufactures of similar products were found, but the cost 
of such units ranges from $3,400 (Ormond, Inc.) to an $880 model made by 
Micro-Strain, Inc. These prices lie well outside the limits set upon our 
project so consideration of redesigning present models appears to be outside 
our possible solutions. 
The major problem in design of a digital readout is the conversion of 
weight to digital information. There are two ways to derive the weight 
information; Load Cells and Encoders. 
Load cells utilize :le property that some materials possess, of giving 
a resistance change when they undergo compression or they may yield different 
voltages when they are put under strain. Load Cells are generally accurate 
to + 0.1 %, but their cost ranges from Sf450 for some strain gage types to 
$75 for variable resistance types. All Load Cells require an Analog to 
Digital Converter ( 8) and some require amplification circuitry($5). 
Encoders operate by the change in position of a disk or shaft relative 
to some contacts. Shaft encoders available on the market vary in cost from 
$250 to $95 and usually provide + 1% accuracy. 
Disk encoders presently on the market are designed for high speed use 
which increases cost, btu:. they are comparable in cost to the shaft encoders. 
Disk encoders would be the simplest to construct due to the design which 
consists of a coded surface and a set of brushes (contacts; one for each 
bit of information). 
The encoder chosen ['or the Weight Watcher was thus the disk with the 
coded surface replacing 7.he normal printed disk found in the present non-
digital scales on the market. 
With the encoder decided upon the next problem is what type of code 
to use on the disk. Three possibilities were considered: 
(1) Straight Binary Output 
(2) Seven Segment Code 
(3) Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) 
The straight binary has the advantage of being directly compatable 
with digital arithmetic operations which are required for the display of 
the difference in weight. The display we intend to use would be a seven 
segment Light Emitting Diode array which must have a Seven segment code to 
operate. There are BCD to Seven Segment converters available, but there are 
no Binary to Seven Segment Converters. Binary to BCD converters cost about 
$2 each and the BCD to Seven Segment converters are about 1 each. 
For optimization of cost a binary encoder and Binary to BCD and BCD to 
Seven Segment converters is the choice. If it is feasible, a BCD code may 
be incorporated so that actually two codes are on the encoder board, one 
driving the display of present weight and the other driving the addition 
circuitry for weight difference. 
Two methods of computing the difference between previous and present 
weighings were studied: 
(1) Calculator Chip 
(2) Binary Adder Chip 
The calculator is easily used to subtract data as it only requires 
selection of one input and the output is already coded for use with seven 
segment displays. However the data must be presented in a complex fashion 
utilizing a two phase clock system and serial entry. This means for our 
scales associated logic would require more consideration and precision. 
The Binary Adder Chip requires no clocking circuitry and allows 
parallel entry of data. The adder costs about $1 while the calculator 
is between 3 and $7. Memory was considered along with the addition 
circuitry. To conserve battery power when between weighings a low power 
Random Access Memory was chosen over discrete latches. The cost of the 
discrete latches would be about twice the 5 RAM (2101: 256 x 4 bits). 
Other memories are available which require less power but their cost is 
considerably greater. 
The cost of full parallel operation versus half-serial/half-parallel 
operation was next checked. The full parallel system requires more memory 
and more addition logic, while the combination method requires more timing 
but less memory. The cost comparison showed the half-serial/half-parallel 
to be optimum. 
Binary adders come in 4 bit packages meaning each adder can handle 
up to four bits of data. Four bits can specify sixteen different possibilities. 
If the adder is used twice in our half serial operation eight bits can be 
added but twice the suppor -Ang circuitry is required. If used three times 
again there is an increase in support devices. Eight bits can specify 
two hundred fifty six pos:Lbilities; thus including zero, two hundred 
fifty five weights are possible. The increase of even one bit however increases 
costs again, and for this reason an eight bit system was decided upon. 
After designing the clock and control circuitry the system was tested 
on a synthesizer. This device allows various integrated circuits to be 
connected and the design thus tested for logical or electrical faults. 
The synthesizer allows the display of the inputs and outputs as well 
as various control signals. The circuit was then optimized and retested 
through the use of certain reduction techniques(Karnough Map and 
Quine-McClusky alogrithm). 
The system is thus developed to the point that a description of its 
operation is possible. 
1) A person may check the Zero by a switch that activates the readout 
which may be corrected as necessary. 
2) One of four memory switches is selected to obtain previous data 
stored in the RAM. 
3) The scale is then mounted, activating a power switch and through 
mechanical linkages and spring tension rotates the encoder on brushes. 
4) After approximately four seconds (for the system to come to 
equilibrium) the weight appears and after the calculation the difference 
weight is displayed. 
5) The display will remain active as long as weight is present. 
6) Upon dismounting the scale the power switch and memory switch are 
returned to the off state. 
If no memory switch is activated then only the weight is displayed 
without a difference weight. 
The folowing figures show the various design considerations and 
control and clocking circuitry. 
1) Block diagram of Addition circuitry 
2) System Timing Operations 
3) Clock derivation 
4) Control signal derivation 
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SYSTEM TIMING OPERATIONS 
	
1 of 4DCBA CK 	 R/W A B C E F G 
0 1 1 LSN 0 0 0 0 	Load A and B registers with LSN 1 	0 X X X X 1 	 0  
MSN 0 0 0 1 	 0 00XXXX 
1 of 2 0 0 	 0 0 	Store SUM 
1 
0 0 1 1 	Load C with LSN from B 
LSN 0 1 0 0 	Write LSN from C into RAM 
MEN 0 1 0 1 	0 Load A and B with MSN 
1 of 2 0 	 0 0 	Save CARRY Bit 
1 
0 B 	0 	 1 Load C with MEN 





X X 0 X 0 X 
X X 0 X 0 x 
1 1 
0 0 X X 0 
0 0 0 X X 
X X 0 
0 






   
MEN 1 0 0 Load MSN from C into RAM 	1 X X 0 X 0 X 
0 	Let A read SUM, add to zero 	 1 	1 
1 of 2 1 0 1 0 	 0 	 f(F)0 0 




LSN 	1 1 0 0 
MSN 1 1 0 
1 of 2 1 1 1 0 
0 
1 	
X 	0 X 0 f(F)0 0 
0 
1 
1 Hold result for rest of count 	0 	X X 0 X 0 X 
0 0 XXOXOX 
1 
0 0 XXOXOX 
1 
0 0 XXOXOX 
1 X X 	X Hold results until ready to use 
Figure 3. 
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Using presently manufactured devices has proven to be cheaper than the development 
of a special system of switches just for this circuit. For the memory selection, 
four miniature snap switches (Cutler-Hammer Type SS12ET30-2L1 with quick connect 
terminals)will be used. These provide for little pressure to actuate (14 oz.), 
but a "tactile feel" response so as to assure knowledge that switch has been 
activated. A supplier for these switches is being sought, however they are 
available for Sl.00 each (1-24 quantities) from Newark Electronics. The weight 
actuation switch is a pair of snap switches (C-H Type SS1ODT40) of the sub-
miniature type and cost $2.80 from Newark. The Zero Test switch is a miniature 
slide switch (DPDT, Alcoswitch Type 2200) which is $0.70 from Newark. 
Batteries have been evaluated and two rechargable NiCad batteries will be 
used. One is approximately 3 volts and the other 6 volts, the six volt battery 
powers the display and logic; the three volt provides standby power for the memory 
when not being used for weigling or when the six volt battery is being recharged. 
The display will be sevan-segment Light Emitting Diodes with an additional 
±1 LED. Six of these are reqiired and are approximately $3.00 each. This will 
be for a 0.625 inch display which should be visible to most people unless their 
eyes are extremly poor. (These will be about twice as visible as the printed 
displays now available on mechanical scales. 
The circuit has been completely laid out and the printed circuit layout 
is being developed. The encoder is being developed and for final consideration 
probably two or more designs will be tested. The final package should look 
essentially the same as the prototype package with the actual size dependent on 
mechanical workings and batteries used. 
Following is a development of the logic flow within the scale to provide 
insight to the subtraction, storage section. 
LOGIC FLOW 
Switch 2 is closed, this is a slide switch at the head of the scales for 
checking the Zero setting. 
All circuits but the memory are activated and the resistor of the Integrated 
Circuit providing the four second delay is changed to provide instant readout 
from the encoder that will remain until switch 2 is opened. This provides a means 
of adjusting spring tension to obtain a true zero reading. 
Switches 3,4,5 or 6 closed, these are the memory selection switches. 
When any switch is closed it pulls to ground thus setting one of the four 
Set-Reset latches and clearing the others. If two are pressed only the last 
will remain set. These also are connected to a One-Shot with a 40 second pulse 
so that when a switch is pressed all latches are cleared in 40 seconds. 
Switch 1 is connected to the weight platform such that if any weight is 
applied to the scales it will close suppling power to the memory and the display 
and logic circuitry. When power comes on, the One-Shot with a 4 second delay and 
a Multivibrator with period of 5 ms. are started. The first will clock a latch 
from the encoder so as to hold that weight for the rest of the cycle (while weight 
is applied to the scale). This also holds several J-K Flip-Flops in a clear state 
until the latch is locked to a weight. The Multivibrator then clocks the J-17 . 
 Flip-Flops which comprise the timing circuit of the system which was shown in 
the previous report. This timing circuit controls the state of the logic circuit 
through the control signals (A,B,C,E,F, and G). The states of the timing circuit 
and control signals are explained here (refer to Figure 2 of the previous report). 
A clock period is defined to be the consecutive 0,1 states of the CK timing 
line. 
0\ 
During the first clock period (0000
1
) the A and B latches are allowed to 
sample data and then lock on the signal at the 094 transition of the CK signal. 
The data present at the inputs of these latches is the Least Significant Nibble 
(LSN, least significant four bits of data). The A latch recieves data from the 
Random Access Memory (RAY), the B latch, from the l Of 4 selector which at this 
time point to the LSN from the encoder latches. The outputs from the A and B 
latches are input to a four it adder which adds the numbers. 
0 
Nothing occurs during the second clock period (0001
1
) and the A and B latches 
are not allowed to read new data. 
During clock period three (0010 
	
several signals change. The memory is 
allowed to read from the C latch which has data from the 1 of 4 selector which 
now points to the 1 of 2 selector which points to the SUM from the adder. This 
SUM is the difference between the present and previous weighings. 
During clock period four (0011 °1 ) the 1 of 4 points to the negated output from 
the B latch which is then stored in the C latch. 
In the fifth period (0100 °1 ) the circuit writes the data from the c latch 
into the RAM thus storing the negated LSN (LSN). 
In the sixth period (0101 °1 ) the A latch stores the previous MSN from the 
RAM and B latches the present MSN from the encoder latches through the 1 of 4. 
In the seventh period (0110 °1 ) the carry bit from the adder is saved in the 
F latch. This is the high order carry which determines whether the difference 
is positive (weight gain) or negative (weight loss). 
During the eighth period (0111 °1 ) the C latch stores the negated MSN from 
the B latch through the 1 of 4 selector. 
No information exchange occurs during the ninth period (1000,). 
During the tenth clock period (1004) the MSN is written into memory from 
the C latch. 
During the eleventh period (1001 ) the A latch reads and stores the SUM from 
the RAM and the output from 3 to the adder is set to zero by the G gate so the 
adder adds SUM and zero to yield SUM. The carry bit stored in the F latch determines 
the sign of the SUM and thus selects either SUM or SUM from the 1 of 2 selector. 
The 1 of 4 selector points to the 1 of 2 and passes the appropriate value to the 
C latch which stores the value. 
In the twelvth period (1014) no information changes. 
During the thirteenth through sixteenth periods (1100 °1 - 1114) the data 
from the C latch is held and the display is turned on. The clock has been developed 
to continue counting thirteen through sixteen untill weight is removed from 
switch 1. 
If none of the four memory switches are activated or 40 seconds elapse before 
weight is applied to the sca"±e, the clock is not allowed to count and memory is 
not actuated so that only the present weight display is activated. 
NOTE: If more than fifteen pounds is lost or gained in a given period 
weighings the present weight is correct but the difference display will not 
be valid, it will blink. 
Section 3 
REQUIREMENTS FOR DESIGN COMPLETION 
1. The design of the mechanical switches. 
(a) buy 
(b) build 
2. Choice of proper display 
(need minimum power, consider height 
3. Necessary battery 
(rechargeable - probably NiCad) 
4. Layout of PC board to provide best component location 
5. Encoder design -- Rotate brushes v.s. rotate encoder 
6. Final package considerations 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
December 7, 1976 
Mr. Russel B. Watson, Jr. 
Watson Brick & Tile Company 
P. 0. Box 6483 
Tyler, Texas 75711 
Dear Mr. Watson: 
Enclosed you will find a preliminary copy of our November monthly 
report relative to your "Weight Watcher" project. As you can see this 
report builds on the initial monthly report in that our work has included 
technical modifications tc the results reported previously. It had been 
our hope to have a working model before Christmas but it doesn't appear 
that we will meet this deadline. There are no major problems, just the 
solving of many small technical problems. 
We are also awaiting the attorneys report who are investigating the 
patentability of the scale. We have no indication whatsoever as to their 
recommendations at this time. We are keeping the pressure on them to 
deliver as soon as possible. 
Our expenditure for the month of November will be approximately the 
same as October's sum of $2,600. You will be receiving the formal billing 
and formal report from our accounting people soon. If there are any 
questions that we may help you with at any time please feel free to call. 
I anticipate a meeting with you and your son as soon as the first prototype 
model is in good working order. 
Ja es F. Lowry 






Since the last report on the "Weight Watcher" scales the major goal 
has been the layout of a printed circuit board and an encoded disk. Con-
struction of the prototype has been started, but has run into some problems. 
The logic circuitry is all quite well worked out, but there is a diffi-
culty in the encoder which is being corrected with minor alternations to the 
design. Rather than using a binary coded disk, a disk providing the 
on-off function as well as a counter is being developed. This disk will 
eliminate one of the switches previously required. A disk using gray code 
is also being considered. 
Initial layout of the printed circuit board for the logic proved to have 
errors which are being worked out. 
Battery selection has led to the use of NiCad batteries although lower 
power circuitry is being sought that would make the necessary recharging of 
the batteries less frequent. 
Final package design still lies ahead, but seems to be heading for a 
construction using ABS plastic (more modern appearance). A final operating 
prototype is thus a short time away. 
Milton Bennett has forwarded the description of the preliminary patent 
search to the patent attorneys used by Georgia Tech. We are awaiting a call 






R. L. Yob 
Laboratory Director 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
January 25, 1977 
Watson Brick & Tile Compaay 
P. O. Box 6483 
Tyler, Texas 75711 
Attn: Mr. Russel B. Watson, Jr. 
Subject: Monthly Progress Summary 
Letter for EES/GIT Research 
Project A-1899 for period 
December 1, 1976 through 
December 31, 1976 
Dear Mr. Watson: 
This progress report describes efforts expended through the December 
period. Activities for this period were limited because of the station's 
holiday policy. 
Attached you will find the patent attorney's preliminary report as 
to the patentability of the scale. As indicated it appears that even 
though similar concepts of weighing and storing devices have been disclosed 
there exists the possibility of limited patent protection on the devices 
being developed for the scale. It is our current opinion that two poten- 
tial patents are applicahle. One would be a patent on the design using 
discrete circuitry and tt - e other would be on the microprocessor design 
currently under developmEnt. As per our telephone discussion we will 
proceed with the patent process on these two items. 
At this point in the design of the device it is necessary to select 
the type of digital device to use in implementing the logic. The two 
principle options are discrete digital circuitry and microprocessor cir-
cuitry. The microprocessor option has been selected because of the lower 
unit cost of the device, higher reliability and lower product manufacturing 
cost. These advantages are offset by a higher initial development cost 
but these are minimal and one-time therefore the microprocessor system 
was selected. 
The selection of a particular microprocessor was required to begin 
layout and prototype bui -Aup. In the interest of minimizing the initial 
development cost at Georgia Tech an Intel, Inc. processor was selected 
because complete development equipment for the Intel microprocessor is 
available on campus and a number of staff members are well-versed in its 
Mr. Russel B. Watson, Jr. 	 -2- 	 January 25, 1977 
use. In the event another microprocessor is desired for the production 
model, the patent protection is uneffected and only reprogramming will be 
required. 
Efforts through the next period will proceed with the following develop-
ments: 
1) Microprocessor simulation 
2) Selection and purchasing of the microprocessor 
3) Interfacing of the mechanical scale with the simulator 
4) Package Design 
5) Patents 
Charges for the month of December will be approximately $1,953. 
S' erely, 
Ja es F. Lowry 
Pr gram Manager 
JFL:sdp 
LAW 01 VICE OF 
EDWARD TAYLOR NEWTON 
GEORGE HARKS HOPKINS 
WILLIAM JOSEPH ORMSBY,JR. 
NEWTON, HOPI( INS & ORMSI3Y 
SUITE 1010, THE EQUITABLE QUILDINO 
100 PEACHTREE STREET 




   
      
WILLIAM HARRIS NEEDLE CABLE PATATTY, ATLANTA 
TELEPHONE 404 558-1765 
   
December 20, 1976 
OP COUNSEL 
EDWIN L. REYNOLDS 
O,C. DAR 
Mr. Milton W. Bennett 
Georgia Tech Research Institute 
Administration Building 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 	30332 
Re: Preliminary Patentability Search 
Digital Scale Device 
Your Ref.: ROI 612C 
Our Ref.: 0734 - ROI 612C 
Dear Milton: 
Thank you for your request to conduct a preliminary 
patentability search on the above-referenced subject matter. 
We understand the subject invention to involve a bathroom 
type scale which has the capability to display not only an individual's 
weight, but also a weight differential from a previously stored 
measurement. Weight data is obtained by using a digital disc encoder. 
The encoder output is fed to a BCD decoder which decodes the user 
weight. In addition, it is also fed to a one of four multiplexer 
whose selection controls are governed by one of four operator 
controlled puslibottons located on the top front of the scale. The 
multiplexer output is fed to a random access memory and to an 
arithmetic adder. The adder accepts previously stored weight data 
from the random access memory and determines a new weight differential 
which is then outputed to the display. Thereupon the latest weight 
measurement is stored into the random access memory. 
During the course of our search, we uncovered the following 
erences/2 - ,7/A 6/2/VC, 
512,593 - Edmondson 





Williams, Jr. et al. 
Northcutt 
   
Mr. Milton W. Bennett 
December 20 , 19Th 
Page Two 
USP 3,967,690 to Northcutt discloses a digital read-out 
diet scale which is capable of detecting and displaying minute 
changes of weight. The invention comprises a transducer for generating 
a signal representing the weight of the dieter, and means for storing 
a signal representing a reference weight for the dieter. These 
signals are applied to a time gated oscillator whose output is in 
turn applied to an up-down counter. The counter is responsive to the 
oscillator output signals to display the dieter's weight or change 
• in weight, and provides a digital display of current weight or weight 
change. A switching device, is manual or automatic with a time delay, 
first couples the transducer output to the counter to display the • 
current of the user and then couples the storage means to the counter 
to decrease the displayed weight by the reference weight, whereby the 
relative change of weight of the user may be displayed. 
USP 3,655,003 to Yamajima discloses a weighing machine 
which enables a user to recognize at a glance the interrelation 
between 4n actual weight of the weighed person and the optimum weight 
relative to the particular height. Five pushbotton selectors are 
provided on the top front of the scale and enable the user to select 
his particular height class. 
The remaining references located during the course of the 
search disclose other weighing devices which are considered to be of 
interest with respect to the subject invention. however, the 
references discussed in detail above, appear to be the most pertinent. 
During the course of our search, we consulted with U. S. 
Patent Office Examiner George Miller. As a result of our consulta, 
tion, we included the following classifications in our field of 
search: 
CLASS 177 -, WEIGHING SCALES 
Subclass 2 - With Recorder 
Subclass 3 - With Recorder; With Computing or 
Totalizing Means 
Subclass* 4 	With Recorder; With Recording of a 
Factor Additional to Weight 
Subclass S 	IVith Recording of a Factor Additional 
to Weight; Weight Identification 
Subclass 25 	Computer 
• 
Mr. Milton W. Bennett 
December 20, 1976 
Page Three 
Subclass 164 	Pre-set 
Subclass 174 - Pre-set; Indicator Structure; 
Rack Connection 
Subclass 177 - Aluminated 
Subclass 210 - Self-positioning; Electrical Current 
Generating or Modifying 
Subclass 213 - Repositioning in Response to 
Deflection Under Load; Electrical 
Actuated Poise 
Subclass 245 	Combined 
Subclass 264 - Miscellaneous 
Digest 1 - Allen Digest 
Digest 2 - Digitizers Mechanical 
Digest 3 - Digitizers Electrical 
Digest 4 - Digitizers Non-sensing 
As a result of our search, it appears that the broad 
concept of measuring and storing weight and then computing and 
displaying weight differential has been previously disclosed. 
However, the particular implementation of the subject invention 
appears to be novel. Accordingly, it is our opinion that it would 
be possible to obtain some limited patent protection on the specific 
implementation disclosed in the -- tibject - invention;i - you thinkthWt 
advisable. 
It is also our opinion that the present state of the 
invention is sufficiently advanced that an application can be prepared 
• for submission to the Patent Office without additional design or 
fabrication. We feel that sufficient information is contained in the 4 
materials with which we were provided to enable the application 
preparation. However, if we were to prepare the application, we 
would appreciate any additional documentation which is available. 
• 
The Season's Best Wishes! 
Very truly yours, 
NEWTON HOPKINS 	ORMSI3Y 
ETN:eh 
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I Claims 
ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A personal.weight recorder for producing a record of 
day to day weights of a person using such recorder; in-
cluding provision for producing such day to day record 
over a substantial interval of time such at three months, 
with provision for simple and ready removal of the record 
sheet at completion of such time interval, and substitution 
of a fresh record sheet, and re-setting of the recording 
stylus to its starting position. The record is produced and 
is located at position for convenient direct reading by the, 
person standing on the weigh platform. Prevision is made 
for advancing the recording stylue one day spacing along 
the record sheet at a time, whether or not a record is 
made for one or more days, thus ensuring that each record 
produced on the sheet, will be located at the correct daily 
recording position, as identified by marking. CM the sheet. 
The present invention concerns itself with improvements 
in what I shall call personalized record producing of 
weights of an individual, day by day, over a considerable 
interval of time. The presently to he disclosed weighing 
machine is provided with a conventional platform on which 
the individual stands, and with means to produce a record 
of his weight on a record sheet; with provision for ad-
vancing the record producing stylus laterally across the 
sheet, step-by-step, day after day, during a considerable 
interval of time, such as three months. Accordingly, each 
day a recording is made of the individual's weight on the 
day in question. If the individual should allow a day or 
several days to pass without stepping onto the weigh 
platform, thus missing a record of weight for such time, 
the stylus of the recorder is nevertheless advanced each 
day to correct position for producing a record (but with-
out actually producing such record for such day), so that 
when next the individual does step onto the platform, a 
weight record for such particular date is produced. Thus 
the records of weights are properly synchrooi;ed with pas-
sage of time, producing a lime-weight recording over the 
time interval covered by such record sheet. 
Provision is mad: for removing a used record sheet at 
conclusion of the time interval covered by such sheet, and 
substitution of a new record sheet for the succeeding time 
interval; and provision is also made for re-setting the 
stylus carrier laterally to its starting position, ready to 
produce the succeeding set of recordings over the next 
time interval 
A simple type of record is one generally known as the 
bar-type, wherein after each recording is produced, the 
stylus re-sets back to its base position, with lateral advance 
of the record sheet, or, as in the present disclosure, lateral 
advance of the stalus, the record sheet remaining station-
ary. In producing such bar-type recording, the weight 
imposed on the platform serves to raise the stylus to a 
height corresponding to the weialit imposed; and after 
removal of the a cieht from the platform, the stylus falls 
back to its base or zero position. The lateral advance of 
the stylus carrier then brings such stylus to its properly 
laterally re-set position for the neat day's recording op-
eration. Having produced such a bar-type recording, the 
student thereof may, should he so desire, prod ice a con-
tinuous line extending laterally along the tips of the 
2 
successive bars, thus facilitating study of the information 
available from such recording over the time interval is 
question. Recorder' incorporating the features of my 
present invention are thus of use for borne installations, 
for hospitals, clinic:, and numerous other purposes wbere-
in it is desired to integrate time with weight. Thus, weigh-
ing machines embodying features of my present invention 
are useful in studying the progress of a weight-reducing 
diet, or the recovery of a patient from a serious illness. 
Ip measured by his progress in weight recovery, or convuso-
ly, the advance of a disease, measured by the progress is 
loss of weight; and many other useful purposes available 
from the use of machines embodying features of my 
present invention, will suggest themselves. 
13 	More specifically, it is an object of the present 
. lion to provide for producing a lineal variation of 
stylus movement with equal variations of imposed weight. 
Such objective is served by provision of a conventional 
platform on which the patient stands during the weighing 
20 operation, together with means to ensure that the desired 
lincality of recording shall be produced, regardless of the 
exact part of the platform supporting his weighe To this 
end I have provided a spring supported platform without 
pre-loading of the springs, so that the graph between load- . 
25 ing and variation of strain, shall be linear, with the inter-
sect extending through the zero position between the 
ordinates and the abscissae of a characteristic curve of 
such arrangement. I have also provided an arrangement 
wherein the displacement of the connection between the 
30 platform and the movement transrriaing clement to the 
status, shall always indicate correctly the imposed load, 
no matter which part of the platform may carry the im-
posed load. Thus, whether the patient stands on the cen-
ter of the platform, or forwardly or backwardly of such 
33 center, or to one side or the other of the platform, the 
displacement of the connection between the platform and 
the stylus, shall be a true indication of the supported load, 
measured on a linear scale. The details of this arrange- 
ment will appear hereinafter. 
40 	
It is a further object of the invention to provide a 
simple, directly operating, .and rugged structure, con- 
stituted to produce records of dependable accuracy, and 
of construction not liable to damage by sudden violent 
45 depressions of the platform, such as may occur by ors . 
tomary stepping onto such platform for the weighing op-
eration. 
• Other objects and uses of the invention will appear 
from a detailed description of the same, which concists 
60 in the features of construction and combinations of parts 
hereinafter described and claimed.. 
In the drawings; 
FIG. 1 shows a front view of the weighing machine,, 
both of the front doors being closed, and the platform 
65 being in its normal or raised position, occupied when no 
weight Is imposed on such platform; 
FIG. 2 shows a left-band elevational view correspond-
ing to FIG. I; 
FIG. 3 shows a plan view corresponding to FIGS. 1 
60 and 7-; 
FIG. 4 shows a back or rear view corresponding 
FIGS. 1 and 2; 
FIG. 5 shows a view corresponding to FIG. 4, but sith 
the back side door opened to show some of the interior 
structures; 
FIG. 6 shows a front view corresponding to FIG. 1. 
but with the upper and lower front doors opened; the 
former showing the record sheet in place supported by 
the record carrier, and also showing the stylus in 13 
70 lowered or zero position, and at its left-hind moved posi- 
tion, being its starting position for producing a record 
day by day stepping rightwardly tcro. -ards the right; and 
• 
3 
in this figure the platform structure is shcra -n in section 
according to an irregular section taken on C.e line 6-6 
of FIG. 7, looking in the direction of the arrvwa 
FIG. 7 shows a vertical central section ,trough the 
entire machine, being a section taken subarranrially on the 
line 7-7 of FIG. 6, looking in the dire:=5cet of the 
arrows; 
FIG. 8 shows a fragmentary front fact yic-a af the time 
counting clement by which the stylus carri . in advanced 
laterally to the right for location day by Cray an positions 
correct for producing the bar type records cotresponding 
to the weights imposed during weighing te-r produced 
on such days; this figure being on larger scare than FIGS. 
I and 6: 
F1G. 9 shows a fragmentary plan view ccarrevpooding 15 mg platform loadings. Two elbows are located between 
to FIG. 5; and 	each side of the platform and the sheet 37 directly below, 
FIG. I) shows a face view of a typical dnart for use 
in connection with the machine of the pare invention, 
removed from such weighing machine, be:ng cm enlarged 
scale as compared with FIG. 6. 
Referring to the drawings, the weighing machine in-
cludes the vertical section 20 and the horizocca. platform 
section 21, connected to the lower end of sam_h- veil cal 
section 20. Conveniently the platform seccert comprises 
the side bars 22 and 23 having their front C:1 e..1 connected 
to the front bar 24 in rigid manner. Such side tars extend 
rcarwardly far enough to embrace the Icnatrc end of the 
vertical section, as shown in FIGS. 1.2 and 3 ire particular. 
A rear cross bar 25 connects the rear ecda cif such side 
bars together, thus producing a rigid reetazarular base 
frame. If desired a cross piece 26 may be ciaended be-
tween the side ham 22 and 23 just in adaamcc •of the 
lower end of the vertical section 20, but so bove the 
bottom face of the platform section, to cnai - Ue necessary 
connections between the platform and veraaaa.1 ;ections, 
hereinafter to be described. The bottom fact of the plat-
form section is closed by a sheet metal plate 27_ The upper 
portion of such platform frame remains open,. Cat vertical-
ly movable platform 21 being located above. aaad telescop-
ing around such platform frame section. Tbue much plat-
form section 21 includes the stiff sheet 28 ca.aata..ing be-
tween the side angles of sheet metal 29 and 31 1 which de-
pend from such sheet 28, and the front azi,e 31 which 
extends down from such sheet 28. All three of jch down-
wardly extending angle members 29, 30 and .31 are set 
out far enough to slightly clear the outer recirneters of 
the frame member 22, 23 and 24, and such ara,a1.-.5 also de-
pend slightly lower than the upper edges of each frame 
members, as shown in FIGS. 6 and 7 in parflaular. Thus 
a telescoping arrangement is produced, sshereis the plat-
form proper may be depressed sufficiently no balance 
the greatest load to which the weighing -b'inc is in-
tended to receive, if desired, the downwarCa - extending 
angles 32 and 33 may be provided along the ar -.3e portions 
of the sheet 28, extending down proximate tai the inner 
faces of the platform frame bars 22 and 23, caaaaectisely, 
but spaced therefrom sufficiently to avoid interfnacnce with 
the up and down movements of the platfcaan proper. 
Likewise, another downwardly extending a5.L 34 may 
be secured to the plate 28, extending downs therefrom 
just behind the front platform frame bar 21 Lod clear-
ing the same sufficiently to avoid interference w.h the free 
up and down platform movements, All such di: nwardly 
extending angle elements which arc connected to the plat-
form sheet 28, serve to prevent excessise latzeir, and front 
to back movements of the platform proper wiza , respect to 
the platform frame; but such lateral and sc front to 
hack movements of the platform proper a..-a also con-, 
trolled by the elbow units and connections preazaaly to be 
described, and which will normally retain Cie platform 
against lateral sway or front to back shift w.,a a very 
&i-nail tolerance. It is also noted that such c_Thaw units 
serve to ensure up and down movements of t...tat platform 
proper without lateral or front to back sfiT of such 
platform unit, for purposes of ensuring a=a-le weight 
4 
measurements, and transmittal of such measurements 
linearly to the stylus operating clenieras, as will 
f ter appear. 
The springs 35 and 36 art secured to the bottom plate 
37 of the platform frame, the side bars 2.2 and 2-3, and 
the bottom sheet 27 being connected to such txmora sheet. 
Thus the lower ends of the springs are rigidly retained 
against movement with respect to the platform frame in 
particular. The upper ends of such springs just reach to 
jo  the under face of Inc sheet 25, being attached thereto in 
manner to prevent sic-wise or lateral shift of such up- 
per spring ends. Such springs are not Loaded when no 
load is carried by the platform, so the springs will be 
deformed according to a linear deformatioo under vary- 
these being the elbows 38 and 39 at the left-hand side of 
platform, and 40 and 41 at the rirht-hand side of the 
platform. Each such elbow comprising the two links a 
20 and I) pivotally connected together, and a.h their upper 
and lower ends pivotally connected to brackets secured 
to the platform plate 25 and to the base plate 37, respec-
tively. All such links are of the same length (measured 
between their two pivotal connections). Accordingly, 
23 when the pivotal point of the links a and b of one elbow 
3S is connected by a link to the pivotal point of the links 
• a and b of the elbow 39, provided that the length of such 
so interconnecting link is the same as the distance be-
tween the brackets to which the links a of the one elbow 
30 38 and the other elbow 39, are connected to the platform, 
and also the same as the distance between the bracken 
by which the links b of such elbow 33 and Ole other elbow 
39, are connected to the base plate, the platform above 
such two pairs of links, or elbows, mug rise and fall 
33 while retaining the platform always parallel to itself. A 
similar reasoning must also apply respecting the two el- 
. bows 40 and 41 at the other side of the platform. By 
,making the interconnecting links between the elbows 40 
and 41 the same in length as such aforesaid link between 
1 0 the elbows 38 and 39, both sides of the platform must rise 
and fall while remaining parallel to such platform and 
parallel to the base plate. By iniegrat'a3g the intercon-
nections of both pairs of elbows (33-39, and 40-41), 
both sides of the platform must always rise and fall par-
allel to the base plate, the vertical raovements of the plat.: 
45 form always occuring while the platform remains par-
allel to itsef. That is, all vertical movements of the plat- . 
 form will occur under the condition that such platform 
always remains parallel to a common and unvarying 
plane. Such integration of the two interconnect ions is pro- 
fit) duccd by providing the plate 42 having its corners pivotal-
ly connected to the four elbows at their link intercon-
nected ends, such plate 42 being of rectanrular form. 
With this or corresponding structure, any load applied to 
any portion of the area of the plaform will cause such 
63 platform to descend with its surface always parallel to 
itself, and always parallel to the base plate 37. Thus, when 
the patient steps onto the platform the depression of all 
of the springs 35 and 36 will be equalized, and such de-
pression will be linear in amount, that is, equal spring 
60 compressions will be produced by equal increments Jf 
the loading. Accordinely. a direct connection between the 
platform and the stylus, presently to be da-...--ribed, will 
produce equal- increments of stylus movement during 
recording. 
63 	It is now noted that lateral forces exerted aeainst the 
platform will be resisted by the pivotal corneaions to the 
corners of the plate 42, tending to bend such pivotally 
connected corners. A small degree of such lateral force 
would probably not produce such bend; but to insure 
7'0 against such possibility, and to ensure prcaesation of the 
parts against such lateral force, 1 have made the follow-
ing provision; 
I have provided the cylinder 43 extending upwardly 
from the central portion of the base plate 37 and secured 
73 thereto, together with a companion plunger element 44 
5 
secured to the under face of the platform sheet 28 and ex-
tending into and working in such cylinder with a nice fit_ 
The cylinder and the plunger are proportioned so that a 
substantial length of the plunger a ill always be telescoped 
into the cylinder, sufficient to resist later -ail deformation, 
and thus to protect the plate 42 against the distortion 
already refereed to. Additionally, the sheets 29 and 30, 
and 32 and 33, and 31 and 34 which depend from the plat-
form in .telescoping manner with respect to the base 
frame elements, may be designed and lo:ated at small 
clearances from such base frame elements, to thus come 
into engagement therewith, by small deflections pro-
duced by relatively small lateral forces. Additionally, the 
telescoping of such elements with the bate plate frame 
elements will protect against entrance of foreign materials 
into and between the relatively movable elements of the 
platform structure. 
The vertically extending portion 20, of the machine, 
reaches up from the rearwardly extending base elements 
22 and 23, together with the cross-wise axtending ele-
ment 24, already referred to, Accordingly, such portion 
20 is firmly connected to the weighing platform structure. 
Such vertically extending portion includes the side 
plates 45 and 46, together with the front and back panels 
and the top element 47. The front panel or enclosure in-
cludes the lower panel 48 which extends up to a large 
opening defined by the top edge of such lower panel and 
a cross-wise extending bar 49; and a viewing opening is 
defined by such bar 49 and the lower edge of a top panel 
50. The first mentioned opening is provided with the 
hinged door 51, hinged to the top edge of the panel 48 
by a piano type hiAge 52 in conventional manner. Such 
door 51 may thus be raked into closed position and 
locked in convenient manner. The viewing opening is 
provided with a side edge hinge or hinges carried door 
53, and suitable locking facilities are provided for locking 
such door when closed. Such door is provided with a 
large window, preferably of glass, through which the 
whole area of the chart undergoing recording, as well as 
the upper portion of the stylus carrier, my be viewed 
without need of opening the door. As successive days pass 
the stylus advances rightwardly by the structures present-
ly to be described. The chart shown in FIG. 6 is typical of 
charts which may receive the desired recordings. One such 
chart is also shown enlarged in FIG. 10. Such chart may 
be provided with light ordinal lines defining calendar in• 
lervals, such as successive days, or as shown in FIGS. 6 
and 10, defining successive five day intervals, since the 
scales to which such figures are drawn make it incon-
venient to show successive days. Furthermore, the defin-
ing of such canendar intervals by ordinal lines should be 
of such fine or semi-transparent character as not to ob-
scure or even materially reduce the emphasis of the re-
corded bar produced on such line, The manlier in which 
the stylus is advanced rightwardly with passage of time, 
will be disclosed presently. 
The illustrated chart also includes abscissa lines ex-
tending across the chart at sucessively higher positions. 
These lines indicate weights; and the heighl of the bar 
record at any give date or lime interval, may thus be 
immediately determined by the height of the bar corre-
sponding to such calendar time. 11 is noted that in the 
illustrated chart the lowest weight indication is for 120 
pounds, and the stylus illustrated in such figt re stands at 
such low weight position. Since the stylus movement re-
lated to weight impressed on the platform is linear, it is 
evident that for the condition of no weight an the plat-
form, the stylus should, in the absence of special provision, 
be much below such 120 round indication. Accordingly, 
have, in the structures pre:ently to be described, made 
provision for a lost-motion betv-een the directly platform 
connected element, and the element connecting to the 
stylus, enabling platform movements of less than 120 
pounds weight indication, to occur freely without causing 
stylus rise: and such lost-motion u.nnection products force 
transfer Lora the platform to the stylus, only when a 
93 
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load of 120 pounds or more is carried by the platform. 
Evidently, some other lost-rrsrn:ou 'mount, eitber morn 
or less than 120 pounds may be provided for. It is also 
noted that by thus eliminating recording of wei,ghts less 
than a prescribed value, the apace available far prodne-
ing records on the chart may be used either for record-
ing to higher values under a specified detail of recorded 
bars, or for recording to a given high value, ai prescribed 
higher detail of the recordings. 
The chart is readily insertable in place or removed 10 
therefrom as follows: 
A plate 54 is extended .treys the upper portico of the 
structure between the side Novels 4S and Si of the ele-
ment 20, The front face of such plate 54 is provided with 
15 top and bottom chart receiving and supporting clamps 57 
and 58, respectively. These clamps may be of conventional - 
form, comprising the spring pressed strips 54 •hids press 
the edge portion of the chart carrying paper or card 
against the front surfice of such plate 54 in conetotiotaal 
20 manner. With such structure the chart is readily inserted 
into or removed from the plate; and by properly sizing 
the spacing between the tao clips, vertical adjustments 
of the chart to exact vertical calibration for correct weight 
recordings, may be produced. Lateral adjustments of the • 
25 chart may also be produced to ensure corral calendar 
readings for the several bar-type records to be node by 
the stylus. 
Two vertical bars 60 and 81 are extended (morn such 
plate 54 to the bottom of the structure, and are secured 
30 to such plate 54 and to the bor;om of the structure. These • 
bars afford guidance for the stylus c arrier during up and 
down movements of such carrier, as will be presently -
explained. 
The stylus carrier comprises a lig;,t frame inclocEng the 
35 lop and bottom bars 62 and 63, respectively, together with 
the vertical struts 64 and 65 to which such top and bottom 
bars are connected. Examination of FIG. 7 in particu-
ular shows that the top bar 62 rides against the back 
surfaces of the two vertical bars 60 and 61, wheleas the 
40 bottom bar 63 rides against the front surfacers of such 
vertical bars. Thus torques gcoduced by the weight of 
the frame and connected elements, tending to rock such 
frame clockwise, viewed as in FIG. 7, are properly taken 
up. Additionally, a top board 66 is provided in srk.1 frame, 
such top board riding against the front surfaom of the 
43 bars 60 and 6s. A box-like element 67 is secured to and 
comprises a portion of the frame in front of the tars 64 
and 61. This box-like element encloses a time counting 
unit, such as an electric synchronous motor unit, to be 
referred to hereinafter. 
50 	A stop element 68 is secured to the left-hand plate 45 
in position to limit the downward movement of the frame 
at a zero or base position, wherein the stylus is engaged 
w ith the chart surface at its low weight position (as shown 
in FIG, 6 such low weight position is the 120 pounds 
5S recording position). Secured to the opposite s'ick panel 
56 below the frame is a switch. such as a micros -mi.:eh 61, 
having its actuating pin extending upwardly into position 
for engagement by the frame Loa prior to stop; age of the 
' do -toward movement of the frame, produced by the slop 
00 68, Such switch has its contacts biased to close circuit 
just as the frame rises during a recording operation_ Nor-
many, when the frame is in its fully lowered position . 
such switch is open circuited_ Such switch is co tl to 
a conventional service outlet for current; and a lamp 70 
03 is secured to the top plate 47 of the structure, bCeg con-
nected to such current outlet through the miarosaitcb-
Accoadingly, such lamp is normally un-lightad shit the 
frame is in its fully lowered position; but as soon as the 
70 frame rises slightly by .veighicg force trans:flirted from 
the platform, the microswia:h closes, thus liglatiti the 
lamp, and illuminating the from surface of the chart Such 
illumination continues during the interval of weichiaa, but 
ceases as soon as the weight is removed from thep lat- 
75 form. 
3,512,5J3 
It remains to describe the means afiinEn 7 ave provided 
(or advancing the sty/us lateraZa - el :tin   at a rate to 
shift from position proper to per— Oie record•bar for 
one day weighing, to position pe=ae. trie producing the 
recording for the following day. Tic isc a slow Lateral 
travel, and is conveniently prod Tv- a small syn-
chronous motor driven gear-main zerteerved in the box-
like unit 67, and continuously stroenlei writ)] conventional 
A.C. 60 cycle supply, The gear-c-a. 	 as to produce 
lateral travel of the stylus only 	woe -xr-like record- 
ing position to the next, during z 	Imitroal between re- 
cordings, assume as 24 hours_ fa the:aremet &hosing& of 
FIGS. 6 and 10, provision is rria_ae -ire. -ninety days of 
recordings. Accordingly, the soaks oaion.i.Z travel the full 
width of the chart during a ninetea.ro-o Lrame -rat 
Reference is next made to Fl -Ca &.7- land 10 showing 
the lateral drive means for traver-i—; 7s. oolus from ordi-
nal position to ordinal position, lazz- -al'a , ..oirr.ady referred 
to. This structure includes the soirca.tous motor drive, 
of more or less conventional form_ :a-a-on^i to produce the 
desired slew lateral travel rightmotae. ,u. -7 the stylus. It is 
unnecessary to describe such enie dpi since various 
small synchronous motor drive=_  	 units are 
. ' well known in the arts. The stria 7:raczr=., 'I and 72 are 
journalled to the unit 67 at tae r _a' the structure, 
being Separated a distance sur5*.ea=. 73 ,;.=zo-mmodate the 
needed travel of the stylus carraearo Into flexible metal 
tape (e.g., of steel), in the for= of a. .ivr-p is extended 
over such pinions, thus provi6er '.aae arra:ea -1r runs 74 and 
75. The output shaft 76 of the ion train car-
ries a small toothed wheel 77w h2:-..sr;...-!;:..es correspond-
ing sprocket tooth openings alocur one es. of the tape 
loop, it being noted that since roe rarer runs travel in 
opposite directions both runs of the =ore army he drivingly 
engaged by the toothed wheeL 
The stylus 78 is carried by a •=e -ii=i7. 5 ■-r:TrI 79 whose 
lower end is secured to the tare .—_a 	manner such as 
to pre\ em deflection of such sa_. 	-.r...=:-.air, so that it 
 its verticality during the eerca--_-.:zer. --a• ravel needed 
to produce recordings for the tom: :Erne a:move] intended. 
For this purpose the stern 79 is w L— ass =rmnened to a 
small base plate 80 firmly secure: to air: . top run of the 
tape. 
Since the lateral travel of the wo7us :tar, er is limited 
it is desirable to provide means ea =ir vF: the current 
supply to the synchronous motor at the -riohoband end 
of the permissible travel, The rrno—o-sovaaeat Fl mounted 
to a stationary part adjacent to ea: tauter rightward 
travel of the stylus carrier. is eric r. ley the stylus 
carrier or some clement carried E7 the ...00ar_. at comple-
tion of such rightward travel of Ce '.on run of the tape, 
thus cutting off current supply to We -rooter. if desired 
such switch may be of that type win •Doe depression 
of a contact controlling element street= 71 reran the switch, 
and the succeeding depression QC c. i ear--rent serves to 
close the contacts; it being nerzsf. J -rt: alter stoppage 
of the mo:or drive, it is necessaor u sermon the sylus 
eel er leftwardly to its starting oraparatory to 
a sucree ling series of recording ;os..rG:a A re-setting 
button 82 4 is shown in FIGS_ 7 s..i -a: the location 
of tb-  motor. This button when avaaaaaaeeLa o_--ves to re•SC: 
the out,-,-ai shaft of the motor's _e—__ato-.-zoiac backwardly, 
to cause the toothed wheel to (La,*oe ;Lc Too:: inreverse 
direction, necessary for such re-aro-Or:a Dueree such re-
setting the m'croswitch 81 remaie-s coemo-orrouited. When 
the recorded chart has been rerec-aaa =at a fresh chart 
has been set into place, and rrc-F. 7,- 30- :1.7.72...1 laterally 
and vertically to cause the sty ter lacw ar. lowered 
position) to register with the star -air-a „Ea- -m day ordinal 
line, and the low weight position cf' the -areero the micro-
switch may be reversed to cloaca talc lass. ion, thus 
starting another thirty day or ---taa anno,M series of 
recordings. 
The stylus frame is movable aeow---aoci:e inns its lowest 
position (stopped in downward Czcr=c:n: 1-5 the stop 
a  
8 
block 68, set FIG. 6) whet the waright on the platform 
exceeds the inirourn for which the record chart is 
intended_ Such upward movement of the stylus is pro-
duced by raisicg the stylus curiae Leann when the weight 
imposed on the platform exceeds such chart minimum 
record value. For producing such valuation I have pro-
vided the two cards 82 and 83 coarected to the vertical 
frame bars 64 and 65 (see FIG_ 5), which cords are 
carried up and over the pulleys 14 and 85 journalled to 
1 0 the rear face of the plate 5-11, azt.1 then down between 
the vertical bars 64 and 61 to a pciat of connection with 
the bar 86 which extends ream-are-2y Irons the platform, 
and beneath the vertical machine section 20. The con-
nection between the cords 82 and Sala and the bar 86 may 
15 be a direct connection, or, as shown 'M detail in FIGS. 4 
and 7, it may include a lost-motir-na emit for the purpose 
'explained below': 
When the ccrareotion between sod, cords and the bar 
86 is a direct connection, it is cadent that as soon as. 
20 weight is imposed on the platfoi oi. the stylus carrier 
and stylus will sears to rise from a base or zero weight 
position. Acc.ordieely, such a dile= connection arrange-
ment may be soitzble when the rrartings on the chart 
start at zero weialo, correspond:ea-, so the fully lowered 
25 position of t he stylus, and when Lae weight markings on 
the chart increase in direct linear ratio as the imposed 
weights increase by equal incremeros. But it is evident 
that, if it be de-aired to pros ide at a...-rangement is which 
the fully lowered position of the Kolus corresponds to 
30 some definite w eFaht (shown on tL'ae, illustrated chart as 
"120"), then iezoositions of weila_ahu less than such 
selected minims (e g., 120) mist sat cause rise of the 
stylus from its bsse position. Furaaorrnore. the arrange-
ment must be soeh that as weieolos greater than such 
:15 minimum are Lr;oaed on the rlaaffarm, the stylus will 
be driven upaardly by equal iesoraments 01 upward 
movement, corresponding to equal inorements of imposed 
weight, greater than the select.. minimum. Such an 
arrangement is desirable from several standpoints. For a 
40 vertical dimension of available clasra and for 'vertical 
advances of the stylus correspondloae. so successive equal 
increments of weight, it is evidect that only a limited 
number of such increments may be accommodated in 
Foch available vertical dimension allowing satisfactory 
43 sized spaces between the increment--that is, for produc-
tion of a satisfactory detail of Vee readings of weights 
greater than such minimum weiga.o_ When the machine 
is intended For welching imposed we,glos more than rela-
tively small ones (e.g., not over ICC raaunds), and with a 
50 chart height of, say fist inches, the soacings between suc-
cessive weight inererrents of 5 oor.x...Ls may be Vja of five 
, inches, or V/ itch. With such a sou le spacing, and for 
recording weighs of, say 200 poc• ,N, and starting chart 
recordings at area weight, and wic!-, recording of weight 
35 increments of 5 pounds as before. cooed would exist for 
accommodation of 40 recordings of. 5 pounds each; and 
when retaining the same vertical d'o ‘ension of the chart 
(5 iaches). it is evident that the savezessive recordings 
would he lit inch apart, being ocie-O-..ef of the spacings 
GO available when the upper limit of we-,alt  was 100 pounds 
Such a small soaziag between weight incre-
ments, might be found unottisfactoey... 
Following the foregoing analysis, Ear the ('elite be such 
that no stylus movement will occur feeven its fully lowered 
65 position until a triaailaum rccorda'ele wricht of 10.3 pounds 
be imposed on the platform, then eat still available re- 
cording space being 5 inches, it as.' now be eacessary to 
produce only 20 reaording-s of 5 ocaarols each between 100 
pounds and 200 pounds, and it svi: now be possible to 
70 obtain the orig.:zeal detail of 14 	'between successive 
five po•nds incre 	ts, osci the dafroemial between 100 
pounds and 200 Nonds, Thus, by zaa_ling provision for 
starting at pre-ale:to-tined minimum rzzorded weights, it 
becomes poasilOe to chart record weight above such 
75 minimum, and up to a desired mat:cram, within a chart 
B 
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By properly setting the arraooaale lost-motion uni: for 
commencement of weight re-a-ea-ding at the low poL.:3 of 
the chart to be used. Co: racordings produced o ❑ eolob 
chart will be of the same desoil as recordings prosloorai 
for other selected charts aro! ,=erespohding v . eight 
11'w ill be noted that el the chart forms suo-otooad 
,in the foregoing tabulation E cf the same overall ver - -oal 
recording space as ea:h of 1.1e other chart 'corms A:- 
cordinely, any selected for= roey be set iota and clazooed 
in place on the plate 54, a.a.: ze;osted vertically, to ho'oo; 
its low r'eading chart e.- -i:oz to exact rcl:istry wi•h •.:De 
stylus when such stylus is a: is low or starting pciOjoia, 
deterrr.loed by the stop b'oo -c ES (FIG, 1). Then, tov;eg 
acljuOed the lost-motion toe.:-: 87 to take-up at the Law 
reconal'og position of su se:rated chart, tbe stakes 
commence at the i weight position shown on 





. height much leas than ca..1 .,e_oL -se would be needed, and 
'without sacrifice of detail Tac. presently disclosed son- 
tures make such provisicra 9. ill now be dew:rice-J. 
• Referring to FIGS.. 4 ant 7 1 have provided a Ices-
triotioa unit 87 bets eea the bar 156 and the cords 82 earl 
83, such that as the bar 84 is lowered by imposition of 
• irirreasit' 1,g weight on the pLeform, drive of the cords 
downward (for rise of the sorIm carrier) will not coop- 
•rnence until such lost-mociaa has been taken up Coo -la 
, lost-motion unit includes as a extension 88 of the bar 
86, extending across the Foes of the two cords 112 aid 
83, su:h cords then beirg c.-r ected to ■ plate 89 bel:rw 
° the' extension 88. For this r:..—p3se the extension Li is 
provided with holes throcch saich the cords are osesed. 
to'the plate 89. This arrrore-ment will prevent shi_ft of 15 
the plate 89 from proper  a:-r_ment with the 1:1 
88, which alignment is neof.t..! to produce adjustmi of 
• the lest-motion, as will now logra.r. 
▪ A screw 90 is threaded Orze-a:nh the extension 88 and 
• may be adjusted to brig its kaiser end an adjusted 
lance from the plate E9. Comeeniently :such plate El is 
provided with a recessed 	91 to rective and exa--Jy 
center the screw as it deso=als (under increased weEeht 
imposed on the pla [loon), tteas ensuring that cLeilarg 
engagement will occur froo- ehe screw to the pia:: 89 
at an exactly determined d-aa.erat of the platform, cc-.te- 
sponding to a pre-deterred:ea! 	wet o. Thus, soon 
of rise of the stylus wish 	 imposed weigh: aria 
occur ai the base or 13 weight marked posit:co of 
the chart. If desired the soa -e -a- may be provided wioh 
. marking designating Leosoao..1 weights 	which 
-rise will begin, for the 	 reason, among cafoters. 
I contemplate the use of etaots scaled and marke--1 for 
various ranges of weig.h.•s o to recorded thereon. and 
all such charts being maelea with weight recore_izes 
s; acrd at equal values of 64 :-L1- For example, if the de-
. ,. tail be selected as such Coe: hetacen low and high mai-
; ings on various chart f0000t, the recorded mei:eh:a of 
' minimum and maximum be s'...aty pounds, with maol_nd 
weights five pounds apart, 	be evident that taelse 
such recording marks may he accommodated within :he 
: assumed recording height of E -•e inches, each such r-ark 
designating an increase M 	pounds weight over :he 
- marking for the next log-a-. marked position. On this 
• basis, various charts may he produced, each being pro-
. vided with a vertical reccerZLog space of five inches h.abt, 
• PrO ,ided with twelve in:er- e.ts, each of five pounds. 
.• A series of such charts mid be asi follows. 
Chart form: • 	 Poc-ta 






he, as previously suggested, by provision of s 
parison marks, or by empirical test- 
The chart Illustrated in the drawings 
month areas. It is intended that vertical os-C..=.1 Thera 
shall be provided corresponding to each day (ce, im cave 
of excessive crowding by such daily ordinal •anclaings), 
each group of several days (e.g., five), with caMcart.iros 
of the motor drive at such rale that during each 21 icon 
the stylus shall advance the proper distance co -e 
10 ing to such single day or such group of days) Aaaaasi-
ingly, the ruling of each chart for a given moon may 
be inclusive of either thirty or 31 ordinal Fines  for 2.8 
for February), thus exactly coordinating each snceathly 
chart with the proper number of days recordera and 
with the recording for each day being correctly incanted 
on the ordinal fine for such specific day. 
If desired a pointer 92 (see FIG. 6), may be connected 
to the output shaft of the gear reduction element tax-noes 
which the lateral travel of the stylus carrier i, prodaond. 
When the gear drive to the tape 74-75 is such tat one 
rotation of the shaft 70 corresponds to • specifed tar-co-
her of days (ergo, 30), the pointer 72 may he read 
a circular scale, to show the day of the month 1._-.ezatly 
being recorded, the scale 93 being properly cauThrated 
for this purpose. 
Referring again to the lost-motion unit, the province 
of the vertical section of the bar 86 serves to rite Cue 
lost-motion unit to a height corresponding to s oda verti-
cal section. I have provided the opening 91 in Che rear 
wall of the vertical section 20 of the machine, wo-o-h +!bor 
giving access to the lost•motion unit for cortv.:,= ad-
juatment of such lost-motion, corresponding to Cee posi-
tioning of the stylus cerrier at the proper stare 
lion, according to the starting weight to be r e^r3r ea  
the chart. A door 95 may be provided for eroo..aeoion 
of such adjusted position. against tampering :ay =au- 
thorized persons. 
I claim: 
1. A weighing machine comprising in cc olo*---aliora: 
means to support a chart sheet carry ing ordinal r.meatioces 
corresponding to prorressively higher weigh: sloolvicpa, 
which ordinal lineations are located at proe: -=s:arly 
spaced abeissa locations corresponding to eqoa_l 
positions across the chart; together with a styfoa czarier 
Iv proximate to such chart, means to advance salt stilus 
carrier laterally across the chart sheet from one_nael lime 
position to ordinal lint position at equal time "moreterals, 
a stylus carried by the stylus carrier and in marl:jog ca-
gagement with the chart sheet; a weighing p.-}...efaoo 
spring means to sustain said platform at a noc-foaf. posi- 
tion, and constituted to permit depression of the plat- 
643-120 form with progressively greater loading' carried 1-7 the 
platform; and connections between the platform rani the 
stylus carrier, constituted to raise the stylus ca- -rier to 
progressively hither positions corresponding to ;10-ogres- 
sively greater platform loadings, with movere=tt of the 
stylus to progressively li:eher positions on the r" --art and 
produoion of bar•tire recordings on the ctrl --: et or-
dinal positions of the chel corresponding to :he Lit-
erally moved positions of the stylus carrier, zeal with 
return of the stylus to its base position when the plat-
form is urloaded. 
2. A wcighin; machine as defined in claim I: 
with a lost-motion unit comprising a portion oC Oe coo-
nections which are between the platform and 	toy Ica 
carrier, constituted to permit lowering of the rocloran 
under a pre-determined baac weight on the platform 
and non-movement of the stylus carrier durior sool oat-
form movement, and with recording movereno: of the 
stylus during platform lowering under wrig.. g=uild' 
than such base weihL 
3. A weighing machine as defined in claim 
the lost-motion •unit includes adjustable tre.a_m coo-s.ati- 
luted to vary the amount of lost-motion in 
lions which are beta can the platform and the cf..= 
11 
	
rier, w 	correcponding change of the base weight at 
which tie stylus camrnenccs recording, arld correspond-
ing chums of the range of platform weight/ recorded 
by the sr75m. 
4. A weighing machine as defined in claim 2; wherein 
the lasr-anotion is adjustable to different amounts of 
losr-mon'caa. corresponding to different base weights at 
which the r - lus commences recording operations- 
5. A m-6E-nine machine as defined in claim 4; wherein 
the chart supporting means includes meatus to removably 
support a selected one of a series of different charts, 
corresponeang to different adjustments of the lost-motion 
Of the lov-Tnotion unii 
6. A so-ci.phing machine as defined in claim 5; wherein 
each char: of such series of charts includes a low-reading 
indicia c._—e-Tesrxxicling to a permitted weight loading of 
the platIste with non-movement of the stylus carrier 
In recordir iir c on. 
7. A 	 machine as defined in claim 2; wherein 
the differmatial between weight-recording movements of  
12 
the stylus carrier and increments of weigtd-rocorckx1 
movements of the platform, is linear. 
I. A weighing machine as defined in thins 6; wbereia 
the low-rending weight indicia of each chart of the series 
corresponds to a permitted weight-loading of elle platform 
with non-movement of the stylus carrier conaspooding 
to an adjustment of the lost-motion unit. 
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137) 	 ABSTRACT 
A a.eighing machine comprising a platform on which an 
dividual stands, and a base for rupporting the platform 
through a weighing mechanism. A movable contact is adapted 
to be routed in unison with a weight scale disc which i:, is 
turn, rotatable by an amount in proportion to the load placed 
on the platform, a plurality of slidable contact plates being op.. 
recd to the movable contact, and a plurality of lamps being 
adep:ed to be separately lit as the contact is rotated through 
encaL-rioent with the slidable contact plates. And an adjusta-
ble heic,ht scale ring is arranged in concentric relation with the 
weight scale disc peripherally bearing a height scale and carry-
ing the slidable contact plates, with which a weighted person 
may recc7ize at a glance the inteirelation between an actual 
weight of the weicIrd person and the optimum weight relative 
to a particuLar height of the weighed person according to a lit 
lamp 2.-id the lamp corre!pcneing to the optimum weight 
through operation of manu:Jly coordinating the height scale 
ring to the weight of the weighed person. 
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WEIGHING MACKIN/I 	 FIG, 3 ls a cwi zrm in the weld machine 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVETMON 	
. In; to the irrvenon. 
DESOUFTION OF PREFER/LED EMBODIMENT A weighing machine is wen known of which a part News an 
Indication of the optimum relation beeween height and veleht 	In a preferred einhccament u shown by FIGS. 1 to 3, a plat- 
in the human bcdy by v. hich it peesible to calculate the reh form 11 on shich 2:5 individual stand, has a window 12 
tion between the actual aright end height of the weighed per- 	through which scales zee read and is carried through 
son and the optimum interreletion. Ni comparison, however, weighing mee hanere ese a base 13. The w e i ghing mechanism 
•is usually accomplished on the bub cf a comparison scale 	may be that of prior art wherein the platform is supported on 
—previded on a part of the weiehhee machine. With such a 10 four arms which are, b mum, supported by respective evil 
weighing machine, therefore, the weiehrd pe.mon has had to 	'peep. or is siippee 	rs -0 p le i e eiee freeeeee Tbe pi e reoros 
read enew his or her cven weieht on the oomperison scale after 11 is provided at is feent end with a casing 14 projecting 
determining his or her own weight_ It would lx very con- 	therefrom and this cz.e, 14 has a blue lamp 15 arranged on 
venient for the weiehed person if the interrelation betwen his is the center of upperre...-feee threof. and two yellow lamps I. 
or her own acund weight end the optimum weight for his or 	16 and two red lames 17, 17 which are symmetrically *z 
her own actual height can be re oe-...id in concurrence %kith ranged with pre:- 	dinancei from said blue lamp IS. 
weighing and it is extremely dasireble that the deuce of over 	The cr-ing 14 is e-'.."•eienelly provided on lower portion 
or under weight relative to the optimuza weieht can be recog- 
thereof wilt a bar-e ezelee 18. The blue, yellow and red 
niuth 
20 /amps 15, 16 end 17 err. respectively connected at their poles 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 	 on one tide to slidetle corez:t plates 23. 21 and 22 of a height 
scale •eizite or ring 24 za s i:1 be described below (as shown by 
The first object of the present invention is to erovide a 	EG. 3), and at thc.r ecles oe other side to a battery 31. A, 
weighing mcchine having a weiene_-.2, nixleanirn adzp:c-d to ciht scale d'.sz 23 u a. -raged so as to be rotated together 
indicate the optimum relation between height and wet, 	with heft 32 by V:: see:el:leg mechanism (not shown) and to 
wherein lighting of lamps indicates lez:bly and clearly wheth indicate a weight vale: ten:ouzel a weight scale 30 thereon and 
the weight of a weighed person is opeimum for his or her 	an indicator 29. The ht kale ring 24 is arranged closely 
height 	 around the periphery cif sail weight scale disc 23 so as to be 
The second.object of the inventicn is to provide a weighing 	rotatable around the se-01 32 and bears a height scale 28 op- 
machine darted to indicate through acid lighting of Ineeps 30 poeed to the weight sca:e 33 on the weight scale disc 23. The 
• whether an actual weight of the weighed person is optimum or 	h • eieht settle ring 24 ie peviled on its periphery with teeth 27 
not and at the same time to indicate a degree of over or ender • 	. meshing enth a Seer 2-5 ehich is integral with a knob 2.5 pro- 
weight according to the position of the particular lamp which 	• 	from i  upper seefeze of the platform 11 through an 
ki lit 	 opening therein. A . m.a-.ahle contact 19 is secured on the 
The third object of the invention is to provide the weighing 35 under 	of the we:„`... see: disc 23 in the oath of movement 
machine as mentioned ebose wherein the lamps are of till- 
of the slidable centeet e'enes 20,21 and 22 which are secured 
ferent colors for easy and clear indication. 
on the height scale 	24 so 24 to be rotatable together The fourth object of the ire- enticn is to provide the weighing 
therewith as already dencribed. An end 19' of the movable machine as mentioned ebove wherein Lea scale plate bearing 
a height scale is provided separately of the weight scale pate 40 contact 19 which is be zed elzetic is adapted to engage said - 
slidable contact plet.m 23.21 a nd 22 with an almost negligible so that each of many weighed persons m y individually adjust 
the height scale plate to his or her own height in individual 	friction as the weight se—eh:disc 23 rotates. 
 weighing. 	 Now a cortsideratior.s.:eld be taken for so-called optimum , 	. 
proportion between he:e_et end weight of a human body before The fifth and final object of the invention is to make the ap- 
the use of the weiehire c..z.zhiee according to the invention is pearance of the machine more attractive and to interest the 45 
described. For the av C 72- 77 Japanese, the optimum proportion 
UGC r through lighting of !amps. 
• The other objects of the invention will be understood from 	is usually given by a releeiete as followe: 
(height   given in cm - IGO) x 0.9 ee weight given in kg. reading the detailed des-cription of the specification with 
reference to the annexed drawing. 	 Such a :elztion may re--et or less depend on some factors such 
According to the present invention, these objects are 50 as ices and states of Fe-tic- der countries, For Japance, the 
achieved by a plurality of lamps symmetrically arranged on 	relation indicates that ce hei-ht of 160 cm preferably col:• 
one side of the platform relative to a center lamp einich in- respcnds to the weight cf 54 kg The weighing machine ac- 
dicates the optimum value, the hekht scalc plate or ring 	cording to the invention bees the height scale 28 and the weight 
rolatably mounted in concentric relation with the weight scale scale 33 on the scale rin,. 4 and the scale disc 23, respective- 
plate so as to be manually positioned, a 1lurality of slidatle 55 ly, in conformity with ie conversion rate as given by the 
contact plates on this height scale plate being connected to 	above relation. Len,';.14 cf the slidable contact plates 20, 21 
said temps, respectively, and a movable contact secured to the and 22 correspond to tlle 	 t: of the weight scale 30 extend- 
weight scale plate being brought into contact with said slidah!e 	ing over ± 5 kg. so tEal, blue lamp 15 is lit in the range of 
contact plates so en to light the corresponding lamp. Approxi- the optimum a cig,ht a:Le It. 5 kg for a particular height value, 
mate amount of over or undcr weieen in cc mparison with the 60 indicating the pz.rticu:tr aeght value being substantially in 
optimum value can be recognized at a glance according to the 	the optimum range for 1..".c palticular height value, the yellow 
position of a lamp which is lit relative to the center lamp in- lamps 16 16 are lit in the reege of.- 5 kg to t IC, kg from the 
dicating the optimum value by limisiig the effective contact 	optimum ueieht ‘elue. aed let red lamps 17, 17 are lit in the 
range of each slidable contact plate to a predetermined range beyond ± 10 kg frc the optimum w eight value. 
amount of the weight scale plate, for example, to 5 kg,. 	65 	A person using the sc:, ',e rotates the knob 25 until kit or her 
own height on the he:J.:::sie ring 24 is accurately aligned 
BR1F-F DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 	 with the indicator 29 be...`z-re weighing. Such a coordination 
also accomplis :-.es mos T.:7,171o( the sl ldz ble contact plates 20, • A preferred embodiment of the wei0 -..Ing machine accord- 
ing to the present invention will be shown by the annexed 	21 and 22. N4'hen 	 hie or her own eight on 
• drawing in which: 	 70 the pietforrn 11, the  	23 is rotated by an amount in 
FiG. 1 is a perspective view of the weighing machine ac- 	proportion lo the weieht zend ine'ecates the weight value at the 
cording to the invention; 	 position cf the indiczter 29. S'._-nultareously the movable eon- 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged plan view of an important part of the 	tact 19 is rotated 	with the weight :cale disc 23 and 
• weighing machine as shown by FIG. 1, illustrating the relation the end 19' thereof ear.7.es 1.-,:o contact with the slidable con- 
between a height scale ring and a weight sreale disc; and 	73 tact plate 20, 21 or 2.1 seerth) the corresponding lamps are 
3,655,003 
lie In case of the optimtsta weight fem a particu lar h eip.'-a said 
movable costact l9 is brought into contact th the Li•.?..b/e 
contact plate 10 and the blue lamp IS is continuo.). - lit In 
case of the opdrnurn weight value ± 5 kg, one of the j aEsew 
lamps 16,16 ry-mrnetricaity erra_egod with respect to the Hoe 5 
lamp 15 is lit. If the loaded scale disc 23 rotates In a cot=ter-
clockwise direction as viewed in F10.2, the lett ore of the yd-
low lamp, 16,16 is lit indicating over weight and the riehe one 
of the yellow temps 16,16 is lit indicating under weight. This is 
similar for the red lamps 17, 17. The range of compareleery 
indicating the weight and the height may be oetarae- y 
selected by changing the contact range of each didelale eca-
tact plate 21, 21 and 22 in correspondence with the range of 
the 14 601 scale disc 13. 
With the weighing machine of the invention, as aro-amen- 15 
tioned, the weig,hed per-on may directly recognize the rela-
tionehip between his or her weight and =ideal tveieht nace.ie-d- 
ins to the particular Limp being lit rJ that is required is the 
preliminary operation of merely peeitioaing the heie eht 
plate cccordins to his or her own hei7ht value. 
Thus, Loco:I:L-1g to the invention the wei- 	chine in- 
clud es a height-Ledieatins means hich is adl rttct!: to in-
dictte the height of a Wren indivi.e-J, a sic "3 far 
indicating the weight of the individ•id, an 
means operatively connected with the he ie,ht-indicatine 
and the weighing meant and including a plurality of lames ace 
of which is lit when the weighing means indicates the weiele. of 
the individual for indicating by the iiarrip which is lit the rela-
tionship between the actual weight of the individual anal hs 
ideal weight. 	 30 
What is claimed 'is: 
1. A weighing machine comprising height-indicating raM--3 
for indicating the height of a person using the ueie.liing 
machine, weighing means for weighing a person, and relz -L-e-
ship-indicating race rs operzeively coienected with said 	35 
indicating means end said u eighine means and including a ru-
rality of lamps adapted to to lit accot dire, to the relative Frsi-
tion between said height-indicatin3 means and vveie! -1.-4 
means for indicating the relationship between the acual 
weight of en individual and his ideal weight. 	 40 
2. A weighing machir.e according r.a claim 1, wherein said 
height-indicating means for indication of height is adjuseLt!e 
in coordination with a particulee height of the weighed persne- 
3. A weighing machine according to claim 2, wherein a pia-
45 
4 
ratity of said lamps are arranged in a line and one of tan3 Lamps 
is lit aeons-ding to a particular value even b7 the waiahins 
mama 
4. A weighing machine according to claim 2, siicein the 
height-Indicating means oarnpriesu a height wee plate 
adapted to be rotated In coo= mit relation with a weight 
scale plate. 
5. A weighing machine according to claim 3, 	 said 
plurality of lamps include ■ center lamp and are see dated 
with said heinhnindicating means and are adapted teireCteats 
any over or under vvei:hit relative to an optimum wcig52 valise 
for the particular tizie rhe value depending upon the pnition at 
the lamp which is lit relative to the cage: lamp. 
6. A weighing machine according to claim 4, sehmeira the 
height scale pb.te is provided with eidab:! conuce pletees in a 
line electrically connected with said plurality of larnpa rupee-
lively , end the weig- lit scale plate is provided with a Ink-•able 
contact opposed to said salable contact plates. 
7. The combination of claim 1 and wherein an si.'!usting 
metru is operetively connected with said heiOn-in.i..catine 
menu for edjueting the Inner according to the heige niche 
rem an usir.; the v..eiLhieg mechLic, Laid relatiorshi-p-i-&cat-
ing means includin; a seriet of first contacts respect 'lei! con-
nected electrically with said LIT. VS, and said weietime means 
including a secnnd cortect which moves with said is-rig-Nine 
niters when the latter indicates the weight of a persne esing 
the weighing machine, Laid first contacts being arreneo! in a 
row along the path cf movement of said second con:a= w that 
liven one of EzA first contacts will be engeeed 2  said 
second conical to illuminate one of said lamps for isidi'mting 
the relationship between the weii.ht of a person tang the 
w eighing machine end his ideal weight. 
8. The combination of claim 7 and wherein said Tempi in-
clude a centrivi lamp and a pluretty of additional trees ar-
ranged before and alter said central lamps symmemicall with 
respect thereto while said series of first contacts irLfilde a 
center first contact operatively connected with sai' =teal 
lamp, whereby the particular lamp v. hich is illu m ated •M in-
dite said relationship according to its position with empect 
to the center !amp, the latter lamp indicating the ideal •e;_etit 
9. The combination of claim 8 and wherein said m'ees of 
fuss contacu respectively have a length which will provi!e for 
illuminations:if one of said lamps within a given w e igha ramme. 
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(571 	 ABSTRACT 
A digital scale .having an incremental measuring sys-
tem is disclosed. The scale includes a source of light, a 
weight-indicating movable grid and a stationary grid 
all in optical alignment, the two grids having alter-
nately disposed transparent and nontransparent verti-
cal surfaces, wherein the upper portions of said sur• 
faces on the stationary grid are slightly offset from the 
lower portions thereof. Photoelectric means produce a 
series of leading and lagging electrical signals when 
the movable grid moves in response to a load placed 
on the scale, the signals from the upper portions of the 
stationary grid leading when the weight indicated by 
the movable grid is increasing, and the signals from 
the lower portions leading when the weight is decreas-
ing. An electrical discriminator discerns which signals 
are leading, and converts them to electrical impulses 
which arc passed to a count-up—countdown counter 
for recording the weight. Testing circuitry, which de-
termines when the scale is substantially still, produces 
electrical information for energizing digital means, 
connected to the counter at that time. During substan-
tial movement of the scale, however, the testing cir-
cuit prevents the digital means from being energized, 
thereby assuring weight readings only when the scale 
is substantially still. 
8 Claims, 4 Draviing Figures 
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1 	 2 
FIG. 4 is a signal sequence table relating to FIGS. 2 
and .3. 
FIG. 1 schematically represents an inclination scale. 
A grid graduation 2 not linearly graduated of an inert-
mental measuring system is provided at the inclination 
lever 1. As a result of the nonlinear grid graduation 2 
a proportionality is established between the deflection 
of the inclination lever 1 and the load L. The inclina-
tion lever I is pivotable via a blade hearing 3. The load 
10 L. acts via a blade or knife edge bearing 4 upon the load 
arm 5. A counterweight 6 at arm 7 provides the reset-
ting force. 
FIG. 2 shows the entire luminnuselectrical grid scan-
ning system. The grid graduation 2 is scanned by a sta- 
15 tionarily mounted grid scanning plate 8. Grids 2 and 8 
are provided with alternately transparent and non-
transparent vertical surface areas. The upper surface 
areas of scanning plate 8 are offset or staggered from 
the lower surface areas thereof by approximately one- 
20 fourth of the distance between the transparent and 
nontransparent surface areas. Grids 2 and 8 are illumi-
nated by a lamp 9 via a condenser 10. Upper objective 
It and lower objective 12 concentrate the clusters of 
light passing across the scanning plate 8 upon the photo 
25 elements 13 and 14, respectively. Because the upper 
surface areas of grid 8 are offset from the lower areas 
thereof, however, the clusters of light passing through 
upper objective II leads the clusters of light passing 
through lower objective 12. 
30 	The electrical output signals of the photo elements 
13 and 14 are reinforced in amplifiers 15 and 16. The 
amplified signals S, and S 2 are converted in Schmitt 
triggers 17 and 18 into rectangular signal T 1 , character- 
ized as leading, and a rectangular signal T 2 . character- 
35 ized as lagging, when inclination lever 1 is registering 
increasing weight in response to the application of load 
L on knife edge bearing 4. When inclination lever 1 
overshoots the weight of load L, and begins compensat- 
ing therefor by registering a decreasing weight, signal 
40 T, becomes lagging and signal T2 becomes leading. The 
rectangular signals T, and T 2 are passed to a conven- 
tional directional disciminator 19, which discerns 
which of signals T 1 and T2 are leading and lagging 
through the well-known technique for measuring 
receipt of signals T, and T2, directional discriminator 
19 produces impulses at output V if signal T, is leading, 
and at output R id signal T 2 is leading. Output V is con-
nected to the forward input of an electric count-up — 
countdown counter 20, output 14 is connected to the 
reverse input of electronic count-up — countdown 
counter 20. Count-up — countdown counter 20 con-
trols, via a member 21, a building unit 22 which, in the 
preferred embodiment, is a digital printer. 
The impulses I, and I A at outputs V and R of direc-
tional discriminator 19 are fed into a testing circuit 23.. 
Testing circuit 23 has an output V which signals at the 
moment an impulse appears at output V or R of direc-
tional discriminator 19, but only if that impulse which 
is preceded by a predetermined number of electrical 
impulses from the same output, without interruption by 
electrical impulses from the other output. If an electri-
cal impulse is not preceded by said predetermined 
number, the output of testing circuit 23 will remain at 
a minimal level, indicating the scale is subject to oscil-
lations of substantially small amplitude, and is therefor 
substantially still. FIG. 3 shows a possible logical circuit 
DIGITAL WEIGHING SCALE WITH AN 
INCREMENTAL MEASURING SYSTEM 
This invention relates to a scale with an incremental 
measuring system which delivers in function of weight, 
a corresponding number of impulses via a directional 
discriminator to a count-up—countdown counter. 
The value of the weight to be determined may be 
printed out at a digital printer, for example, or be pro-
cessed further in a comparator. 
According to prior art, scales without a digital elec-
trical measuring system comprises an electrical stop in-
dicator apparatus. In these scales, a slotted or forami-
nous disk, or the like, is connected to the scale pendu-
lum and scanned by stationarily mounted photo ele-
ments. The presence or absence of electrical signals is 
thereby a criterion for determining whether or not the 
scale is oscillating. Scales of this kind either operate in-
exactly, because no definite recording of the weight 
values is possible due to the vibrations to which a load 
placed on the scale is subjected, or they operate 
through means of an electrical analogous technique, so 
that they are inappropriate for digital electrical mea-
suring systems. • 
In contrast thereto, the present invention makes pos-
sible, in a scale with an incremental,measuring system, 
a clear issuance or reading of posted weight values, 
without alternating in the borderline position between 
two consecutive readings. 
The present invention solves the problem posed in a 
scale with an incremental measuring system of the kind 
initially described, in that the impulse sequences at the 
output of the directional discriminator are also enlisted 
as a criterion to determine when the scale is oscillating 
and when it is substantially still. 
In the scale according to the invention, a circuit is 
provided which signals the moment an electrical im-
pulse appears at either one of two outputs of the direc-
tional discriminator, but only when that electrical im-
pulse is preceded by a predetermined number of elec-
trical impulses at the same output without interruption 
by electrical impulses from the other output If an elec-
trical impulse is not preceded by said predetermined 
number, electrical information will be generated after 45 lengths or angles by reversible counting of pulses. Upon 
a certain span of time t following this moment, indicat-
ing that the scale is substantially still. This time delay 
t thus permits the electrical information to be gener-
ated only when scale oscillations of substantially small 
amplitudes occur. 	 50 
It is a primary object of this invention to provide an 
improved digital scale having an incremental measur-
ing system. 
It is another object of this invention to provide, in a 
digital scale having an incremental measuring system, 55 
 electronic means for determining when the scale is sub-
ject to oscillations of substantially small amplitudes. 
Other objects, features and advantages will he appar-
ent upon reading the following detailed description of 
the invention in conjunction with the accompanying ' iv 
 drawings. 
FIG. 1 schematically shows a scale to which the in-
vention shall be applied; 
FIG. 2 shows an enlargement of a cutout X of FIG. 65 
I along with the circuit arrangement according to the 
invention; 
F. IG. 3 shows a testing circuit for FIG. 2, 
•••••44YM.• 
& • 14.-. -vs - 
3,826,318 
3 	 4 
for carrying out said test in which testing circuit 23 pro- 
-Conlinued 





























































































second input of the NAND gate 29. The outlet V or the 25 
	
inversion member 25 and the output of the NAND gate 	The functional table shows that the testing circuit sig- 
28 are also connected to an NAND gate 33, whose out- 	- nals that the seal is substantially still when an altemat- 
put together with the output of a NAND gate 34 is 	. ing sequence of impulses 1,. and I R occurs within a sub- 
placed to an additional NAND gate 35. The outlet of stantially short period of time. 
the inversion members 24 and 30 are connected to the 30 The output U' of the time member 36 is connected 
inputs of the NAND gate 34. 	to the input of a NOR gate 37. At the other input of the 
The outlet U of the NAND gate 35 is connected to 	NOR gate 37 the impulses of a command transmitter 
a timing member 36 (FIG. 2) which may be a monesta- 46 become effective. The outlet of the NOR gate 37 is 
ble sweep phase. The time constant t of the timing 	placed at an inversion member 38 whose output is con- 
member 36 is tuned according to the mechanical ae.en- nected together with the outlet V and R of the direc- 
uation of the scale, Timing member 36 has an output 	tional discriminator 19 to a construction unit 39. The 
U' which, as indicated by signal l o . 	in FIG. 4, is Fen- construction unit 39 causes the take-over of the read- 
erally at a binary 1 condition. However, when signz I l o 	ing to be prevented for a short time in each case at the 
from testing circuit 23 is at a minimal level, and has re- 40 jumping points of the scanning signals T, and Ti. The 
mained at said level for a predetermined period of time 	construction unit 39 moreover causes the memory 21 
indicating the scale is substantially still, timing member to be held firmly in each case when readings are called, 
1 36 will switch to a binary 0 condition. This electrical 	until the take-over of the message is concluded in the 
information is used to commence digital weight read- reading value printer 22. The interval during which the 
. out in a manner explained in greater detail hereinafi:er. 45 transfer of the reading is interrupted for a short time at 
. 	 the signal jump is tuned to electrical passage times in 
The functional table for the testing circuit according 	the counter 20 and in the memory 21. 
to FIG. 3 reads as follows in the time sequence for I:he The building unit 39 comprises a NAND gate 40, 
•• impulse IV and IN shown in FIG. 4: 	 with outputs V and R of the directional discriminator 
o 0 	 0 
o 0 	 0 
I 
o 0 	 0 
o 0 0 
0 
o 0 





o 	 0 	 0 
 
o I 
0 	 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 	 0 
duces an output impulse after Iwo consecutive electri-
cal impulses have been received from the same output 
of discriminator 19. The testing circuit accord ng to 
FIG. 3 is accommodated in the circuitry shown in FIG. 5 
2. 
The impulses I, and l a arrive at testing circuit 23 via 
inversion members 25 and 24. The outlet R of the 
. member 24 is placed at a NAND gate 26, and owlet V 
of member 25 is placed at a NAND gate 27. The outlet 10 
of a NAND gate 28 is connected to the other input of 
the NAND gate 26. The output of the NAND gate 26 
and 29 is placed at the inputs of the NAND gate 23. An 
inversion member 30 also is provided at the outrut of 
the NAND gate 28, the output of said member 30 being 15 
placed at the other input of the NAND gate 27. The 
output of the NAND gate 27 is connected to one input 
of the NAND gate 29. 
The outlet V of the directional discriminator 19 is 
placed at a NAND gate 31, whose other input is con- 20 
. nected to the output of a NAND gate 32. The outlet of 
. NAND gate 31 and the outlet of NAND gate 26 are 
placed at the inputs of the NAND gate 32. The output 
of the NAND gate 31 is connected furthermore to the 
50 19 being connected to its inputs. The NAND gate 40 
delivers in each case at the jumping points of signals T, 
and T i impulses 1 7 (FIG. 4) to a time member 41. The 
time constant of the time member 41 is tuned to electri-
cal passage times in the counter 20 and in the memory 
21. The time member 41, which may be a monostable 
55 
sweep phase, controls a NOR gate 42, the output of an 
inversion member 38 adhering to its other input, If the 
impulse l i ,' at the output U' of the time member 36 
jumps from binary 1 to binary 0, and if the impulse l s . 
0 (FIG. 4) also changes at the output of the time member 
41 from binary 1 to binary 0, a change of condition 
from binary 0 to binary 1 occurs at the output of the 
NOR gate 42. The impulse 'ST present (FIG. 4) at the 
output of NOR gate 42 sets another time member 43 
65 which may also be a monostable sweep phase. The time 
constant of the time member 43 is tuncd to the time 
span the printer 22 of the readings needs for complete 
transfer of messages from memory 21. An impulse I DA 
r■•■•••■■••=1.11111 
r 




at the outlet of the time member 43 thus causes the 
memory 21 to be held firmly until the printer 22 has 
completed the taking over of the reading. At the same 
time the readiness for taking over the reading is estab-
lished during the condition change from binary 0 to bi-
nary 1 at the output of the time member 43 in the 
printer 22. 
The testing unit 23 controlling the oscillating of the 
scale can be put oin of operation by opening a switch 
45 mounted in the conduit branch U. It is possible to 
prevent the printing out of weighing results by closing 
the switch 46. 
I claim: 
1. A digital scale comprising: 
incremental measuring means, for indicating the 
weight of a load placed on said scale, subject to os-
cillations of varying amplitudes about the weight of 
said load; 
signal generation means having a first terminal pro-
ducing a series of first-characterized signals and a 
second terminal producing a series of second-
characterized signals when said incremental mea-
suring means are indicating increasing weight; said 
first terminal producing a series of said second-
characterized signals and said second terminal pro-
ducing a series of said first-characteri;Td signals 
when said incremental measuring means are indi-
cating decreasing weight; 
discrimination means, having a first output and a sec-
ond output, for distinguishing said first- 
characterized signals from said second-
characterized signals, and for producing a corre-
sponding series of electrical impulses at said first 
output upon receipt of said first-characi:erized sig-
nals from said first terminal, and producing a corre-
sponding series of electrical impulses at said sec-
ond output upon receipt of said first-characterized 
signals from said second terminal; the duration in 
which electrical impulses are alternately produced 
at said first and second outputs corresponding to 
the amplitude of said oscillations of said incremen-
tal mesuring means; 
counting means, adding the electrical impulses re-
ceived from said first output and suhracting the 
electrical impulses received from said second out-
put, to register the weight of said load; 
digital means, coupled to said counting means, for 
representing the weight of raid load in cigital form 
upon energization of said digital means, and 
testing means, coupled to said discrimination means, 
for determining the duration in which electrical im-
pulses arc alternately produced at said first output 
and said second output; said testing means produc-
ing electrical information to energize said digital 
means when said duration is substantially small, 
whereby said digital means are enerized only 
when said incremental measuring means are sub- 
6 
Ject to substantially small oscillations. 
2. The digital scale receited in claim I wherein said 
incremental measuring means include a movable grid 
and a stationary grid, each having alternating transpar- 
5 ent and nontransparent vertical surface areas, the 
upper portion of said vertical surface areas of said sta-
tionary grid being offset relative to the lower portion of 
said vertical surface areas of said stationary grid. 
3. The digital scale recited in claim 2 wherein said 
10 signal generation means include a source of light 
aligned behind said movable grid and said stationary 
grid, producing a leading light signal when said light is 
passed through the transparent upper portions of said 
stationary grid and a lagging light signal when said light 
is is passed through the transparent lower portions of said 
stationary grid when said incremental measuring means 
indicate increasing weight; said source of light produc-
ing a lagging light signal when said light is passed 
through the transparent upper portions of said station- 
20 ary grid and a leading light signal when said light is 
passed through the transparent lower portions of said 
stationary grid when said incremental measuring means 
indicate decreasing weight. 
4. The digital scale recited in claim 3 wherein said 
25 signal generation means further include photoconduc-
tor means for respectively converting said leading and 
lagging light signals into a series of leading electrical 
pulses and a series of lagging electrical pulses. 
5. The digital scale recited in claim . 1 wherein said 
30 testing means include electronic logic for producing an 
output impulse when an electrical impulse received 
from one of said outputs of said discrimination means 
was immediately preceded by an electrical impulse 
from the same output; said logic circuit producing no 
35 output impulse when an electrical impulse received 
from one of said outputs of said discrimination means 
was not immediately preceded by an electrical impulse 
from the same output. 
6. The digital scale recited in claim S wherein said 
40 testing circuit further includes delay means coupled to 
said electronic logic, normally displaying a first voltage 
state; said delay means switching to a second voltage 
state when no output impulse is received from said 
electronic logic for a predetermined time; said delay 
45 means energizing said digital means after switching to 
said second voltage state. 
7. The digital scale recited in claim 5 wherein said 
predetermined time is greater than the time required to 
produce two of said electrical impulses by said discrim- 
50 ination means. 
8. The digital scale recited in claim I further includes 
a construction unit coupled between said testing means 
and said digital means for delaying passage of said elec-
trical information to said digital means until after any 
55 existing electrical impulse produced by said discrimina-
tion means is dissipated. 
60 
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VALUE COMPUTING SCALE 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to computing scales and more 
particularly to an improved computing scale which 
weighs an article and computes desired data from the 
article weight such as an article value based upon the 
article weight . and a predetermined price per unit 
weight. 
Computing scales are used in many industries for 
weighing articles and computing desired data from the 
article weight. Computing scales arc, for example, 
commonly used in the retail food sales industry for 
weighing meats, produce and similar articles sold by 
weight and for computing from the article weight the 
value of such article based upon a predetermined price 
per unit weight. The article weight and the ccmputed 
value are then displayed to the store clerk and to cus-
tomers and, in some cases, are also automatically 
printed on an article label. 
Computing scales are also used for obtaining data 
other than the value of articles. Such scales, fel' exam-
ple, are sometimes used for obtaining a count of the 
number of pieces in a container. The scales weigh the 
number of pieces in the container and divide the mea-
sured weight by an average weight per piece for obtain-
ing a piece count. Or, computing scales may be used for 
obtaining a net weight.of a material having a known 
percentage, by weight, of impurities. For example, if it 
is known that a particular material has a moisture con-
tent of 2% by weight, it may be desired to multiply the 
measured gross weight from a scale by 9R% so that the 
net or dry weight of the material is indicated. 
Computing scales have become very sophisticated 
and highly accurate with the des.elopment elf digital 
computing techniques. Advance computing scales con-
vert a measured gross article weight into a digital for-
mat, subsequently convert the digitized gross weight 
into a digital net weight, and multiply the net weight by 
a price per unit weight or sonic other factor in a digital 
computer. The result appearing at the computer output 
may then be displayed on a digital readout, such as on 
Nixie tube readouts or on seven-segment readout de-
vices. In sonic instances, a record is also printed on the 
computer output. The record may, for example, consist 
of a label for application to the article being 'weighed. 
The use of digital techniques and the greatly in-
creased accuracy of modern digital computing scales 
has accentuated some problems which were generally 
of little concern in the relatively slow and less accurate 
prior art analog computing scales. One such problem 
area is jitter in the measured weight. As used herein, 
weight "jitter" refers to very small fluctuations or oscil-
lations in the measured weight generally caused by 
small vibrations of either the article being weighed or 
the scale. Digital computing scales used for retail sales 
typically indicate weight to I/100th of a pound. At this 
accuracy, a relatively small vibration may cause the in-
dicated digital weight to jitter between two or more val-
ues. This problem is accentuated when an article has a 
weight between two values. If, for example, an article 
weighs 9.135 pounds and the scale indicates only to 
I/100th of a pound, the displayed weight will tend to 
jitter or alternate hetween 9.13 pounds and 9.14 
pounds. 1 his in turn may cause data computed from 
the article weight to jitter between two values,. 
2 
om pu ting scales are generally provided with means 
for supplying a tare weight to the computer for use in 
determining net weights. In many scales, a separate set 
of buttons or switches are used solely for tare weight 
5 entries. More sophisticated computing scales may mea-
sure the tare weight on the scale and automatically 
enter the measured tare weight when an "entet tare" 
switch is closed. These scales are often provided with 
a switch for selecting either an automatic mode or a 
10 manual mode for entering tare weights. However, the 
mode selecting switches and the manual tare entry keys 
are not always convenient and there is a possibility of 
entering an erroneous tare weight. Furthermore, when 
the scale is designed to compute values, a separate set 
15 of keys or switches has generally been required for en-
tering price per unit weight data. This results in an un-
necessary duplication of switches or keys for entering 
data into the computer. 
20 	 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
According to the present invention, apparatus for 
weighing and digitally computing a value for articles is 
provided with improved circuitry for filtering weight 
signals to eliminate the effects of jitter and with im- 
25 proved circuitry for entering digital tare weight data in 
either manual or automatic operating modes. A digital 
scale is connected through an interface to provide gross 
weight data to an integrated circuit microcomputer. A 
digital keyboard is also connected to the interface for 
30 supplying both price per unit weight data and tare 
weight data to the microcomputer The keyboard also 
includes a "tare entry" key. The apparatus is designed 
such that if the tare entry key is pushed within a prede-
termined time interval after a digit key has, been 
35 pushed, the microcomputer recognizes the digit only as 
a tare weight digit. If the tare entry key is not pushed 
within the time interval, the digit is recognized only as 
a price per unit weight digit. Thus, the entered digit is 
no longer recognized as a tare digit but remains stored 
40 as a price per unit weight digit..lf the tare entry key is 
pushed when a digit key had not been pushed within 
the preceding predetermined time interval, the current 
weight on the scale is entered into the microcomputer 
as the tare weight. The microcomputer computes a net 
45 weight for an article placed on the scale from the mea-
sured gross weight and the tare weight and subse-
quently computes a value from the net weight and the 
price per unit weight. The net weight, the price per unit 
weight and the value are then supplied to a digital dis- 
50 play and, optionally, to a label printer. 
The keyboard also may be used for entering frac-
tional price data. For example, the entered price may 
he "per's pound" or "per Vi pound." When fractional 
55 
prices are entered, the microcomputer normalizes the 
price data to a price per unit weight prior to computing 
a value. The price data is normalized by multiplying the 
entered fractional price by a factor. If an entered price 
is, for example, per Y4 pound, it is multiplied by a factor 
60 of four to obtain a price per pound. 
The digital weight data from the scale is filtered to 
eliminate jitter or any ambiguity between adjacent digi- 
tal increments. The measured gross weight is periodi- 
cally compared with a filtered weight which is used by 
65 the microcomputer for computing the net weight and 
the article value If the compared weights differ by 
more than a predetermined amount, a motion signal is 
generated and the filtered weight is revised to the value 
p1■1•11M, 
3 	 4 
of the measured gross weight. If they differ by less than 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
the predetermined amount, a counter is incremented. 
EMBODIMENTS 
The counter is cleared whenever Ate two weights arc 
	
equal or the filtered weight is revised. The Filtered 	Turning now to the drawings and particularly to FIG. 
weight is also revised when the counter reaches a pre- 5 1, a block diagram is shown of apparatus 10 for weigh- 
determined count. Thus. if jitter causes the measured 	ing and computing a value for articles embodying the 
gloss weight to alternate between two adjacent values, principles of the present invention. The apparatus 10  
includes a scale 11 for su pplying a weight signal in a e.g., 9.13 pounds and 9.14 pounds, and the filtered 
foonat to interface and input data multiplexer 
weight is one of these values, a g.. 9.13 pounds, then 
the counter will never he incremented to the predeter• 
10 circuitry 12. Data is also applied from a keyboard 13 
to the interface and multiplexer 12. From the interface 
mined count, The displayed weight and the weight used 
and multiplexer 12, the scale and keyboard data passes 
for computing a value will then remain constant. The 	
to a data processor 14 which includes an arithmetic 
motion signal, which may he used to blank the weight logic unit 15 and one or more digital memories 16. The 
display and/or to inhibit a printer, is extinguished when 15 scale 11 and the keyboard 13 supply gross weight data, 
the filtered weight and the measured gross weight are 	tare weight data and price data to the data processor 
equal for a predetermined number of successive corn- 14. The arithmetic logic unit 15 subtracts the tare 
parisons. 	 weight from the measured gross weight for an article to 
Accordingly, it is a preferred object of the invention obtain a net weight. If necessary, the price data is nor-
to provide improved apparatus for weighing and corn- 20 malized and the net weight is subsequently multiplied 
puling a value for articles. by the price per unit weight for obtaining a value for 
Another object of the invention is to provide im- 	the weighed articic.1 he net weight data, the price data 
proved circuitry for filtering weight data from a digital and the computed value are then passed through the 
scale to prevent jitter and ambiguities between adja- 	interface 12 to a digital display 17 and also may he sup- 
cent weight increments. 	 25 plied to an optional printer 18 for,use in printing a label 
Still another object of the invention is to provide im- 	for the weighed article. 
proved circuitry for manually or automatically entering The apparatus 10 is designed to provide a maximum  
tare weight data into a scale system. 	
degree of accuracy in the measured article weight and 
Other objects and advantages of the invention will 	
the computed value. The possibility of an erroneous 
30 data entry from the keyboard 13 caused. for example. 
become apparent from the following detailed descrip- 
b 
lion, with reference being made to the accompanying 	
y contact bounce, is minimized by repeatedly scan- 
ning the keyboard 13 at a relatively fast rate. Data is 
drawings. 	 stored in the memory 16 only after the data is received 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 	from the keyboard 13 for a predetermined number of 
35 successive scans, such as three successive scans at a 
FIG. I is a block diagram of apparatus for s-cighing 	rate of one scan each 15 millisecond. 
and computing a value for articles embodying the prim- f)ata from the scale 11 is also filtered to min Ole the 
ciples of the present invention; 	 effects of jitter or ambiguities between two adjacent 
FIG. 2, which consists of FIGS. 2A through 21, is a weight increments caused by vibration of the scale or 
flow diagram showing the operation of apparatus for 40 an article on the scale. The arithmetic logic unit 15 uses 
weigliiiig and computing a value for articles according a filtered weight value stored in a portion of the mem- 
to the present invention; 	 ory 16 for computing the net weight and the article 
FIG. 3 is a detailed schematic logic circuit diagram 	value. The digital output applied from the scale 11 to 
of one embodiment of the translator portion of a scalethe interface and multiplexer 12 is periodically scanned ,v 
for use in apparatus for weighing and computing a 	and compared with the stored filtered weight. If the two 
value for•articles according to the present invention; weights differ by more than a predetermined amount, 
FIG. 4 is a schematic logic circuit diagram if a key- 	a motion signal is generated and the filtered weight is 
hoard and data input multiplexer for use in apparatus revised to the value of the measured gross weight from 
for weighing and computing a value for articles accord- 50 the scale 11. If they differ by less than the predetcr- 
mined amount, a counter within the arithmetic logic 
ing to the present invention; 
unit 15 is incremented. The counter is cleared when- 
FIG. 5 is a detailed schematic logic circuit diagram 
ever the two weights are equal or the filtered weight is 
of a data proceSsor, digital memories and interface for 
use in apparatus for weighing and Conl pu ink; a value 	
revised. The filtered weight is also revised to the mea- 
surer.' gross weight ss hen the counter reaches a prede- 
for articles in accordance with the present invention; termined count, such 	two or three. The motion sig- 
FIG. 6 is a detailed logic circuit diagram of a digital nal, which may he used to blank the weight shown on 
display for use in apparatus for weighing and commit- 	the digital display 17. to inhibit a value computation, 
ing a value for articles according to the present inven- and to prevent the printing of a label by the printer 18, 
lion: 	 is extinguished when the filtered weight and the mea• 
FIG. 7 is a logic circuit diagram of a modified em- 6D sured gross weight are equal for a predetermined num- 
bodiment of apparatus for manually or automatically 	her of successive comparisons. Thus, if the output from 
entering tare weight data into a scale system in actor- the scale I 1 alternates on successive cycles between 
dance with the present invention; and 	 two numbers such as 9,13 pounds and 9,14 pounds and 
FIG. 8 is a logic circuit diagram of apparatAs for fit- 65 the filtered weight stored in the memory 16 is 9.13 
tering digital weight data according to the present in- 	pounds, the counter will be alternately incremented 
vention to prevent ambiguities between adjacent and cleared as the weight jitters between the two val• 
weight increments. 	 ues. Since the counter is not incremented up to the pre- 
of the fractional pricing keys on the 
is inhibited 
lit 	Prior to cornsolering the detailed circuitry for the ap- 
paratus 10 for successively weighing and computing the 
value of a plurality of articles, attention is directed to 
FIGS. 2A through 21 which show a flow diagram for a 
preferred operating sequence of the apparatus 10. The 
IS flow diagram consists of a series of blocks in the shape 
of diamonds or rhombuses and rectangles. Each 
diamond corresponds to a question having either a yes 
or no answer which may he asked by conventional logic 
circuitry in the microcomputer 14. Each rectangular 
20 block corresponds to the performance of a specific 
function such as storing a value in a memory or causing 
a label to he printed. In reading the flow diagram, entry 
is made to the top or left of a block and the logic flows 
downwardly and to the right. The numbers placed in 
25 the circles to the top and left Of the blocks represent 
input locations. For example, the 'Al•  in" in a circle on 
the left of the flow diagram in FIG. 2A represents an 
input to the second block front the top in sheet A of 
FIG. 2. The numbers in the circles to the right of or 
30 below the blocks in Me How diagram represent an out-
put connected to a different location in the flow dia-
gram. For example, the circle below the block 33 at the 
lower right of FIG. 2A is designated to Ill." 1 his indi-
cates that a jump is made from this block to the input 
35 to the first block in sheet It of HG. 2. 
Referring now to FIG 2A, the now rliag rant is ini- 
tially entered through an AI input to a block 23 at 
which the apparatus 10 is cleared and initialized in 
preparation for weighing and computing a value for an 
40 article. The block 23 and an A2 input arc connected to 
a block 24 at which the data pi :ocessor 14 prepares to 
do six scans of the keyboard 13. 1 he block 24 and an 
A3 input are connected to a block 25 in which a "key" 
flag is cleared, As used herein in discussing the flow 
45 
chart of FIGS. 2A through 21, a flag indicates a latch, 
a flip-flop or a bit stored in a memory to indicate the 
occurrence or non-occurrence of a condition. The key 
flag, for example, indicates that a key on the keyboard 
50 13 has been depressed. 1 he block 25 and an A4 input 
are connected to a block 26 in which the keyboard 13 
. is scanned to read any depressed key. From the block 
26, a check is made to see if a key is actually depressed 
during a sear at a block 27. not, a jump is made to 
55 an A 10 input, while if a key is depressed a check is 
mode to see if the key Flog is set at a block 28.1f the key 
flag is already set, it indicates that multiple keys on the 
keyboard 13 arc simultaneously depressed and a y 
depress" memory is cleared at a block 29 and the logic 
60 jumps to an A II input. If a key was depressed and the 
key flag was not set, the block 2M is connected to a 
block 30 at which the key flag is set. After the key flag 
is set, the key depress memory is incremented at a 
block 31. 
65 	According to the following described embodiment of 
the apparatus 10, a key must be recognized as being de- 
pressed for three successive scans before data is en- 
tered into the memory 16. The key depress memory in- 
6 
op aline , the nrcrttorres 1 6 will not he cleared when an 
:u We is removed from the scale I I. 1 hies, the entered 
tare ‘k eight data and price data arc maintained from ar-
ticle to article, In addition. government regulations 
5 commonly prohihil the use of fractional pricing for arti-
cles which arc prepackaged and labeled. 1 herefore, 
when the apparatus  II) is in the prepack mode of opdra- 
, open& 
3 .8 69 ,0(1 • 
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determined count, the filtered weight remains constant 
at 9.13 pounds and ambiguities in the weight supplied 
to the arithmetic logic unit IS, to the digital display 17 
and to the printer IS arc eliminated. 
The tare weight may be supplied to the data proces-
sor 14 either in an automatic mode from the scale 11 
or in a manual mode from the keyboard 13. 11' c key-
board 13 includes a tare entry key which must he actu-
ated each time a tare weight is entered into be data 
processor 14. The keyboard 13 also includes a set of 
ten digit keys for supplying data through the interface 
and multiplexer 12 to the data processor 14. N.'llert a 
digit key on the keyboard 13 is pushed, the digit is 
stored in both a price portion of the memory 16 and in 
a temporary tare weight portion of the memory 16. At 
the same lime, a tinier is started for measuring a prede-
termined time interval which is generally on the order 
of one to two seconds, If the tare entry key is then 
pushed before the measured time interval has elapsed, 
the price memory is cleared and the number stored in 
the temporary tare memory is shifted into a second tare 
weight memory for use by the arithmetic logic unit 15 
in computing a net weight. The display 17 will then 
show the manually entered tare weight as a negative 
value until an article is placed on the scale 1 I. If the 
tare entry key is not pushed, the temporary tare mem-
ory he cleared when the timer shuts off after mea-
suring the predetermined time interval and the entered 
number will be used only as a price digit. If. on the 
other hand, the tare entry key is pushed and the tinier 
is not currently on. the digital output from the scale 11 
will be stored in the tare weight memory for use in com-
puting a net weight. Since the gross weight and the en-
tered tare weight are now equal, the net weight shown 
on the display 17 will he zero. A container or package 
placed on the scale 1 I for obtaining the tare weight 
may then be filled with one or more articles for which 
a value is to he computed. 
The keyboard 13 may also include additional keys 
which are used for fractional pricing, for selecting a 
"prepack" mode of operation, for clearing all data en-
tered into the memories 16 and for activating the 
printer IL In the fractional pricing mode of operation, 
entered price data will he considered by the data pro-
cessor 14 as a price per fractional unit weight such as 
S1.19 per Ya pound or 51.19 per 1/4 pound. If the price 
is per Ye pound, the arithmetic logic unit 15 multiplies 
the entered $1.19 by two and uses the resulting $2.35 
per pound for Computing a value. Similarly. the price 
is per 1/4 pound, the arithmetic logic unit IS multiplies 
by 3 factor of four. During normal operation of the ap-
paratus 10 in, for example, a delicatessen, it may he de-
sirable to clear the digital memory 16 each time an arti-
cle is removed from the scale I I.1 bus, new tare weight 
data and price data must he entered for each article for 
which a value is to be computed During the normal 
mode of operation, the price and tare memories arc 
cleared each time the weight output from the scale 11 
goes above a predetermined weight for a predeter-
mined time and then falls below the predetermined 
weight. However, at times it may he desirable to use the 
apparatus 10 for preparing labels for a series of identi-
cal articles, such as packages of swiss cheese, all of 
which have the same price per unit weight and the same 
tare weight. A prepack key is provided on th: keyboard 
13 for selecting the operating mode of the apparatus 
10. Whcn the apparatus 10 is in the prepack mode of 
• 
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if one of the static or internal switches is set to enable 
the entry of at tare weight. If the switch is not set, then 
the gross weight front the scale 11 will always he used 
for computing values and the logic jumps to a CR input, 
while if the entry of a tare weight is enabled, the logic 
jumps to a C 1 input. 
Referring now to FIG. 2C, the Cl input is applied to 
a block 5 I at which a check is made to see if one of the 
static or internal switches is set to enable entry of a dig-
kat tare weight through the keyboard 13. If so, then a 
check is made to see if the digital tare memory is non-
zero at a block 53. The digital tare memory is the tem-
porary memory which stores digits manually entered 
through the keyboard 13. If a tare weight has been en-
tered through the keyboard 13, causing the digital tare 
memory to be non-zero, the contents of the digital tare 
memory are moved at a block 54 to the tarc memory 
which supplies data to the arithmetic logic unit IS and 
the logic then jumps to a C7 input. If either the static 
switch is not set to enable a manual tare entry or the 
digital tare memory is zero, the blocks 52 and 53 arc 
connected to a block 55 at which a check is made to 
see if the gross weight appearing at the output of the 
scale 11 is negative. If the gross weight is negative or 
minus, the logic jumps to the Cl input. If the gross 
weight is not minus, the filtered gross weight is moved 
to the tare memory at a block 56. Thus. a tare weight 
is automatically entered from the scale II when a tare 
weight is not entered from the keyboard 13 into the 
digital tare memory. 
After the filtered gross weight is moved to the tare 
memory, a "0.1 pound" flag which is normally set when 
the scale output drops below 0.1 pound is cleared at a 
block 57. The output of the block 57 and the C7' input 
arc applied to a block 55 which sets a "tare done" flag 
or latch to indicate that a tare weight has been entered 
into the tare memory. The block 58 and the CS input 
are connected to a block 59 at which the price per 
pound memory and the entire "output digit" memory 
which supplies data to the digital display 17 and the 
printer 18 are cleared. The output of the block 59 and 
the C9 input are connected to a block 60 at which a 
check is made to see if a "clear" key on the keyboard 
13 has hecn depressed for a count of three. If so, the 
logic returns to the Al input and the apparatus 10 is 
cleared and initialized for a new cycle. If the clear key 
has not been pressed for a count of three, a check is 
made at a block 61 to see if a per pound key on the key-
hoard 13 has been pushed for a count of three. If not, 
the logic jumps to a DI input, while if it has been de-
pressed for a count of three, a "factor" memory is set 
to one inet an "enter price" flag is set at a block 62. 
The contents of the factor memory are multiplied times 
55 
an entered price in the price per pound memory to ob-
tain the actual price per pound when fractional pricing 
is used. Thus, when the per pound key is depressed and 
a one is stored in a factor memory, the result will equal 
the entered price. As will he shown in FIG. 21), if the 
price is per 1/2 pound or per 14  pound. a two or a four, 
respectively, is stored in the factor memory for multi-
plying times the entered price to obtain the actual price 
per pound. From the block 62, the logic moves to the 
Di input. 
1 he DI input is connected to a block 67 in FIG. 2D. 
A check is made at the block 67 to see if the apparatus 
10 is in a prepack mode of operation as is determined 
by the setting of a switch on the keyboard 13. If the ap- 
7 
dicates the number of successive times a key has been 
recognized. From the hlock 31. a check is made at a 
block 32 to see if all sixteen keys on the kcybtard 13 
have been looked at. If not, the logic returns to the A4 
input while if they have all hecn looked at, the thick 32 
and an All input are connected to a hlock 33 wherein 
static inputs arc read and data from such stalk inputs 
is stored in the memeny 16. The static inputs consist of 
a plurality of internal switches within the appa-atus 10 
which permit selecting various optional oacrating 10 
modes and interlocks. Once these switches are set for 
a particular installation, they are normally not changed 
unless the operating requirements for the apparatus 10 
change. The static inputs may include, for example, a 
"tare enable" switch, a "tare required" switch, a "fac- IS 
for required" switch, a switch which determines if the 
apparatus 10 is to he cleared whenever a package or 
article is removed from the scale II and the weight 
drops below 0.1 pound, a switch which cstahl!shes the 
jitter count required to change weight data in the mem- 20 
ory 16, a switch which determines the bandwidth for 
the motion detector and a switch which enables or dis-
ables the manual entry of tare weights through the key-
board 13, After the static inputs are read at the block 
33, the logic jumps to the 131 input. 
Turning to FIG. 211; the 131 input is connected to a 
block 38 at which the apparatus 10 is set up to examine 
the ten digit keys on the-keyboard 13. The output from 
the block 38 and the 02 input are connected to a block 
39 at which a check is made to see if the digit key de-
pressed count equals three, If not, the logic jumps to a 
05 input. If the count does equal three. it indicates that 
the digit key is actually pressed and the contents of 0 
"price per pound" memory are shifted left one digit 
and the latest digit from the keyboard 13 is stored in 
the least significant digit location at a block 411. If a key 
is not pushed for a count of three, it is assumed that 
noise is present and that the key was not pushed In a 
similar manner, the contents of a "digital tare" memory 
are then shifted left one digit and the same digit is 
stored in the least significant digit location it a block 
41. At the same time, a digital tare timer is stc,,rted. The 
digital tare timer measures a predetermined time inter-
val generally within the range of one to seconds 
and, for example, may measure 1.6 seconds. If a man-
ual tare entry is to he made through the keyboard 13, 
the predetermined time interval must be safficiently 
long to allow an operator to press a tare entry key after 
a digit key is pushed. It has been found thin. 1.6 sec-' 
onds is generally adequate 
1 he output of the hlock 41 and the 115 input are con-
nected to a hlock 42 at which a check is (mule to see 
if all ten digit keys have been looked at. If 001, the logic 
returns to the 112 input while if they have, the logic 
moves to a Hock 43 in which a check is 11101C il) sec if 
a print key has been pushed for a count of three. If the 
print key has not been pushed for a count of three, the 
logic jumps to a 013 input, while if it has, a block 44 sets 
a print flag. The block 44 and the 08 input are con-
nected to a block 45 at which a check is made to see 
if the tare entry key has been pushed for a count of 
three. If the tare entry key has not been pushed for a 
count of three, the logic jumps to a C9 input while if it 
has been pushed for a count of three, a tare memory 
which supplies the tare weight to the arithmetic logic 
unit 15 in the data processor 14 is cleared at a block 46. 
















paratus 10 is set to the prepack mode, the logic . umps 
to a D6 input to prevent entry of a factor of two or four 
into the factor memory. If the apparatus 10 is not in the 
prepack mode, a check is made at a block 68 to sse if 
a per 1/2 pound key on the keyboard 13 has lien closed 
for a count of three. If not, h I 1-c l ogic jumps to a D4 
input while if it has. the factor memory is set gi a block 
69 to two and the enter price (lag is set. The 	of 
the block 69 and the 1)4 input arc applied to a block 
70 at which a check is made to sec if a per 1/4 pound key 
on the keyboard 13 has been closed for a count of 
three. If not, the logic jumps to the D6 input while if it 
• has, the factor memory is set to four at a Hock 71 and 
the enter price flag is set. The output of the block 71 
and the 1)6 input arc connected to a block 72 at which 
one of the static switches is checked to determine the 
• selected jitter count and such count is loaded into a 
"required jitter count" memory. Although the required 
jitter count may he of any value, it is preferably either 
two or three. Thus, if the jitter count is three, the fil-
tered weight and a raw or gross weight from the scale 
II must differ by a predetermined small amount for 
three consecutive counts or scans. From the block 72, 
a check is made at a block 73 to sec if six scans have 
been made of the keyboard 13. If not, a fourteen milli-
second delay is executed at a block 74 and the logic re-
turns to the A3 input. If six scans have been executed, 
a check is made at a block 75 to see if this point in the 
logic has been arrived at by way of a block 165 in FIG. 
2J and the A2 input in FIG. 2A. If not, the logic jumps 
to all F11 input, while if it has, the logic jumps to an El 
input. 
The El input is connected to a block 80 in FIG. 2E 
at which a latch command is outputed to the scale II, 
permitting weight data to be supplied from the scale II 
to the interface and input data multiplexer 12. After a 
latch command is applied to the scale II, the weight 
digits arc read from the scale II at a block 81. The 
scale II is preferably either of a mechanical string type 
with an optical encoding chart or of an electronic load 
cell type including an analog-to-digital conveiler. In 
the mechanical spring type scale, the optical encoding 
chart typically provides weight data digitized in a Gray 
code format while an electronic load cell scale and ana- 
log-to-digital converter will provide weight data digi- 
tized in a binary coded decimal (BCD) format. For the 
• following description, it will be assumed that the scale 
11 is of the mechanical spring type with an optical Gray 
code encoding chart. Thus, the weight digits are read 
in the Gray code at the block 81. Alter the weight is 
read, the Gray code is converted to a BCD Fermat and 
the weight digits are stored in a "raw weight" memory 
at a Hock 82. 
For apparatus 10 used in a delicatessen, a Gr;iy code 
chart reading up to 2.5,14 pounds is generally more 
than adequate. This requires fourteen columns On the 
Gray code chart. For greater weight readirgs, addi-
tional columns are required on the chart. A check is 
now made at a block 83 to sec if the raw weight has ex-
ceeded the capacity of the Gray code chart or, in this 
case, if the weight has exceeded 25.14 pounds. If so, a 
print flag is cleared at a block 84, if such flag has previ-
ously been set, to abort a printing operatior and the 
logic proceeds to an 115 input. If the weight c7-,pacity of 
the scale 11 has not been exceeded, a check is made at 
a block 85 to see if the contents of the raw weight mem-
ory are minus. If not, the logic jumps to an 1.7.7 input. 
10 
dole if the contents are minus, a check is made at a 
block /.16 to see if all weight digits in the raw weight 
nieinory are equal to 0, If the digits arc all equal to 0. 
the Hock 86 and the ET input are connected to a block 
5 87 at which the "raw weight minus sign" memory is 
cleared. If they are not all equal to 0. the raw weight 
minus sign memory is set at a block 88. The outputs of 
the blocks 117 and 88 ore connected. to a block 89 at 
which a "factor light - memo') which energizes an indi-
10 cator light on the digital display 17 is updated. From 
the block 89, logic proceeds to an F I output. 
Referring to 1.1G. 2F. the 1=1  input is connected to a 
block 94 at which the new weight data from the scale 
11 stored in the raw weight memory is subtracted from 
IS the filtered weight stored in a "filtered weight" mem- 
ory. If the difference between the two weights is 0, then 
the weight reading has not changed. A check is made 
at a block 95 to see if the difference is 0. If so, a "cur- 
20 rent jitter - counter is cleared or reset to zero at a block 
96 and the logic jumps to the GI input. If the difference 
is non-zero, a check is made at a block 97 to see if the 
motion hand is one or two least significant weight dig- 
its, as determined by the setting of a motion band 
switch in the static or internal switches. lf, for example, 
the static switch is set to a motion hand of two, the new 
or raw weight from the scale II is permitted to deviate 
from the filtered weight hy one or two least significant 
digits without generating a motion signal. This minor 
3 0 deviation is what has been referred to as "jitter," if rap. 
idly alternating between successive weight values. 
From the block 97, the difference between the new 
or raw weight and the filtered weight is compared with 
the motion hand at a block 98. If the difference is out. 
as side the band, the logic pimps to a G7 input, while if it 
is within the hand a "current jitter" counter is incre. 
mented up by one at a block 99. A check is then made 
at a block 100 to see if a change has occurred in the 
sign of the result obtained when the new or raw weight 
40 was subtracted from the filtered weight at the block 94. 
If not, the logic jumps to an F8 input, v. hilt if it has, the 
current jitter counter is cleared at a block 101. This 
prevents revising or updating the filtered weight when 
the raw weight is oscillating about the filtered weight 
45 within the permissible motion band. The block 101 and 
the F8 input arc connected to a block 102 at which the 
stored sign of the result from block 94 is updated. Al 
a block 103, the required jitter count, as determined by 
the setting of one of the static switches, is subtracted 
from the current jitter count stored in the counter. A 
check is then made at a block 1114 to see if the result 
is equal to zero. If so. the logic jumps to a G8 input, 
while if it is not equal to zero. the logic proceeds to the 
GI input. 
55 	he 61 input is connected to a block 109 in FIG. 2G. 
The sign of the raw or new weight from the scale II is 
compared here with the sign of the filtered weight. A 
check is then made at a block 110 to see if the signs arc 
the same. If they differ, the logic jumps to the GB input 
while if they are the same, a check is made at a block 
Ill to see if a motion flag is clear. If the motion flag 
is not clear, a "current hit" counter is incremented at 
a block 112 and, subsequently. a theck is made at a 
block 113 to see if the contents of the current hit 
counter equals two If the count does equal two, the 
motion flag is cleared at a block 114 and the logic pro-
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one has been pressed. a check is made at a block 140 
to see if the enter price flag has been set. if the Ilag is 
not set, the logic jumps to an 18 input, v.hile if it has 
been set the enter price flag is cleared at a block 141. 
1 lie block 141 and the 15 input arc connected to a 
block 142 at which the contents of the price per pound 
memory arc moved to the output memory. The price 
per pound memory is then cleared at a block 143 and 
the logic proceeds to the IR input. 
If a factor key was not required al the block 138, the 
contents of the price per pound memory was moved to 
the output memory at a block 144. The block 144 and 
the 18 input arc then connected to a block 145 at which 
a check is made to see if the net weight is minus. If the 
net weight is minus,' the logic proceeds to the .18 input 
while if it is not minus, a check is made at a block 146 
to see if the factor stored in the factor memory is equal 
to 0. If so, the logic proceeds to an 111 input, If the fac-
tor was not equal to 0, the factor stored in the factor 
memory is multiplied times the entered price at a block 
147 to obtain an actual price per pound. The block 147 
is connected along with the 111 input to a block 148 
wherein the actual price per pound is multiplied times 
the net weight. This result is rounded °If at a block 149. 
The rounded off final result is then stored in a "value 
output" memory at a block 150. A check is then made 
at a block 151 to see if the "motion" flag is set If not, 
the logic proceeds to a J1 input. If the motion flag is set 
or if the logic has jumped to the 115 input, the weight 
output memory is blanked at a block 152. From the 
block 152 or if the logic has jumped to the 116 input. 
the "value output" memory is set to 0 at a block 153. 
The logic then proceeds to a 14 input. 
Turning to FIG. 21, the JI input is connected to a 
block 158 wherein a check is made to see if the com-
puted value stored in the value output memory is less 
than $99.99. If it is greater than $99,99, the capacity 
of the digital display 17 and the capacity of the printer 
18 arc exceeded and a block 159 clears the print flag 
to abort a printing operation. The J8 input is also con-
nected to the block 159 for aborting the printing opera-
lion. After the printing operation is aborted, the logic 
returns to the 116 input. If the value is not greater than 
$99.99 at the block 158, a check is made at a block 160 
45 to see if the print flag is set. If not, the logic jumps to 
a J4 input, while if it is set. a "print command" signal 
is supplied to the printer 18 and the print flag is cleared 
at in block 161. The output of the block 161 and the J4 
input are connected to a block 162 wherein a check is 
made to see if the printer is in the process of printing 
a label, If so, the logic proceeds to a 17 input, while if 
the printer is not in the process of printing a label. data 
is ()winer' from the output memories to the display 
and the printer at a block 163. Data is also 'imputed to 
various indicator lights on the digital display 17 at a 
block 164. 1 he J7 input and the output of the block 
164 are connected to a block 165 at which the print 
command signal is cleared and the logic then returns to 
the Al input on FIG. 2A. This completes the operating 
sequence for the apparatus 10 for weighing and com-
puting a value for articles. 
The remaining drawings are concerned with details 
of the apparatus 10 for weighing and computing a Yalue 
for articles and of modified embodiments of different 
portions of the invention. The scale 11 for generating 
digital gross or raw weight signals is preferably either 
of a mechanical spring type with an optical encoding 
ii 
The CO input is connected to a Hock 115 at which 
the current hit counter is cleared and the oration flag 
is set. The output of the block 115 and the G8 input arc 
connected to a block 116 at which the contents of the 
raw weight memory are moved to the filtered weight 5 
memory for use by the arithmetic logic unit 15 in com-
puting a net weight and an article value, unless motion 
is present. From the block 116, the raw weight sign is 
moved to a memory location for the filtered raw weight 
sign at a block 117 and the logic proceeds to a block 10 
118. The logic also proceeds to the block 118 from the 
block I 1 1 if the motion flag was clear at this point and 
from the block 113 if the current hit count did not 
equal two. At the block 118 a check is made to see if 
the digital tare timer, which was actuated by pushing 15 
any of the digit keys on the keyboard 13, has timed out. 
If the timer is on, the logic returns to A2 while if it has 
timed out, the digital tare memory is cleared at a block 
119 and then the logic returns to the A2 opal. 
Returning for a moment to FIG. 21). it will he noted 
that the block 75 has an output to an III input. Turning 
now to FIG. 211, the 111 input is connected ta a block 
124 at which the tare weight stored in the tare memory 
is subtracted from the filtered weight stored in the fil-
tercel weight memory and the resulting net weight is 
stored in a "weight output" memory. A block 125 then 
checks to sec if the apparatus 10 is in a prepack mode, 
as determined by a switch on the keyboard 13. If the 
prepack mode has been selected, the logic proceeds to 
an 116 input to prevent automatic clearing of the appa-
ratus 10 after each successive article is weighed. If the 
apparatus 10 is not in the prepack mode. a check is 
made at a block 126 to see if one of the static or inter-
nal switches is set to disable the "0.1 pound clear'' cir-
cuitry which automatically causes the apparatus 10 to 
he cleared when an article is removed from the scale 
I. If so, the logic again proceeds to the 116 input, while 
if not a check is made at a block 127 to see if the net 
weight stored in the weight output memory is less than 
0.1 round. If the net weight is less than 0.1 pound, a 
check is made at a block 128 to see if a register or 
memory for the 0.1 pound flag contains the number 
Five. If so, the logic returns to the Al input for recycling 
the apparatus ID. If not, the 0.1 pound flag is cleared 
at a block 129. If the weight was not less than 0.1 
pound at the block 127, then the 0.1 pound flag is in-
cremented at a block 130 to 5 at 200 millisecond inter, 
vals to note a one second time delay. The outputs of the 
blocks 129 and 130 and the 116 input are connected to 
a block 131 at which a check is made to see if one of 
the static switches is set to enable entry of tare weights. 
If not, the logic proceeds to in II input while if tare 
weight entry is enabled, a check is made ai a block 132 
to see if another static switch is set to nial,e a tare 
weight entry mandatory. If the tare weight entry is not 
mandatnry, the logic proceeds to the 11 input, while if 
it is mandatory a check is made at a block 133 to see 
if the tare done flag is set. If the flag is not set, the logic 
proceeds in a J8 input, while if it is set it proceeds to 
the II input. 
The II input is connected to a block 138 in FIG. 21. 
At the block 138, a check is made to see if one of the 
static switches is set to require closure of a factor key 
when price data is entered. IF a factor key must he 
closed, a check is made at a block 139 to see if a factor 
key has been pressed on the keyboard 13. If none has 
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chart or of a load cell type including an itiolog, 	eliu pattern until 	 Stale Or h.rIrHccLI 1111`111 .14111 is 
	
digital converter. When the scale I I is of the Had cell 	ru.,1,. lied, In the balanced position, the comparators 
Type, it may be of the type disclosed in U,S Pat. Fyn. 1770 through 17711 will hole outputs corresponding to 
1.709,309 which issued'on January 9, 1973 to q.oger 13, 	the weight 111 the article. the outputs of thc compara- 
Williams, Jr. et al., and the disclosure of such patent is 5 tors 177a through 177n arc connected to inputs of four 
incorporated herein In a mechanical spring scale, :in 	shift registers 183-186 which provide a parllet•to- 
encoding chart is mounted to move with a platter or serial conversion of the Gray code. %%lien a 'weight 
platform on which an article is placed. The encoding 	reading is to be stored in the memories 16, the data 
chart includes a plurality o f coition's for generating a processor 14 and the interface 12 apply a latch signal 
non-anihignenic code, such as a cyclic (;ray code. A 10 on a terminal 187 which is connected through in RC 
translator having a rituality of photocells is positioned 	delay network. including a series resistor 188 and a co• 
adjacent one side of thc Gray code chart while a light pm:nor 188' connected to ground, and an inverter 189 	• 
source is positioned on the opposite side of the chart. 	to latch inputs on the four shill registers 183-186. The 
As the chart is moved by a weight placed on lie scale data processor 14 and interface 12 then apply clock 
platter, the weight output is applied to thc interface and IS signals on a terminal ,190 which is connected through 
input data multiplexer 12, 	 an RC delay network, including a series resistor 191 
Turning nowTo FIG. 3, details are shown of a transla- 	and a capacitor 191' connected lo ground. and an in- 
tro- 170 for reading an optical Gray code encoding verter 192 in parallel to clock inputs on the four shift . 
chart in a mechanical spring scale and converting the 	registers 183-186. The shift resister 183 has an output 
Gray code to a BCD format. The ft:nisi:nor 170 in- 20 connected through an inverter 193 to a "ones" ompilt 
chides 1-1 photocells 17111 through 17In for reading hoe 194, the shill register 184 has in output connected 
fourteen annular columns or transpan_•0 and opaque through an inverter 195 to a "two's" output hoc 196, 
areas on the Gray code chaff.. A photocell 172 is also the shift register 185 has an output connected through 
pro ided for continuously sensing the output of a light an inverter 197 lo a "four's" output line 198 and the 
source which energizes the photocells 17Ia through 25  shift register 1116 has an output cutiiiiecteil (Immo' ao 
17In The photocell 172 provides ;1 reference voltage inverter 199 in an "eight's' output line 200. When the 
which will depend upon the light level. All fifteen pho• 
shift registers 183-1116 ale latched and, subsequent'}. 
tocells 17 la through 17I11 and 172 are connected to a 
clocked, Gray code digits of weight data arc shifted in 
positive hus 173 which'is connected to a conventional 
series on the output lines 194, 196, 19H and 21)0 which 
regulated DC power supply. The bus 173 is also con- 30 
nected through a fixed resistor 174 to an ,..lectrical 	
arc connected to lire interface and input data multi- 
ground. The other end of each photocell 171c thy-oriel' 
plexer 12. 
17111 is connected through .1 potentionicer 175a 	
It is desirable for an Wpert nr of the apparatus 111 to 
liz.ve an indication that the scale 11 is propel lv 
through 175n, respectively, to a hus 176. The autput of 
15 If the scale 	I IN 1111t zeroed, erroneous wei g ht data w 
an operational amplifier 201 is also connected to the 
	ill 
he supplied to the data processor 14, resulting in the hus 176. Thc negative input to the amplifier 201 is con- 
computation of :in incorrect idoc for a w eighed arti- 
nested to the bus 173 and also tin ()ugh a resistor 202 
to the hus 176. The positive input to the amplifier 201 	cle. A zero 
sensor 204 is connected to the tan ph o to.- 
is connected through a resistor 203 to ground 'I he am- cells 171a and 171h 1 he columns on the code chant 
40 read by the photocells 171a and 17Th change hou ern plificr 201 regulates the voltage 1)11 the bus 1715 with re- 
transparent and opaque areas al phis and minus 	least spec! 	;he voltage on the bus 173. 'The junction he- 
tween each of the photocells 171 ;old the connected 	significant weight graduation from it zero on the churl. 
potentiometer 175 is connected to the tap on such po- The zero sensor 204 detects when the outputs of the 
photocells 17Ia and 17Ih indicates that the scale is tentiorneter 175 and also to a positive input to 	assn- 
, 45 within Y4 graduation rtf /ern and applies a signal on a dated one of fourteen comparators I77a through 
177ri. Thus, each of the potentiometers 175a through 	zero light data line 2114', 1 his signal causes an indicator 
17511 is connected as a variable resistor between the light to he illuminated, as will be discussed in greater 
photocells 171n through 171n, respectively, to the litis 	detail below. 
176 for calibration purposes_ 1 he compensatran photo- Referring now to FIG 4, the keyboard 13 and the  iu- 
cell 172 is also connected through a potentiometer 178 511 Ica face and  input data multiplexer 12 ire shown in de- 
connected as a variable resistor to the lois 176. The 	tail. Four eight-line to (inc•ine data se ector/intiltiplex- 
junction between the compensation photocell i 72 wind cis 205-208 are connected to four processor data lines 
the potentiometer 178 is connected through a fixed re- 	209-212. lespectoely, Address data is supplied in par- 
179 and an (mei ational amplifier 180 ICI  a bus ;Mel In the nntltiplcxcrs 2115-2118 4‘1121 1111'02 Imes 
which is connected in common to the negative i n . 55 213-215. Foch of thc multiplexers 2115-208 has eight 
puts of the comp:II:Hors 177,i through 177n. A resistor 	input lines. Corresponding ones of dm eight input lines 
182 is connected between the hus 181 and a negalke for each of the multiplexers 205-20H is connectea 
input to the operational amplifier 180. The resistors 	the output data lines 209-212, respectively, derendinv 
179 and 1112 determine the amplification factor of the upon an address receis ud from the data processor I 
amplifier 180. 1 lins. the comparators 1770 th roug h 60 unit the lines 213-215. Although it i s it s h own , eac h o t 
177ri continuously compare a reference voltage on the 	the inputs to the multiplexers 205-1118 is connected 
huts IHI with the (outputs from the photocells 17In through a separate resistor to a rosilkr volt -1p: source 
Ihrough 171Pi. respectively. 	 The resistors have been eliminated Friuli the drawing to 
%%lien an article is plau:ed on a ivc ghing platforuir on 	s sinirlify FIG. 4. Thus. the inputs to the nuiduplexeis 
for ..tale I I, lie emodine chart is moved to vine Ilse 205-208 are normally maintviii.u1 	a 	h.gic lu•vud 
m signal•; applied fro 	the phoion11 ,, 1710 Pool 	
71 
and ore grounded w.li•ri 	receivird thrmigh the 
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The keyboard 13 includes ten digit switches 216-225 
which arc normally open. momentary contact push hut- 
ton switches for selectively entering the digits zero 	tal tare enable" switch 244 which enables or disables 
through nine, respectively, into the data processor 14. manual entry of a tare weight through the digit keys 
The zeros digit switch 216 is connected to the first 5 216-225 on the keyboard 13. The switch 244 does not 
input line, the four kit switch 220 is connected to the 	affect automatic tare entry from the scale 11. The sixth 
second input line and the eight digit switch 224 is con- input line to the multiplexer 208 is connected to a "mo- 
nected to the third input line to the nitiltiplexer 205, 	lion hand" switch 245. When the motion hand switch 
The one digit switch 217 is connected to the first input 245 is open, the 'notion band is set at plus or minus one 
line, the five digit switch 221 is connected to the sec- 10 least significant weight digit while when the switch 245 
ond input line and the nine digit switch 225 is con- 	is closed, the motion band is set at plus or minus two 
netted to the third input line to the multiplexer 206. least significant weight digits. Finally. the seventh input 
The two digit switch 218 is connected to the first input 	line to the multiplexer 208 is connected to a "factor re- 
line and the six digit switch 222 is connected to the sec- quired" switch 246. When the factor required switch 
ond input line to the multiplexer 207. The three digit IS 246 is closed, one of the three factor switches 229, 231 
switch 219 and the seven digit switch 223 are con- 	or 233 must be closed before the apparatus 10 will 
netted to the first and second input lines to the multi- compute and display a value for a weighed article, 
plexer 208. The fourth input line to the multiplexer 205 	When the factor required switch 246 is opened or off. 
is connected to a clear switch 226. The clear switch the apparatus 10 will assume that an entered price is a 
226 is also connected through a Schmidt trigger 227 to 2 0 price per pound unless the price per Vz pound switch 
apply a reset signal on a line 228 for clearing and reset- 	231 is closed or the price per 1/4 pound switch 233 is 
ting the data processor 14. The fourth input line to the closed. The tare enable su.itch 239, the factor required 
multiplexer 206 is connected to a per I pound factor 	switch 246, the tare required switch 234, the 	0.1 
switch 229. The third input line to the multiplexer 207 pound clear disable switch 240, the jitter count switch 
is connected to a print switch 230 and the fourth input 25 243, the motion hand switch 245 and the digital tare 
line is connected to a per 1,4 pound factor switch 231, 	enable switch 244 are each mounted internally to the 
The third input line to the multiplexer 208 is connected data processor 14. These switches arc provided for se- 
to a tare entry switch 2J2 and the fourth input line is 	letting various optional modes of operation for the ap- 
connected to a per V4 pound factor switch 233. 	 paratus 10. The switches may, for example, consist of 
The fifth input lines to the multiplexers 205-208 are 30 rocker type switches which. when set, will remain in the 
connected to the four weight data lines 194, 196, 198 	set position. Normally, these switches will be set when 
and 200, respectively. from the scale II. The sixth the apparatus 10 is installed for a particular type of op- 
input line to the multiplexer 205 is connected to a tare 	eration and thereafter will not need changing. 
required switch 234 which is mounted internal to the Data is supplied to the data processor 14 on the- data 
data processor 14. When a printer 18 is used with the 35 lines 209-212 from the multiplexers 205-208. res dpea c- 
apparatus 10, the printer is connected to apply a signal 	lively . , when the data processor pro% ides address data  
on a line 235 upon completion of a printing cycle. 'The on the lines 213-215. 1 lie address data on the lines 
line 235 is connected through a resistor 236 to ground 	213-215 is modified by the data processor 14 to simul- 
and is also connected to the base of a transistor 237. tancously scan corresponding ones of the eight input 
The collector of the transistor 237 is connected to a 40 lines to the multiplexers 205-208. With the exception 
positi% e voltage source while the emitter is conceded 	of the fifth input lines to the multiplexers 205-208, in- 
through a resistor 238 to ground and is also connected dependent data is provided to the data processor 14 on 
to the seventh input line to the multiplexer 205. The 	each of the four data lines 209-212 indicative of vari- 
transistor 237 maintains a continuous high voltage onous conditions or settings of switches. When the fifth 
the seventh input litre to the multiplexer 205 when a 
45  input lines to the multiplexers 205-208 are addressed, 
printer is not connected to the line 235. The eighth and 	the four weight data lines 194, 196, 198 and 200 from 
final input line to the multiplexer 205 is connected the scale 11 arc connected to the processor data lines 
through a "tare enable'' switch 239 which is mounted 	209-212. At this time, the data processor 14 applies 
internal to the data processor 14. 'The setting of the 50 signals on the translator latch terminal 187 and clocks 
switch 239 determines whether or not a tare weight can 	Gray code weight data by means of the translator clock 
he entered into the apparatus 10. The sixth input line terminal 190 through the multiplexers 205-208 to the 
to the multiplexer 206 is connected to a "0.1 pound 	processor data lines 2119-212. 
clear disable" switch 240, I he setting of the switch 240 
determines whether or not the memories 16 are cleared 
of price and tare weight data when an article re- 
moved from the scale 11. '1 he seventh input line to the 
Referring now to FIG, 5, the data processor 14 and 
55 a portion of the interface 12 are shown in detail, The 
data processor 14 includes a central processing unit 
(('PU) 251, a random access memory (RAM) 252 aml 
multiplexer 206 is connected to a prepack mode switch 	four read only memories (ROM) 253-256. 1 he data 
241 and also to a prepack mode data line 242. 1 he processor 14 is preferably what is known in the art as 
eighth input line to the multiplexer 206 and also the 60 a "microcomputer" or a "microprocessor" and is corn- 
eighth input lines to the noiltiplexers 207 and 2U8 are 	posed entirely of large scale integrated circuits. The 
not used in the present embodiment of the apparatus data processor 14 may. for example. comprise a Model 
10, 	 MCS-4 microcomputer set nianufactured by Intel Cor- 
The sixth input line to the multiplexer 207 is con- poralion of Santa Clara, Calif, In such case, the CPU 
Fleeted In a jitter count switch 243 which establishes a 65 251 would then he an Intel type 4004 integrated cir-
jitter of two when the switch 243 is opened and suit, the RAM 252 would he an Intel ts pe 4002 iote- 
a jitter count of three when the switch 243 is closed Of 	grated circuit and the ROM's 253-256 each would he 
course, the apparatus 10 may be modified so that other Intel type 4001 integrated circuits. However, it will be • 
jitter counts can he established. The seventh input line 
to the multiplexer 207 is connected to an internal "digi- 
3,869,0W , 
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appreciated that other commercially available inte-
grated circuit microcomputers will also operate in the 
apparatus 10 in accordance with the principles de• 
scribed herein. 
The ROM's 253-256 store a fixed program for con-
trolling the operating sequence of the apparatus 10. 
The program, which will he readily apparent to those 
of ordinary skill in the microcomputer programming 
art, causes data to be supplied to the CPU 251 for use 
in computing a net weight and a value for each weighed 
article and after a value is computed, supplies data to 
the display 17 and to a printer 18, when used The data 
used by the microcomputer data processor 14 consists 
of data received on the lines 209-212 from the scale 
I I, from the keyboard 13 and from the printer 18. Four 
data and address outputs 257-260 from the RAM 252 
are connected respectively through four inverters 261 
to the three address lines 213-215 and to a data tine 
262. Address information and other data supplied from 
the RAM 252 to the address lines 213-215 controls 
data supplied to the data processor 14 and data sup-
plied from the data processor 14 to the scale II. to the 
digital display 17 and the printer 18. External data 
fi one for example, the keyboard 13 and the scale I I is 
supplied to the data processor 14 on the four data lines 
209-212 which are connected to the ROM 253. At the 
proper time interval, the external input data on the 
lines 209-212 passes thiough the ROM 253 onto four 
input/output data busses 263 which arc connected in 
parallel with the four ROM's 253-256, the RAM 252 
and the CPU 251. 
The data processor 14 also includes inputs for sup-
plying the necessary operating voltages and clock sig-
nals. For example, the positive terminal front a 5-volt 
power source is connected to a bus 264 and lire nega-
tive terminal of a 10-volt power source is connected to 
a bus 265, each of which are connected in parallel to 
the CPU 251, the RAM 252 and the ROM's 253-256. 
Clock pulses arc also alternately supplied in parallel to 
the CPU 251, the RAM 252 and the ROM's 253-256 
over two lines 266 and 267 which are connected to a 
conventional two-phase, non-overlapping clock pulse 
source. The data input lines 209-212 to the ROM 253 
are each connected through a resistor 268 to the post. 
tivc terminal of a 5-volt source. Thus, the input lines 
209-212 arc normally maintained positive and selec-
tively become negative when data is received from the 
interface and multiplexer 12. Output data from the 
data processor 14 is supplied from the RAM 252 and 
the ROM's 254 and 255. Each of the output terminals 
from the RAM 252 and the ROM's 254 and 255 arc 
connected through a resistor 269 to the negative termi-
nal 265. 
After input data is supplied on the lines 209-212 to 
the data processor 14, a net weight is computed and, 
from the net weight and an entered price per unit 
weight, a value is computed. The net weight and value 
are computed using conventional digital techniques. 
After the computation is completed, data is outputed 
from the data processor 14. In addition to input data 
address information, the RAM 252 also outputs other 
data on the outputs 257-259. The output 257 is con-
nected through one of the inverters 261 to three paral-
lel histahle latches 270-272, The output 258 from the 
RAM 252 is connected through one of the invcrtcrs 
261 to three parallel histahle latches 273-275. The out-
put 259 from the RAM 252 is connected through one 
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of the invcrtcrs 261 to a !listable latch 276. As previ-
ously discussed, the address lines 213-215 are also con-
nected to the outputs of the inverters 261 connected to 
the outputs 257-259 from the ROM 253. 1 he fourth 
5 data output 2611 from the RAM 252 is connected 
through a fourth of the inverters 261 and the line 262 
to two histahle latches 277 and 278. The ROM 254 has 
an output 279 which is connected through an inverter 
280 to a line 281 for sirmiltaneously Ninth* the hista. 
10 Mc latches 270, 273, 276 and 277. When the latches 
270, 273, 276 and 277 arc strohed, they take on one of 
two logic states determined by the current outputs from 
the RAM's 252. A second output 282 from the ROM 
254 is connected through an inverter 283 for struhing 
15 the bistable latches 271, 274 and 278. When a strobe 
signal is applied to these latches, the outputs 257, 258 
and 260 from the RAM 252 arc stored, respectively, in 
the latches 271, 274 and 278. The RON1 254 has a third 
output 284 which is connected through an inverter 285 
20 in strobe the bistahie latches 272 and 275 to store, re-
spectively, data appearing on the outputs 257 and 258 
from the RAM 252. At the same time. the output from 
the inverter 285 strobes a histahle latch 286 to store 
data on the zero light data line 204' (From FIG. 31. The 
25 histahle latches are commercially available in an inle• 
grated circuit form typically with four latches in a pack-
age. Therefore, the output from the inrcrter 283 also 
strobes a spare histable latch 286 and the output from 
the inverter 285 strobes a spare histahle latch 288. The 
30 spare histable latches 286-288 may he used for storing 
additional output data in modified embodiments of the 
apparatus 10. 
The ROM 254 also has a fourth output 289 which is 
connected through an inverter 290 to an output termi- 
35 nal 291 for supplying clock pulses to clock data to the 
digital display 17, 1 he output from the inverter 290 is 
also connected through an amplifier 292 to a terminal 
293 for simultaneously supplying clock pulses to the 
printer IS and is connected through an inverter 294 to 
40 the translator clock terminal 190 for clocking weight 
data from the scale II to the multiplexers 205-208 in 
FIG. 4 when the translator 170 is latched. The ROM 
255 supplies tare weight, price per unit weight, net 
weight and computed value data from the data proces- 
45 sor 14 to the digital display 17 and to the optional 
printer 18. The ROM 255 has four outputs 295-298 
which are connected through four inverters 299 to out-
put terminals 300-303 for sequentially supplying out- 
50 put data in a BCD format to the digital display 17. The 
outputs 300-303 arc also connected through four am• 
',lifters 304 to corresponding outputs 300' through 
303' for supplying the satire data to the printer 18. 
The remaining outputs for supplying data to the key- 
board 13, the digital display 17 and the printer 18 are 
55 
taken from the !listable latches 270-278 and 286. The 
histahle latch 270 has an output connected through an 
inverter 305 to a terminal 306 for supplying a signal to 
reset the printer 18. The histable latch 273 has an out- 
60 put collected through an inverter 307 to a terminal 308 
for supplying a signal to enable the printer 18 to read 
data on the data outputs 300' through 303' from the 
data processor 14. The Instable latch 276 has an output 
connected through an inverter 3119 to a terminal 310 
65 for enabling both the digital display 17 and the printer 
18 to store data appearing on the outputs 300' through 
303' as price and value data The histable latch 277 is 
connected through an inverter 311 to a terminal 312 
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for enabling both the digital display 17 and the printer 
18 to recognize and store data appearing on the outputs 
300' through 30.3' as weight data. The histahlc latch 
271 is connected through an inverter 313 to the trans-
lator latch terminal 187 for enabling data to he sup-
plied from the scale 11 through the data multiplexers 
205-208 to the data processor 14. The bistable latch 
274 is connected through an inverter 314 to a terminal 
315 for stir-dying a signal to command the printer 18 
to print a label or other record of the data supplied 
from the data processor 14. The histahlc latch 278 has 
an output connected through an inverter 316 to a ter-
minal 317 for supplying a signal to the digital display 17 
and the printer IS when the weight data is negative. 
The Instable latch 272 has an output connected 
through an inverter 318 for applying a signal on a ter-
minal 319 which illuminates a light on either the key-
board 13 or the display 17 to indicate when the weight 
factor has been set to per th pound by the switch 231. 
The histahlc latch 275 has an output connected 
through an inverter 320 to a terminal PI which is simi-
larly connected to illuminate a per 1/4 pound indicator 
light when the per 1/4 pound factor switch 233 is actu-
ated. The per 1/2 pound indicator light is preferably 
mounted within or adjacent the per 1/2 pound factor 
switch 231 and the per 1/4 pound indicator light is pref-
erably mounted within or adjacent the per '4 pound 
factor switch 233 for indicating when the apparatus 10 
is operated in either of these modes. The bistable latch 
287 is connected through an inverter 322 to a terminal 
323 for illuminating a zero light when the scale 11 is 
properly zeroed. 
Referring now to FIG. 6, the digital display 17 is 
shown in detail. The digital display 17 includes eleven 
seven-segment indicators 330_340 which may he 
Numitrons or other conventional types having seven 
segments which are selectively illuminated by means 
of, for example, incandescent lamps, light emitting di-
odes or gas discharge tubes. *1 he three indicators 
330-332 indicate hundredths, tenths and units digits of 
price data ranging from $.01 up to $9.99. The four indi-
cators 333-336 indicate hundredths, tenths, units and 
tens digits of weight data ranging from 0.01 pound up 
to the maximum capacity of the scale II which has pre-
viously been established as 25.14 pounds, the maxi-
mum capacity of the Gray code optical encoding chart 
in the scale I I. The remaining four indicators 337-340 
indicate four digits of computed value in hundredths, 
tenths, units and tens digits, respectively, from S.01 up 
to S99,99. 
Eleven 	BCD-to-seven-segment 	decoder/drivers 
341-351 arc connected, respectively, to selectively en-
ergize the segments in the II indicators 330-340. BCD 
data is supplied to the decoder/drivers 341-351 from 
eight series-to-parallel shift registers 352-359, '1 he 
"ones" hits for the three price decoder/drivers 
341-343 and the four value decoder/drivers 348-351 
are stored in the shift register 352 and the four "ones" 
hits for the four weight decoder/drivers 344-347 are 
stored in the shift register 353. The three "twos" hits 
for the decoder/drivers 341-343 and the four "twos" 
hits for the value decoder/drivers 348-351 arc stored 
in the register 354 and the four "twos" hits for the 
ht decoder/drivers 344-347 arc stored in the regis-
ter 355. The three "fours" hits for the price decoder/-
drivers 341-343 and the four "fours" hits for the value 
deco‘ler/drivers 348-351 are stored in the register 356 
Mr , 
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and the four "fours" hits for the weight decoder/drivers 
3.14-347 are stored in the register 357. Finally, the 
three "eights" hits for the price decoder/drivers 
341. 343 and the four "eights" hits for the value deco- 
5 der/drivers 348-351 arc stored in the shift register 358 
and the four "eights" hits for the four weight decoder/-
drivers 344-347 are stored in the register 359. For sim-
plicity, the 44 connections between the shift registers 
352-359 the decoder/drivers 341-351 have been 
10 omitted from FIG. 6, 
The data output terminal 300, whi•h receives the 
"ones" bus of FICD weight data from the data proces-
sor 14, is connected in parallel to inputs to the two shift 
registers 352 and 353. Similarly, tine "twos" output ter- 
IS urinal 301 from the data processor 14 is connected in 
parallel to the two shift registers 354 and 355, the 
"fours" output terminal 302 is connected in .parallel to 
the two shift registers 356 and 357 and the "eights" 
output terminal 303 is connected in parallel to inputs 
20 to the two shift registers 358 and 359. The price/value 
enable terminal 310 (front FIG. 51 is connected in par-
allel to enable the four registers 352, 354, 356 and 358 
which store the price and value data. The price/value 
enable terminal 310 is also connected to a NAND gate 
25 360. The display data clock terminal 291 (front FIG. 5) 
is connected to a second input of the NAND gate 360. 
The output of the NAND gate 360 is connected 
through an inverter 361 to clock inputs on the registers 
352, 354, 356 and 358. Thus, when the 'listable latch 
30 276 is set to apply a signal on the price/value enable 
terminal 310, price and value data is serially shifted 
into the registers 352, 354, 356 and 358. Similarly, the 
we ight enable terminal 312 and the (1;11;1 clock terminal 
291 arc connected to a NAND gate 362. The output of 
35 the NAND gate 362 is connected through an inserter 
363 to clock inputs on the weight shift registers 353, 
355, 357 and 359 for shifting weight data Irom the data 
terminals 30-303 into such registers. Once stored in 
the registers 352-359, the price, weight and value data 
40 will he maintained until revised by the data processor 
. 14. Therefore, this data will appear continuously on the 
indicators 330-340. 
In some instances, the weight displayed on the indica-
tors 333-336 will have a negative value. The weight 
43 will, for example, have a negative value when a tart 
weight has been manually entered through the key-
board 13 and an article has not yet been placed upon 
the scale 11. In this case, the entered tare weight will 
appear on the indicators 333-336. However. the nega• 
50 tive weight will he limited to a relatively small value 
and in all cases will he no greater than 9.99 pounds. 
The tens weight indicator 336 is used fur indicating the 
presence of a negative value. he minus sign terminal 
55 
317 (front F10'. 5) is connected to energize the tens 
weight indicator 336 to illuminate a minus sign, or the 
center one of the seven segments 
As previously discussed, the actuation of the tars. 
entry key 212 on the keyboard 13 causes either a digs- 
60 tat tare weight entered manually through the digit keys 
216-225 to he stored in the digital memories 16 or, if 
one or more of the digit keys 216-225 has not been ac- 
tuated within a predetermined lime interval of actua• 
Orin of the tare entry key 232, a weight from the scale 
65 11 is automatically entered or stored in the memories 
16, For an automatic entry of tare weight, the article 
container is initially placed on the scale II and the 
weight of such container will appear on the weight indi- 
'f• - 
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cairns 333-336. When the tare entry kcy is pushed, the 
displayed weight is stored as a tare weight. The net 
weight is subsequently calculated by the data processor 
14 and such net weight is stored in the shift registers 
353, 355, 357, and 359 for display on the weight indi-
cators 333-336. Since the weight of the empty con-
tainer on the scale II and the tare weight arc identical, 
the net weight will now he 0 and a series of zeros will 
appear on each of the indicators 333-336. Of course, 
the computed value will also hc 0 since the net weight 
is 0 and the value indicators 337-340 will also display 
zeros. When a price or tare weight number is entered 
through the digit keys 216-225 on the keyboard 13, 
such number appears on the price indicators 330-332. 
If the tare entry key 232 is then actuated before the 
predetermined time interval has elapsed, one or more 
of the digits shown on the price display are shifted into 
the tare memory, clearing the price memory, and the 
tare weight will appear as a negative quantity on the 
weight indicators 333-336, unless an article is on the 
scale in which case a net weight is displayed. Or, when 
an article is subsequently placed in a container and on 
the scale 11, a net weight will he computed and dis-
played on the weight indicators 333-336. In many 
cases, it is only necessary to have a tore weight ranging 
from .01 pound up to .09 pound, In such case, only the 
digit appearing on the least significant price indicator, 
or the hundredths prise indicator 330, is shifted into 
the hundredths position of the tare weight memory for 
display on the hundredths pound indicator 333. 
The system or method for entering tare weight has 
been described above embodied in specific apparatus 
10 which includes an integrated circuit microcom-
puter. However, the system for manually and automati-
cally entering tare weight may also he used with other 
types of scales which require a tare weight for measur-
ing net weights. Turning now to 116. 7, a modified em-
bodiment is shown of apparatus 370 for entering a tare 
weight into a scale system either manually from a digi-
tal keyboard or automatically from the scale itself. 1 he 
scale in which the apparatus 370 is used includes four 
4-hit registers 371-374 for storing in a BCD format 
four weight digits. The register 371 stores the hun-
dredths or .0W gross weight digit, the register 372 
stores the tenths or .W gross weight digit, the register 
373 stores the units or W. gross weight digit and the 
register 374 stores the tens or Wfl. gross weight digit as 
measured by the scale. The scale also includes four 
4-hit registers 375-378 for storing four digits of tare 
weight. '[he register 375 stores the hundredths or .01 
digit, the register 376 stores the tenths of a ,T digit, the 
register 377 stores the units or T. digit and the register 
378 stores the tens or 1 0, digit of the tare weight. f he 
scale is then provided with any conventional means for 
computing a net weight from the gross weight stored in 
the registers 371-374 and the tare weight stored in the 
registers 375-378. 
1 he apparatus 370 is sequenced by means of a clock 
379. The clock 379 is provided with four outputs which 
have four-phase and non-overlapping pulse trains. The 
pulse trains will hereinafter he referred to as 4)1 
through 4)4. The clock pulses in the four phases fhl - 
c54 may. for example, each have a 2 microsecond pulse 
width and be repeated each 16 microseconds. The 
pulses for the successive phases arc delayed by 2 micro-
seconds from the previous phase so that they are non-
overlapping. 
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A keyboard (not shown) is pros ided with a tare entry 
key having an output connected through an inverter 
3811 to a teiminal 380' and with nine digit keys having 
outputs connected to nine digit inputs 381. The tare 
5 entry kcy and the digit keys arc normally maintained at 
a high voltage level and ground the appropriate, inputs 
to the apparatus 370 when closed. When one of the 
digit keys is pushed, a signal is applied over the corre-
sponding input 381 to an OR gate 382 which starts a 
10 monostable or one shot multivibrator 383. Once 
started, the multivibrator 383 remains on for a prede-
termined time interval. such as 1.6 seconds. and subse-
quently shuts off. While on, the multivibrator 383 has 
a high QT output and a low Or  output and when off. the 
IS noillivibrator 383 has a low Q r output and a high Or 
output. At the same time a signal on one of the digit in-
puts 381 triggers the multivibrator 383, the signal is ap-
plied to a decimal-to-BCD encoder 384.1 he BCD out-
put from the encoder 384 is applied to the input of a 
20 4-hit digital tare memory 385. Before the multivibrator 
383 is triggered by the actuation of a digit key, the low 
O r output holds a flip-flop 386 clear, resulting in a low 
0, output and a high Q, output and holds a flip-flop 
388 clear, resulting in a low Q, output. 
25 	The apparatus 370 remains in the above state until 
the multivibrator 383 triggers, causing Or to go high 
and until the next 4)1 clock pulse. which causes a 
NAND gate 387 to set the flip-flop 388 to have ■ I high 
0, output. The Uri output is applied to an AND gale 
30 389 and to a NAND gale 390, Upon the occurrence of 
the next clock pulse, which is a 4)2 pulse, the NAND 
gate 390 produces an output for setting the flip-flop 
386 to produce a high 0, output. 1 he high Q, and 0, 
outputs are applied to the AND gate 389 which ctrohes 
35 the digital tare memory 385, thereby storing the BCD 
equivalent of the energized digit input 381 froni the 
keyboard. Upon occurrence of the 4)3 pulse, a NAND 
gate 391, which has a second input connected to the 
high Q.2 output from the flip-flop 386, applies a pulse 
40 to a OR gate 392 for clearing the flip-flop 388, thereby 
removing the strobe signal from the memory 385. The 
OR gale 392 also has an input from the O r output of the 
multivibrator 383. The clock 379 will continue to cycle 
without further effect until either the tare entry key is 
45 pushed or the multivibrator 383 has timed out. 
When the tare entry key is pushed to apply a signal 
on the input terminal 380, the apparatus 370 is se-
quenced to shift either the digit stored in the memory 
385 into the .0T tare weight register 375, if the multivi• 
50 brator 383 is on, or to shift the contents of the gross 
weight registers 371-374 into the tare weight registers 
375-378, respectikely. While the tare entry key is 
open, the output from the inverter 380 maintains flip- 
flops 393 and 395 clear such that the flip-flop 393 has 
55 
a high G, output and a low 0, output and the 
395 has a high 0 1 output and a low 0, output. When 
the tare entry key is closed to ground the input to the 
inverter 380, the next 4)1 clock pulse sets the flip-flop 
60 395. The Q 2 output from the flip-flop 395 and the 01 
output from the flip-flop 393, both of which arc now 
high, arc applied to an AND gate 396. 1 he next q52 
clock pulse then passes through the gate 396 to clear 
the tare weight registers 376-378. The high O z output 
from the flip-flop 395 also enables a NAND gate 397 65 
so that the next 4)3 clock pulse sets the flip-flop 393 to 
a high Q, output and a low 0, output_ The now high 0, 
and Qa outputs from the flip-flops 393 and 395, respcc- 
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lively, pass through an AND gate 398 to enable three 
AND gates 399, 400 and 414. The AND gate 399 has 
a second input connected to the (,) r output of the multi-
vibrator 383 and the AND gatc 400 has a second input 
connected to the 0, output from the multivihrator 383. 
Assuming that a digital tare weight has been entered 
from a keyboard and the multivibrator 383 is still on, 
the AND gate 399 will now apply a signal in parallel to 
enable four AND gates 401-404. When the AND gates 
401-404 are enabled by an output from the AND gate 
399, the four bits of the HCD tare weight digit stored 
in the memory 385 pass through the AND gates 
401-404 and through four OR gates 405-408 to inputs 
to the tare weight register 375. 
If either a digit has not been entered on one of the 
nine digit inputs 381 to turn on the mullivibrator 383 
or if the multivibrator 383 has timed out, the multivi-
hrator 383 will apply a high 0, output to the AND gate 
400. When the AND gate 398 applies a signal to the 
second input of the AND gate 400, the AND gate 400 
enahles four AND gates 409-412, When the AND 
gates 409-412 are enabled, the .0v., or hundredths 
weight digit from the gross weight register 371 is passed 
through the OR gates 405-408 to the input to the hun-
dredths tare weight register 375. The output of the 
AND gate 400 is also connected to an AND gate 413. 
Upon the occurrence of a 64 clock pulse, the output of 
the AND gate 398 and 4he clock pulse enable the AND 
gate 414 to produce an output for strolling the tare 
weight register 375. At this time, either Ihe contents of 
the memory 385 or the register 371 are stored in the 
register 375, depending upon the state of the multivi-
hrator 383. If the muluvibrator 383 is not on so that the 
gate 4110 has an output, the AND gate 413 simulta-
neously produces it cluck pulse which strobes the tare 
weight registers 376-378. When the tare weight regis-
ters 375-378 arc strobecl, tare weight data is stored 
from the gross weight registers 372-374. As the clock 
379 continues to cycle, the next pulse is a (td pulse, 
This clock pulse is passed through a NAND gate 415, 
which is enabled by the 0, output front the flip-flop 
393, and an OR gale 416 to clear the flip-flop 395. 
When the flip-flop 395 is cleared, the high 0, output 
and the high C), output from the flip-flop 393 causes an 
AND gate 417 to generate an output which clears the 
digital tare memory 385. Then when the enter tare key 
is released, the low output 380' from the inverter 380 
clears the flip-flop 393 and maintains the flip-flop 395 
cleared. This completes the operating sequence of the 
apparatus 370. Although the apparatus 370 has been 
provided with only a single memory 385 for storing 
only the hundredths digit of a talc weight manually en-
tered front a keyboard, it will he appreciated that the 
apparatus may he readily adopted for manually enter-
ing additional digits of tare weight. 
1 he system or method for digitally filtering the 
weight data received from the scale 11 has also been 
described above in a specific embodiment of the appa-
ratus 10. However, it will he appreciated that the digital 
Filtering technique may he adapted for use in scales 
which do not include an integrated circuit microcom-
pnter and may also be adapted for filtering digital data 
entered into other types of digital systems besides 
scales and weight measuring apparatus. Referring now 
to FIG. 8, a modified embodiment is shown of appara-
tus 425 for filtering digital data in accordance with the 
above-described embodiment of the invention. The 
24 
tel ing operation is controlled by means of a four-phase 
cluck 426 which generates four sequential, non-
overlapping clock outputs d( 1 through (1),. During the 
first clock pulse on the cb, output of the clock 426. new 
5 or raw data is clocked into a four-bit storage register 
427. The new data stored within the register 427 is ap-
plied to the input of a filtered data register 428 and also 
to an "A" input of a comparator 429. The filtered data 
presently stored within the register 428 is applied in 
10 parallel to a "13" input to the comparator 429 and also 
to four filtered data output lines 430. 
The comparator 429 compares the A and H inputs 
using conventional digital logic circuitry. If the differ-
ence between the A and B inputs is greater than I, the 
15 comparator applies a signal on art output 431. If the dif-
ference between the A and El inputs is equal to one, the 
comparator 429 applies a signal on a second output 
432. If the A and H inputs arc equal, the comparator 
429 applies a signal on a third output 433. The compar- 
20 ator 429 also has an output 434 which indicates the 
sign of the difference between A and H. If A is greater 
than or equal to 9, a signal will be applied by the com-
parator 429 on the output 434. If A is less than B. no 
signal will he applied on the output 434. 
25 	After the rie clock pulse is applied to store the raw 
weight data in the register 427, a 4) 2 clock pulse is ap- 
plied to enable four AND gates 435-438. The output 
431 from the comparator 429 is connected to the sec- 
ond input of the pate 435. If the difference between A 
30 and H inputs to the comparator 429 is greater than one, 
the signal applied on the output 431 passes through the 
AND gate 435 and an OR gate 439 to clock the new 
data stored in the register 427 into the filtered data reg- 
ister 428. The clock output from the OR gate 439 also 
35 passes through a delay circuit 440 and an OR gate 441 
to clear a counter 442. If, on the other hand, the differ- 
ence between A and B is equal to one, the comparator 
429 applies a signal on the output 432 which passes 
through the enabled AND gate 436 to increment the 
40 counter 442. If A is equal to 9, the comparator 429 ap- 
plies a signal on the output 433 which passes thiough 
• the enabled AND gate 437 and the OR gate 441 to 
clear the counter 442. The sign output 434 from the 
comparator 429 is applied to one input of an exclusive 
45 OR gate 443. 1 he second input to the exclusive OR 
gate 443 is connected to the Q output of a flip-flop 444. 
The flip-flop is set in response to the rb i clock pulse to 
the true or false logic level of the sign output 434 from 
50 the comparator 429. Therefore, during the it, clock 
pulse, the flip-flop 444 will have a logic state dependent 
upon the state of the output 434 from the comparator 
429 during the previous cycle of the clock 426. If the 




the exclusit e OR gale 443 will apply a signal 
thr ough  the enabled AND gate 438 and the OR gate 
441 to clew the counter 442. 
1 Ire counter 442 has an output 445 connected to one 
input of an AND gate 446, The second input to the 
60 AND gate 446 is connected to the (b 4 output from the 
clock 426. The output 445 from the counter 442 has 
arbitrarily been selected as a count three output. Thus, 
a signal is applied on the output 442 whenever the 
counter 442 is incremented up to three. When the 
65 counter 442 is incremented 1() three to apply a signal 
on the output 445, the et, click pulse passes through 
the AND gate 446 and the OR gate 439 to clock the 
new data stored in the register 427 into the filtered data 
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register 428. The clock pulse also passes through the 
delay circuitry 440 and the OR gate 441 to clear the 
counter 442. 
• From the above description, it will he noted that the 
new or raw data stored in the register 427 is permitted 
to fluctuate or jitter within plus or minus one of the fit, 
tered data stored in the register 428 without revising 
the filtered data during each cycle of the clock 426. 
The filtered data stored within the register 428 is re-
vised only when the contents of the registers 427 and 
428 deviate by either one for three consecutive cycles 
of the clock 426 or by greater than one on one cycle 
of the clock 426. If the contents of the register 427 os-
cillate alternately to plus and minus one digit of the 
contents of the filtered data register 428 or to the same 
value as is stored in the filtered data register 428, then 
the counter 442 is cleared on each clock cycle so that 
the filtered data stored in the register 428 is not up-
dated. It will be appreciated that the apparatus 425 
may he adapted for use in entering weight readings 
from a scale into a filtered weight memory or for enter-
ing other types of digital data into memories with the 
diminution of jitter from the data. It will also be appar-
ent that filtering band may he expanded to accommo-
date a wider jitter range merely by modifying the com-
parator 429. For example, the outputs 431 and 432 
may he generated, respectively, when A — B is greater 
than ±2 and when A — B equals ±- 1 or ±2. 
Although specific enibod intents of the invention have 
been described above, it will he appreciated to those 
skilled in the art that various modifications and changes 
may he made without departing from the spirit and the 
scope of the claimed invention Furthermore, it will he 
appreciated that in the broadest aspect of the claims, 
the invention may be adapted to various types of appa-
ratus. 
What we claim is: 
I. A weighing and computing scale comprising, in 
combination, integrated circuit microcomputing means 
including an arithmetic logic unit, a sequence control-
ler :md data registers, weighing scale means for gener-
ating gross weight data, data input means having a plu-
rality of digit keys for sequentially entering data into 
said weighing and computing scale, buffer and memory 
means for receiving tare weight data and gross weight 
26 
data front said scale means and price data from said 
digit keys on said data input means and functioning as 
an interface with said arithmetic logic unit, said buffer 
and memory means receiving and storing tare weight 
5 data selectively from said scale means or said digit  
keys on said data input means, the tare weight data•, 
gross is - eight data and the price data being related to 
each of a plurality of successive weighed articles, and 
digital display means for visually indicating the price 
10 data, computed net weight data and value data cont• 
puled from such data, said sequence controller causing 
said arithmetic logic unit and registers to compute the 
net weight and the value of the weighed articles and 
controlling the supplying of such computed net weight 
is and value and the price data through said buffer and 
memory means to said display means. 
2. A weighing and computing scale, as set forth in 
claim I, wherein said sequence controller includes 
means for causing said buffer and memory means to pc- 
20 riodically scan said data input means for data, means 
for comparing data received from said data input 
means on successive scans, and means for causing said 
buffer and mentor!, means to store price and tare 
weight data from said data input means only after such 
25 data is received on a predetermined number of succes-
sive scans. 
3. A weighing and computing scale, as set forth in 
claim I, wherein said data input means includes a tare 
key, and including timing means for measuring a prede- 
30 terntined time interval, means responsise to the closure 
of any of said digit key's for starting said timing means 
to measure such predetermined time interval, means 
responsive to the closure of said tare key for causing 
said buffer and memory means to store a tare weight. 
35 such stored tare weight comprising data reed% ed from 
said digit keys when said tare key is closed while said 
tinting means is on and comprising weight data re• 
ceived from said scale means when said tare key is 
closed while said timing means is off. 
40 	4. A weighing and computing scale. as set forth in 
claim 1, and further including means for digitally filter. 
ing gross weight data from said weighing scale means 
to reduce jitter, and wherein the net weight is com-
puted from the filtered gross weight data. 
45 
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1571 	 ABSTRACT 
An electronic digital readout diet scale including 
means for accurately detecting and displaying minute 
changes of weight in a dieter accurate to small frac-
tions of pounds is described. One embodiment corn-
prises a transducer for generating a signal representing 
the weight of the dieter, and means for storing a signal 
representing a reference weight for the dieter. These 
signals are applied to a time gated oscillator whose 
output in turn is applied to an up-down counter. The 
counter is responsive to the oscillator output signals to 
display the dieter's weight or change in weight, and 
provides a digital display of current weight or weight 
change. A switching device, either manual or auto-
matic with a time delay, first couples the transducer 
output to the counter to display the current weight of 
a user and then couple' , the storage means to the 
counter to decrease the displayed weight by the refer-
ence weight, whereby the relative change of weight of 
the user may be displayed. 
15 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures 
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cussed herein should not he confused with tare weight, 
since tare weight relates to containers and added or 
subtracted objects. Here we arc dealing v. ith weighing 
the same object and showing deviations with regard to 
5 time. No dialing, switching or other input is required, as 
would be the case with tare computations, since we arc 
relating only to a used set of feedback data predeter-
mined by formulate unique to this appliance and always 
relating to the same individual or small group of indi-
viduals. 
The existing art demonstrates that digital readouts 
have been suggested for scales and that the concept of 
a scale suitable for home use having an electrical read-
out is also old. However, none of the home use scales 
known have sufficient accuracy to provide very accu-
rate digital readouts to ounces or fractions of a pound 
over the required range, nor do they include means to 
indicate the relative (rather than absolute) differential 
20 between a person's previous weight and his current 
weight. 
DIGITAL READOUT DIET SCALE 
' RELATED APPLICATIONS 
This application is a continuation-in-part of applica-
tion Ser. No. 445,2 1$, now abandoned filed Feb. 25, 
1974, by Michael E. Northcutt. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
Nature built into humans the capability to store food 
in the form of fat for hard limes. In a society of over-
abundant food this facility becomes a detriment and is 
responsible for many of the physical ills of our nation. 
The problem is compounded by the security and plea-
sure which eating gives, starting in infancy. 
Present bathroom scales arc very poor as an aid to 
weight control. They arc at best only accurate to one or 
two pounds. Strong psychological reinforcement is 
required to counteract the pleasures of eating. For 
example, reward in the form of positive reinforcement 
is enjoyed by the crash dieters. To reinforce the posi-
tive aspects of weight losing the "Weight Watchers" 
Organization forbids the use of scales except once a 
week, so that progress can certainly he noted. Lacking 
the rigorous discipline of such a program, after dieting 
for several days and seeing no progress, many people 
experience discouragement and quit. Thus current 
scales, being unable to detect and indicate limited gain 
or loss of weight, actually act in a negative way. 
The requirementslof a bathroom scale providing both 
the requisite accuracy and designed to give the neces-
sary psychological reinforcement are extreme. In 
weighing a human, a range of one to 300 or more 
pounds is required. If accuracy to 0.1 pound is desired 
this is one part in 3,000. This refinement exceeds the 
prior art limitation of mechanical and spring scales for 
bathroom use. Laboratories circumvent this magnitude 
of error by weighing in very limited ranges. Even physi-
cians' scales with their extended beams do not give 
accuracy of the order herein envisioned. 
A review of electronic scales shows consideration of ' 
tare weight, digital display, and various electronic mea-
suring devices such as pressure transducers, wheat-
stone bridges, etc. However, none of these are applied 
to scales suitable for home use in a personal dieting 
program and designed for the purpose herein outlined, 
to provide both the required accuracy and readout 
format to attain the psychological reinforcement which 
is the aim of this unique design. 
Several patents, such as Benedict U.S. Pat. No. 
2,108.575, Provi et al U.S. Pat. No, 3,469,645, Hoff-
man U.S. Pat, No. 3,550,705 and Hutchinson et al U.S. 
Pat, No. 3,667,561 disclose scales suitable for home 
use and having electrically operated readouts. How-
ever, none has provided the capability or even recog-
nized desirability of reading in ounces or small frac-
tions of pounds and displaying either absolute weight 
relative difference between the current weight applied 
and a previous reference weight, as does the device 
described herein. Similarly, several published patents 
such as Rock U.S. Pat No. 3,812,923, Smith et at U.S. 
Pat, No. 3,684,875 and Henderson et al U.S. Pat, No. 
3,665,169 disclose apparatus in which tare weight or 
some other previous weight is deducted from a subse-
quent weight. However, none of these structures would 
he suitable for incorporation into any scale similar to 
those referenced above or that in the following disclo-
sure. More particularly, the differential in weight dis- 
15 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
A personal diet scale is proposed which comprises a 
25 force voltage transducer and means responsive thereto 
to provide a readout not only in pounds but also in half 
or quarter pound increments or in ounces or in decimal 
equivalents to include tenths or hundredths of pounds 
or kilograms, or to other fractions of pounds, prefer-
ably over a range of normal human weight from zero to 
30 at least 250 pounds and preferably to 300 pounds. The 
scale is electronically operated by line voltage or bat-
teries and may incorporate a digital display. A memory 
circuit and a circuit operable of reversing the counter 
to provide a readout of the relative difference between 35 
the prior weight as compared to current weight of the 
person desirably are provided. Further, a zero crossing 
circuit may he provided cooperating with the reversing 
and memory circuits so that the digital readout is the 
relative difference (gain or loss) between current and 40 
reference weights. The current invention may monitor 
in said manner several mentbers of a given family si-
multaneously. It is simple in construction and avoids 
the need for manual setting of any sort with each 
weighing, aside from occasional zeroing of the readout 45 
as is found in any scale. 
The scale herein disclosed is designed to provide a 
reading accurate to fractions of pounds (or kilograms) 
over a three hundred pound range. By utilizing such a 
scale a person may skip lunch and at evening weighing 50 
get positive reward and psychological encouragement 
to go on. The preferred embodiment displays by elec-
tronic digital display and has calculator functions to 
show deviation of weight since start of the diet program 
or the last weighing. 55 
In a useful alternative embodiment, a switching de-
vice is provided so that several members of any family 
can concurrently use the differential storage and read- . 
 out features of the scale. For example, a multi-color 
switch may be provided. Each member cif the family 60 
selects a color switch and activates it at the start of his 
diet. From then on, no switching is required except that 
the individual must always have the instrument in his 
color mode when weighing. The diet scale may be used 
for addition as well as subtraction modes. This facili- 65 
tates its use in charting growth in children and gain and 
loss of weight with precision as applied to sickness or 
other medically related problems. Thus, the scale has 
I0 
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an' expensive range of uses and may he provided in 
somewhat larger form for physicians and hospital use. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the 
digital weight comparing scale of this invention. 
FIG. 2 is a detailed schematic of the embodiment of 
FIG 1. 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an alternative embodi-
ment of the digital weight comparing scale of this in-
vention. 
FIGS. 4A and 411 together represent a detailed sche-
matic of a third embodiment of the digital weight corn-
paring scale of this invention. 
FIG. 5 illustrates a modification to the schematic of 
FIG. 413 to provide for usage of the scale of the, third 
embodiment by a plurality of individuals. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 
Referring to FIG. 1 there is shown a diagram of an 
electronic scale which measures weight, displays the 
measurement, compares the value, indicates whether a 
loss or a gain has occurred and displays the amount of 
loss or gain. Means are incorporated to store a weight 
measurement for future reference. 
Considering the block diagram of FIG, I, to operate 
the scale the dieter steps on the scale platform (not 
shown) which closes a switch connecting a power sup-
ply to the circuitry and applies a force to the bridge 
type force transducer TDI fed by a constant current 
source 10. The transducer may exemplarily he a PI-
TRAN pressure sensitive resistor made by IC Trans-
ducers Inc. of San Jose, California. Current flowing 
through the bridge 5 causes a voltage difference to he 
developed between points A and B which is propor-
tional to the dieter's weight. This voltage difference is 
amplified by differential amplifier and isolation ampli-
fier 20 and fed to the input of the voltage controlled 
oscillator (VCO) 30. 
The VCO 30 produces an output pulse stream of a 
frequency which is proportional to its input voltage 
(and, in turn, proportional to the dieter's weight), 
When the dieter steps on the scale a signal is sent from 
anually operable switch 60 to the counter control 
section comprised of delay device 63 and the timing 
gate generator 80. This manual two-position switch 60 
can cause the counter to count up (dieter's current 
weight) or down (weight differential). 1 his signal 
causes the delay generator to start limiting out the 
amount of time appropriate to allow the sensor TM, 
amplifier 20 and oscillator 30 to reach a stable output 
(about 2 seconds) and the counter 70 to clear. At the 
end of this delay, timing gate generator 70 emits a gate 
signal of precisely controlled duration. Until this ple 
signal was generated, the zero output of the timer 80 
held the coincidence gates 50 and 51 through which 
count pulses are fed to the counter 70 closed, holding 
the counter 70 at zero state. The timing gate 80 output 
is applied to the input of counter control gate 50, 
whose other two inputs arc asserted by a manually 
controlled switch output and the presence of the VC() 
output. The output of counter gate 50 is applied to the 
counter's "up" clock input casing the counter to count 
up until the timing gate input signal from the timing 
device 80 is removed from the control gate 50 causing 
the gate to no longer pass through clock pulses to the 
counter. The frequency of the VCO 30 is proportional 
4 
In the &co. 	weight; thus the duration of the tinning 
pulse gate is used to Set in the appropriate scaling fac- 
tor to accommodate various measurement systems - 
(e g English or Metric), so that the counter's readout 
5 is the appropriate digital numeral to express weight in 
the chosen system. 
To get a display of the change in his weight since the 
dieter last stored a value the dieter activates the second 
portion h of manual switch 60, which diles two things. 
10 First it sends a signal to the delay timer 63 which causes 
it to start timing out an appropriate delay before issuing 
another signal to the timing gate generator 80. The 
switch also disconnects the input of :lie VC() from the 
transducer and applies to this input the signal Iron' the 
15 resistor wiper of one of the reference mora l , elements 
40 a, h, r on which the dieter has stored a repress nta-
lion of his reference weight measurement in a manner 
explained below. This voltage then takes the place of 
the transducer - amplifier output in determining the 
20 frequency at which the VCO 30 will oscillate, the fre-
quency being proportional to the value stored in the 
resistor setting (i c., the previous weight or reference), 
The manual switch also provides an input to coinci-
dence gate 51 which is the input gate to the down 
25 counter input. When this manual switch signal is pre-
sent together with the tinier 80 output and the pulse 
train from VCO 30, the paths to activate the counter 70 
`via this down count gate 51 are all asserted. Gate 5I's 
output causes the down clock on the counter to he 
30 clocked until the end of the gate timing pulse, at which 
time the contents of the counter will indicate the diet-
er's present weight minus his stored weight measure-
ment. There are three results which could he present in 
the counter at this time — the dieter's present weight 
35 could equal his stored weight and, as such, the counter_ 
would read zero; the dieter's present weight could ex-
ceed the previous weight and the counter would con-
tain the difference between the present weight and the 
stored weight; the last alternative is that the dieter's 
40 present weight is less than the previously stored value. 
In this case when the counter goes through zero a signal 
is detected by coincidence gate 92 that also sets the 
negative zero crossing gate flip-flop 75 causing down 
gate 51 to close and stop passing count pulses to the 
45 down counter input, and opening gate 50 to start pass-
ing the VCO output pulse train to the counter up input 
and start counting the counter 70 hack up; also, the 
positive feedback indicator (LOSS IND) lights; thus al 
the end of the gate time from timer 80 the counter 70 
50 would display the relative difference (gain or loss) 
between stored reference weight value and current 
weight value. 
The dieter is provided with a means to store his pre-
sent or reference weight measurement in a resistor 40 
55 n, h, or c by closing the set switch 411 a, h, or coupled 
so that storage resistor and standing on the scale to 
activate the transducer output. The transducer output 
is compared with the voltage setting on the selected 
resistor by the comparator amplifier 97. 1Ine dieter 
60 manually adjusts the selected potentiometer 40 a, h, or 
c, until the equal indicator is lit at which time the resis-
tor setting establishes the present or reference weight. 
The use of a multiple switch allows several dieters to 
use the same scale, each with his own stored reference 
65 weight value, the appropriate switch being closed to 
apply the corresponding reference to the scale. 
Considering the detailed schematic diagram of FIG. 
2, the transistor T1 and the several diodes and resistors 
     
     
     
     
     
     
     






in the upper left hand corner comprise a constant cur- 
	
inputs of the counters to control the amount and 
rent source 5 to the force transducer 11)1. 1 he force direction of count; further description of the imple- 
transducer TDI in the collector circuit of the transistor 	mentation of counter and display 70 is deemed well 
T I functions in substantially the same way as a variable within the skill of the art. 
resistor in the collector circuit; that is, a change in the 5 	Considering the manual switch 60 which controls the 
force applied to the transducer has the effect of a direction of count, the switch comprises two sets of 
change in resistance in the collector circuit and there- 	contacts labelled "up" and "down", respectively, to 
fore a change in the output current of the constant thereby correspond to the desired direction of count of 
current source across resistor RII to the input of the 
	
the counter 70. The "up" orientation of the switch and 
operational amplifier 20. Thus the output signal from 10 direction of count corresponds to a determination of 
the constant current source is proportional to the 
	
the actual weight of the person; the "down" orientation 
weight of the person being weighed. 	 of the switch and direction of the count corresponds to 
The operational amplifier 20, which is also used to 	a determination of the relative change in weight be- 
provide isolation, essentially functions to provide a tween the actual weight of the person as now being 
conversion of the voltage proportional function which • 15 applied and the reference weight previously stored in 
is applied to its input to a voltage value that makes the 	storage device 40. In operation of the scale, to obtain a 
voltage controlled oscillator 30 oscillate at an appropri- readout of weight differential, the actual weight of the 
ate frequency to represent the weight of the person 
	
person is first obtained (up), then the switch activated 
applying force to the transducer. The operational am- to subtract the stored reference weight therefrom 
plifier may suitably be a National Llv1301; the voltage 20 (down) thereby providing the desired readout, 
controlled oscillator may suitably he an EXAR 2307. 	Taking the first case where the "up" count to deter- 
It can he seen that the output of the operational mine actual weight of the person to he weighed is de- 
amplifier 20 is applied to one of two switchable inputs 
	
sired, the output is applied to the set input of a flip-flop 
31 and 32 of the voltage controlled oscillator 30; the 75 which comprises as shown a pair of cross-coupled 
other of the two switchable inputs is tied to a storage 25 gates. The "up" output of flip-flop 75 thereby goes high 
device 40 comprising a variable resistor coupled be- 	and opens gate 50 of the directional counter control 
tween a constant voltage source and ground, and which means. The "down" output of flip-flop 75 remains low, 
may be adjusted in accordance is ith the invention to 
	
so that the voltage controlled oscillator 30 is responsive 
store a signal representing the reference weight of the to the output of the operational amplifier 20 which is 
person which is to comprise a basis of comparison for 30 the adjusted output of the force transducer TDI, to 
determining the change in weight of the person being 
	
thereby control the pulse rate output of the oscillator. 
weighed, as discussed with respect to FIG. I. Two lines Closure of the "up" switch of manual switch means 60 
come into the bottom of the operational amplifier; one 
	
also applies a signal on the clear line to the clear input 
of them is grounded, and the other is the control line of timer 80 and counter 70. Thus the counter is zeroed 
that orders the voltage controlled oscillator 30 to re- 
 
35 before the output of the timer opens the gate 50 to pass 
spond to the voltage from the transducer 10 applied 
	
the pulse count to the counter 70. The signal from the 
through operational amplifier 20, or the voltage stored manual switch means 60, in this case the "up" switch 
in storage device 40. Thus means are provided for 
	
thereof, is also passed through a NOR gate 62 and 
making the pulse generating voltage controlled oscilla- 	suitable delay means 63, 64 to the trigger input of the 
tor responsive to either the current weight value of the 40 timing device 80 which generates a gate signal to con- 
person being weighed (as represented by the signal - 	trot the length of time for which control gate means 50, 
from operational amplifier 20) or the stored reference 51 will he open. This gate is fixed at an accurate con- 
weight value of the person being weighed (as repre- 	slant duration by the capacitors and trimmer resisitors 
sented by the signal from storage device 40), whereby shown associated with timer 80 so that the scale can be 
the difference may he determined. The output of the 4 5 calibrated to a high degree of accuracy. and also be 
voltage controlled oscillator is applied to one input of 	adjusted to read in pounds, kilos, or ounces, or halves, 
both gates 50 and 51 which comprise a switch for con- quarters or tenths of pounds depending on the adjust- 
trolling the direction of count of the up-down counter 	mcnt made to the duration of the gate. 
70. The direction control gate switch 50, 51 is respon• Delay means 63, 64 are interposed between NOR 
sive to manually controlled switch 60 for causing 50 gate 62 and timer 80 so that the trigger signal to the 
counter 70 to display either the absolute weight of the 	timer is delayed until the counter 70 is cleared and 
person being weighed, or the relative change (positive oscillator 30 stabilized. Thus the control gate means 50 
or negative) between the current weight of the person 	is always open for an accurately fixed length of time to 
and the stored weight of the person. The directional pass the weight representing pulse output of the voltage 
gate switch is also responsive to a timing device HO 55 controlled oscillator 30 to the digital display counter 
wh ich provides a gate pulse function for gating the 	70. The pulse frequency output of the voltage con- 
pulses from the voltage controlled oscillator 30 to the trolled oscillator, as counted during the fixed gate pc- 
counter 70 so that a constant duration gate for direc- 	rind, thus accurately represents the amount of the force 
lion control switch 50, 51 is always developed, whereby applied to the force transducer 10. Thus the weight of 
the change in pulse rate or the pulse count occurring 60 the person is proportional to fixed oscillator frequency 
within the gate from the voltage controlled oscillator 	which is proportional in turn the voltage output of the 
accurately represents the change in weight or the transducer which is fixed by the force applied to the 
weight of the object. The counter itself comprises one 	transducer. This system design minimizes error and 
or more bidirectional counters which may he a provides a highly accurate and calibratable readout 
74C192 or equivalent. the.counts therein being applied 65 whereby accurate comparisons between current weight 
through converters which may he type 40111 to display 	and stored reference weight may he obtained. 
devices which may he H.P. 7302 or equivalent. The To obtain the change in weight between the weight 







   











Tight value previously stored hy storage device 40, 
the "down" switch of switch means (11) is now closed. 
An appropriate . input is now applied to the reset input 
of flip-flop 75 no signal is applied to the clear line of 
the counter, but a signal is again applied through the 
delay means 63, 64 to the timer to generate another 
gate function. The "up" output of the flip-flop 75 is 
now low, closing gate 50; the "down" output of flip-
flop 75 is now high, opening gate 51 to pass pulses from 
the pulse output of the voltage controlled oscillator 30 
which occur concurrently with the gate function from 
the timer 80 to the counter's - down" input The high 
signal on the "down" output of flip-flop 75 which as 
discussed above selects the appropriate input to the 
voltage controlled oscillator, now causes the voltage 
controlled oscillator to respond to the voltage stored in 
storage device 40. This voltage represents the previous 
weight of the person being weighed; it is previously 
separately set into the scale using a comparison means 
connected between the output of transducer 10 and the 
storage means 40 and a separate indicator light. For 
example, a differential amplifier (not shown) may he 
connected switchably across inputs 31 and 32 having 
indicator connected to the output thereof; the person 
seeking to store a weight value on the scale to apply 
force to the force transducer by adjusting a manual 
control or the like coupled to the resistance arm of 
storage device 40, the status of the adjustable resistor 
40 being adjusted until equality is achieved as indicated 
by the output of the differential amplifier between the 
voltage stored in storage device 40 and the voltage 
output of transducer 10, At this time, the current 
weight of the person standing on the scale is now stored 
in the storage device 40. 
Therefore, when the signal to the voltage controlled 
oscillator 30 from the counter flip-flop 75 directs the 
flip-flop to respond to the voltage in storage device 40 
through counter input 32, then the output of the volt-
age controlled oscillator 30 becomes proportional to 
this stored value. After a delay time to allow for this 
output pulse train to stabilize the gate function gener-
ated by the timing device 80 occurs and the counter is 
now counted down, the "down" counter gate 51 being 
open. Thus the counter is counted down by a weight 
proportional puke train which is applied to the counter 
for the exact same time period (i.e., gate function) as 
the count up pulse train, whereby an accurate differen-
tial between the person's stored weight is determined. 
Means are also provided for determining a zero 
crossing of the counter. These zero crossing means 
comprise a series of gates 90a-d coupled between the 
counter elements of counter 70 and feeding a control 
gate 92, which' in turn is connected to the set input or 
the control flip-flop 75 as well as to an indicator light. 
Thus it may he seen that if each of the counter elements 
is counted down to zero arid then the stored value is 
equal to or greater than the person's present weight, 
then a greater pulse count will occur than occurred 
when the person's current weight was measured. At the 
time zero status of each counter clement of counter 70 
is detected by the gate 90, the output of the gate 92 is 
applied Co the "up" input of flip-flop 70 causing the 
output of the gate control 50, 51 to switch and cause 
the counter to begin to count hack "up" so that a posi-
tive indication of weight differential is always read out 
on the counter display whether the differential is posi-
tive or negative. The indicator coupled to flip-flop 98 
having two inputs, one from the clear signal and the 
H 
rithu loan the output of gate 92 lights to indicate that 
this zero crossing has occurred and, in this instance, 
that since the stored value is greater than the current 
weight value that a loss in weight has been achieved. 
Thus the operational sequence for using the disclosed 
device is for a person who wishes to store his weight 
and record changes therein to stand on the scale and 
using the manually adjustable resistor incorporated in 
storage means 40 adjust the storage device until the 
voltage stored therein is the same as the voltage output 
of the operational amplifier which represents his cur-
rent weight. Then, when he wishes to determine his 
change in weight, the person stands on the scale and 
pushes the "up" button, causing the counter to count 
up to his current weight accurately expressed in tenths 
of pounds or kilograms as determined by the calibra-
tion of the gate generating timer 140. Then, the "down" 
button is pushed causing the output of the storage de-
vice 40 to control the pulse rate output of the voltage 
controlled oscillator 30. 'the storage representing pulse 
train is applied to the counter through the count down 
gate 51, causing the counter to he counted down 
towards zero. If a gain in weight has occurred, no zero 
crossing occurs and the counter stops at a value repre-
senting accurately the gain in weight If a loss in weight 
has occurred, the indicator light controlled by flip-flop 
98 and control gate 92 is lit, and the flip-flop 75 is 
triggered to cause the counter to count hack up to the 
value representing the loss in weight. Thus, an immedi-
ate indication in accurately expressed terms is provided 
of the relative gain or loss in weight achieved by the 
person using the digital counter scale. Of course, a 
plurality of persons may use the scale by providing a 
multi-position switch between storage means 40 and 
gate input 32, and providing a separate variable resistor 
between a constant voltage source and ground in the 
storage means 40, for each person using the scale (see 
FIG, I), A manual selector is provided correlated with 
the storage to select the storage resistor storing the 
person's weight. No further means need be provided to 
store the weight of each of a group of persons. More-
over, as the same electronic elements are used to deter-
mine both the stored weight value and the current 
weight value an extremely accurate representation of 
45 change in weight is always provided 
In an alternative embodiment of the invention to that 
disclosed in FIGS. I and 2, a number of persons may 
use the scale by providing a weight storing transducer 
for each person, as represented by the structure of FIG. 
50 3. In operating a scale implemented using this method, 
the dieter steps on the platform to which is attached the 
main sensor TS I and supplementary sensor TS2 via a 
mechanical linkage. This type of sensor may conve- 
niently he a transformer with a moveahle core; the 
55 greater the movement of the platforitilinkage combi- 
nation the greater the core movement and hence the 
better the coupling between the primary and secondary 
of the transformer-sensors 1S1, and TS2. The AC volt- 
age from the generator AC I is thus coupled across 
60 sensors TS1 and TS2 so as to produce an output voltage 
which is proportional to the dieter's weight. Rectifying 
networks 110, 112 are coupled to the sensor outputs to 
filter this AC voltage Thi; filtered voltage is coupled to 
the input of an operational summing amplifier 25 which 
65 provides the input to the voltage controlled oscillator 
30 and represents the scaled sum of the outputs of 1St 
and TS2 for reasons explained below. The oscillator's 
output frequency is thus proportional to the dieter's 
5 
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v, eight When the dieter stepped tin the scale it si g nal 	i for as lit. indicating the need lor the dieter to readjust 
was sent to the control section 60 including manual be, scale. 
control switches Mbi, 60h to start a delay time out. 	In a third highly desirable embodiment of the scale of 
After this delay the gate generator Nil produces a gate this iiwen Win ( HGS. 4A and 411) means are provided 
whose duration is precisely controlled. Just before this 5 both for storing the dieting user's weight measurement 
gate is produced the counter is cleared by the delay 	automatically, without manual adjustment of the scale, 
timer 63, 64. During the assertion of this timing gate, and for displaying sequentially and automatically his 
the output of the oscillator is passed to the up clock 	current weight and then any weight loss or gain since 
input on the counter 70. The gate's duration and the the previous measurement. This embodiment incorpo- 
frequency of the oscillator output combine to yield the 10 rates solid state memory and switching devices to effect 
value in the counter at the end of the gate time just as 	automatically the required storage and display switch. 
in the previously described method, thus producing the ing operations. In this third embodiment the analog 
measurement of the present weight of the dieter 	 portions, including the transducer 2(15, the differential 
The method of obtaining the difference in the dieter's 	amplifier and isolation amplifier 220 and the voltage 
weight and storing a weight reading is different front 15 controlled oscillator 230 are substantially similar to 
the previous emhodiment, The dieter stores his weight 	that descrihed in detail in the embodiment of FIGS. I 
reading by setting sensor TS2's beginning point of and 2, with the addition of zero offset adjustment 225, 
movement; in other words, the second transducer's 	and will not be described in detail here. 
physical position stores the value of the dieter's weight This embodiment of the diet scale incorporates, as 
measurement. This is accomplished by setting the sec- 20 could the other embodiments, a power turn-on circuit 
and transducer's TS2 movement arm in such a way as 	210 including a switch 215 which is closed by pressure 
to cause movement only after a certain portion of the applied to the scale platform, as by a user stepping 
travel of TS! has been accomplished. By way of exam- 	thereupon. When switch 215 is closed, 01 is turned on, 
plc if the dieter weighed 140 Ihs. and wanted to store which turns on Q2. The 'crier diode DI in the circuit 
that value he would put the scale into the store mode he 25 provides a regulated voltage (+I2VS) to the trans- 
setting a switch 27 which would enable the comparator 	ducer, its associated amplifiers and the VCO. Of also 
120 to be connected to TS! and TS2, turning an adjust- supplies a signal (-1-12VS) to power the digital circuits 
men( screw until the voltage output from TS2 matched 	described herehelow. 
the zero set voltage store on RI21 at which time the The digital circuitry of this scale is divided between 
equal indicator is lit . This adjustment screw would 30 FIGS, 4A and 411 for the sake of clarity afforded by a 
actually be moving TS2 until a "NULL" voltage oc- 	larger scale illustration. It is to be understood that the 
curred. From this point on then whenever the dieter circuitry of FIGS. 4A and 48 represent one unitary 
depressed the A W switch 26 a measurement is taken 	embodiment of the scale, with the illustration simply 
relative to this setting. Since the dieter can either gain divided along lines X—X with the connections num- 
or lose weight the actual "zero" or "null" point is set Vz 35 tiered Ai - 	10, respectively, corresponding to one 
way through the travel of the second sensor TS2 and 	another in both figures. For clarity, this circuitry will he 
the control mechanism compensates for the non-zero described first with respect to its principal functional 
position of the sensor by adjusting the final value in the 	components and then in detail with respect to the se- 
counter by an appropriate amount. This value is oh- quence of operations. 
tained in the same manner as a normal measurement is 40 	In the diagram of FIG. 4A, a monostable multivibra- 
taken. Amplifiers 120, 130, 140 provide the means by " for 235 is provided to produce a two second delay after 
which the indicators are lit to feed hack to the dieter his 	warn-on from switch 215, to permit weight shifting and 
state of affairs. As mentioned earlier amplifier I 20's 
output is used to indicate the equal condition in setting 
up the A W sensor, — it doubles as an equal (or stable) 
indicator in normal operation — i.e., if the dieter's 
weight is stable (no change) this indicator is lit when a 
A W measurement is demanded. Amplifier 130's inputs 
include the A W sensor output and the "zero" refer-
ence voltage. If the dieter has lost weight, its output is 
not asserted, causing the loss indicator to he lit and the 
amount of loss to be displayed. If he has gained weight 
the A W voltage is greater than "zero" voltage stored 
on R121 and the output of ,iitiplificr 130 is asserted 
lighting the gain indicator and extinguishing the loss 
indicator, The annum( of weight is obtained and dis-
played in the same manner as the absolute and loss 
measurements. 
One problem which is present in this mechanism  
which is not present in the enthrallment of FIG. I is the 
possibility that the range of sensor TS2 might he ex-
ceeded by a large change in weight, sensor TS2 oper-
ates as a "fine" scale weight change device and, as 
such, an indicator must he included to indicate when its 
range has been exceeded.. Sensors CA3 and CA4 pro-
vide this service by checking the A W voltage against 
the values set in resistors R4 and R5. If the range is 
either too low or too high the "too much change" indi- 
other fluctuations to settle. Such delay unit may suit- 
ably by an EXAR 4047 multivihrator or equivalent. 
45 Tinter 240 is a precise measurement timer which is 
adjustable in the sante manner and for the sante reasons 
as in the previous embodiment. Measurement counter 
245a-d ( FIG, 48 ) is an up-down counter as previously 
described, and may suitably comprise a plurality of 
74C 192 circuits. The value measured from counter 245 
is stored in the storage register 250a-c, which may 
conveniently he 74C174 circuits and which are pow-
ered directly from the 12.5 volt source and not from 
the power switched circuit, so that, when the scale is 
55 riot energized by the closing of switch 215, the value 
stored in register 250a -c will not he lost due In the loss 
of power. Fur determining weight changes there is 
added to this embodiment another counter 255a -d 
( which may also he 74C192's), whose purpose is to 
60 bold the value which is to he subtracted from the mea-
surement counter and counted down 
To provide the major time periods during which cer- 
tain operations, described below, take place, there is 
provided a control counter chain 260a, 260h, 260c 
65 (FIG. 4A ). which may comprise a plurality of 74C73's. 
This counter chain 260a-c is clocked by the timer 240 
output and is made to loop hack on itself and oscillate 
by NAND gate 265, causing the counter chain to count 
3,967,(19(1 
I 1 	 12 up at the rate dcterni•• the 111111.1 240 oscillation 	SCI. 	by NAND gate 290 or a zero in 	 c subti iction 
-frciniency.1 he time periods iletelmin.•0 	the counter coomer is sensed by the NAND gate 295. If a zero 
260a-c are decoded by NAND gates 270, 275, 280 and 	crossing is sensed by gate 290, the zero crossing flip- 
285• 	 flop 315 is jam .set by gale 290. his causes the count 
• NAND gates 290 a nd  295 (FIG 4B) decode when 5  direction to change on the measiirement counter to 
the measurement (up-down) counters 245 and the 	"lip" via NAND gates 350 and 355, acting through 
subtraction (down) counters 255 pass through zero NOR gales 352 and 357. The subtraction counter con• 
respectively. 
linues to count down until it is at zero, at which time 
Display 300 is a seven segment liquid crystal display the gate 295 senses this condition If the subtraction 
which is driven by a plurality of 7411.•4H BC:Doo-7-seg- 10  counter is zeroed in this manner or in the manner previ• 
merit decoders 305a-d connected to the measurement ously described, the oscillator output is gated off 'by 
counters 245a-d. 
NAND gate 360, preventing further counting At this 
	
Oscillator 310 is a lvvo-inverter 124' coupled oscilla- 	time the difference between the previous measurement 
for whose frequency is at least 3000 times the timer 
(from the storage register) and the current measure- 
gate interval but less than the highest clock frequency 
15 ment arc displayed on digital display 300. If there was 
of the measurement counters 245. One output of the 	
a zero crossing, the user gained weight, and the indica- 
oscillator 310 is connected to the blanking inputs of the 
for 365, driven by zero crossing detector 315, is lit, thus 
display decoders 305a-d to provide an alternating cur- 	indicating a weight gain, with the amount displayed in 
rent signal to gate the liquid crystal, to provide for best 
the display 300. If the previous weight measurement is 
liquid crystal display operation. 	 20 
larger than the new measurement, no zero crossing is 
With reference to the foregoing description and the 	
detected and the amount of loss is held in the measure- 
diagram of FIGS. 4A and 4R the sequence of opera- 
ment register 245a-d and thus displayed in the digital 
lions of the scale of this embodiment is as follows: 
display 3110. At the next clocking of the timer 240, 
When a user steps on the scale, his weighted In 
NAND gate 270 is activated, stopping further oscillator 
the platform (not shown) closes power switch 215, 25 
action by the tinier 240. Thus, the digital display will 
which in turn activates switches 01 and 02. The signal 
continue displaying the difference between the previ- 
-1-12VS from the emitter of 01 provides power to the 
ous weight measurement and the current weight mea• 
digital circuits and a trigger input to the monostable 
surement until the user steps off the scale, deactivating 
multivibrator delay 235, The delay 235 times out for. 
the power switch circuitry 210. 
about two seconds while• clearing the counter chain 30 
In another variation of the scale of the immediately 
260a-c, the zero cross flip-flop 315 (a74C73) and the 
preceding embodiment provision may be made for holding-off gate 320 to prevent false triggering ofstor- 
storing a plurality of previous weight measurements, so age registers 250a -c. At the end of the two second 
that the scale may either be used by a corresponding interval the D output of the delay 235 goes low, activat- 
ing NOR gale 325 and starting the oscillator of the 35 plurality of users and in the manner above described, or 
timer 240. This oscillator gates the VC() output 	an individual user may store a plurality of his previous 
through NAND gate 330. as the output of NAND gate weight measurements for later comparison against sub- 
275 is asserted at this time via inverter 335. Measure- 	sequent measurements. One illustrative embodiment of 
ment counter 245a-d is counted up for the duration of this variation in structure is illustrated in FIG. 5 . 
the measurement interval (the assertion time of the 40 wherein the structure enclosed within the broken line 
timer 240), thereby providing for lime averaging the may he directly substituted for the structure enclosed 
VCO output signal and thus the measured weight indi- within the broken line of FIG. 411; 
cation over the period of the measurement interval. In the structure of FIG. 5, the measurement counter 
This measurement interval, from timer 240, is selected 245a-d, subtraction counter 255a-d and gate 290 are 
to provide the weight measurement in the desired in- 45 the same as in FIG, 48, with identical connections 
crements of ounces or halves, quarters, or tenths of 	across the broken line. However, in place of storage 
pounds or kilos, or other units. When the timer 240 is . 	register 250a-c of FIG, 411 an array of 16 hit (4 x 4) 
no longer asserted, NAND gate 265 acts as a feedback memory chips 370o-d, controlled by ;t selector switch 
gate and restarts the tinier. The second edge of the 	375. While modification of this structure for any nuni• 
tinier clocks the .counter chain 260a-c, causing it to 50 ber of storage positions may readily he made by one 
count up by one. This deactivates gales 275, 335 and 	skilled in the art, this illustrative embodiment, with its 
330 and activates NAND gate 340, transferring the 4 x 4 memory chips, illustrates structure for storing 4 
contents of the storage register 250a-c into the suhtrac- 	such weights. With this structure each of four different 
lion (down) ) counter 255a-d. At the next tinier clock users may select on switch 375 his individual operating 
edge, NAND gate' 285 is activated, coming the con. 5 5 position (U I, 112, 113, or 134) and thus configure the 
tents of the measurement (up-down) counter 245a-d 	scale and its memory storage units for storing and corn- 
into the storage register 250a--c thus storing the current paring his personal subsequent measurements with his 
measured weight for the next time the user uses the 	personal previous measurements. Similarly. if desired, 
scale, to have it available for comparison with a suhse- a single user could store a plurality (four in this case) of 
quest measured weight. 	 fill his individual previous weight measurements for setec- 
During the next two timer cycles nothing happens 	live comparison against his subsequent weight mea- 
except the display for a predetermined time of the surements. 
current measured weight value. Then, during the fol- 	While the foregoing represents several preferred 
lowing timer cycle. NAND gate 280 is activated, This embodiments of the apparatus of this invention, it is 
step gates the output of the oscillator through to the 65 recognized that other variations and embodiments, for 
count-down input of the measurement counter 245a-d 	example, different types of transducers, displays and 
and the subtraction counter 255a-d, simultaneously electronic circuit components, may occur to persons 
counting them down until either a zero crossing is 	skilled in this art. Accordingly, the scope of this inven- 
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Lion is not to he limited by the foregoing but is to be 
defined by the claims appended hereto. 
I claim: 
1. A scale for use in a personal dieting program, 
comprising 
weight measuring means sensitive to weight incre-
ments at least as small as 1/2 pound for a weight 
measured by said scale: 
means for storing a previous measurement of weight 
for comparison with a subsequent measurement; 
and 
a digital display capable of displaying both said sub-
sequent weight measured by said scale and the 
difference between said subsequent weight and 
said previous weight measured, indicating either 
weight gain or loss, said digital display providing 
for display of said subsequent weight measurement 
and said weight difference in increments at least as 
small as 1/2 pound, whereby measured weight gains 
and losses on the order of 1/2 pound may be ob-
served by the user of said scale to thereby assist his 
dieting program. 
2. A scale as in claim 1 wherein said weight measur-
ing means is sensitive to weight increments at least as 
small as V4 pound and wherein said digital display pro-
vides for display of said subsequent weight measure-
ment and said weight difference to increments at least 
as small as V4 pound. 
3. A scale as in claim 1 wherein said weight measur-
ing means is sensitive to weight increments at least as 
small as 1/10 pound and wherein said digital display 
provides for display of said subsequent weight measure-
ment and said weight difference to increments at least 
as small as 1/10 pound. 
4. A scale as in claim 1 wherein said weight measur-
ing means includes means for averaging measured 
weight indications over a predetermined time period 
during weighing, whereby fluctuations in the displayed 
weight due to shifting of weight location on said scale 
may be reduced. 
5. A scale as in claim 1 further comprising means 
associated with said digital display for indicating 
whether said displayed weight difference represents an 
increase or a decrease from said previous weight mea-
surement, whereby the user may readily observe any 
weight gain or loss between the two measurements. 
6. A scale as in claim I wherein said storage means 
comprises a plurality of individually selectable storage 
units, whereby a plurality of different users may each 
select a different one of such storage units for storing 
his individual measurements for use in comparing his 
personal subsequent measurements with his personal 
previous measurements. 
7. A scale as in claim 1 wherein said digital display 
includes means for displaying first said subsequent 
weight measured and then displaying said difference 
between said subsequent weight measured and said 
previous weight measured. 
14 
S. A scale as in claim 7 wherein said means for dis-
playing first said subsequent weight measured and then 
displaying said difference includes means for holding 
said display of said subsequent weight measurement for 
5 a predetermined time and then automatically changing 
to display said difference. 
9. A scale as in claim 1 further comprising means for 
energizing circuitry for said measuring means and said 
display in response to the weight of a user being applied 
I°  to said scale, whereby the electrical power drain asso-
ciated with such scale may he minimized when such 
scale is not in use. 
10. A scale as in claim 9 further comprising means 
15 for maintaining encrgization of said storage means 
continuously, whereby energization of the storage 
means is independent of the application of the weight 
of a user to the scale. 
11. In a scale for use by an individual in a personal 
20 dieting program and having a digital display and means 
for measuring and displaying both the current weight of 
a user and the difference between such current weight 
and a previous weight, the improvement comprising: 
said weight measuring means being adapted for mea- 
25 	suring weight increments at least as small as I/2 
pound; and 
said digital display being adapted to display in 1/2 
pound increments both the current weight of a user 
and the difference between said current weight and 
30 a preselected previous weight of such user, indicat-
ing either weight gain or loss, whereby measured 
weight gains and losses on the order of 1/2 pound 
may he observed by such user to assist his dieting 
program. 
35 	12. In a scale as in claim 11 the further improvement 
of said weight measuring means being adapted for mea-
suring weight increments at least as small as I/4 pound 
and said digital display being adapted to display said 
current weight and said difference in 5/4 pound incre- 
40 ments. 
13. In a scale as in claim 11 the further improvement 
of providing means for indicating on said display said 
current weight for a predetermined length of time and 
then automatically changing said display to an indica- 
45 lion of said weight difference. 
14. In a scale as in claim 11 the further improvement 
of providing means for selectively storing a plurality of 
said previous weight measurements and comparing any 
selected one of said stored previous weight measure- 
50 ments with said current weight measurement for dis-
play of said difference. 
15. In a scale as in claim 14 the further improvement 
of providing switch means for selecting a desired one of 
said plurality of stored previous weight measurements, 
55 whereby a plurality of individuals may each store his 
own weight measurement and then compare the same 
with a later weight measurement. 
• 	• 	• 	•• • 
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ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
March 7, 1977 
Watson Brick and Tile Company 
P. O. Box 6483 
Tyler, Texas 75711 
Attn: Mr. Russell B. Watson, Jr. 
Subject: Monthly Progress Summary Letter For EES/GIT Research 
Project A-1899 For Period February 1, 1977 thru 
February 28, 1977 
Dear Mr. Watson: 
This progress report describes efforts expended through the February 
period. During the month of February the microprocessor circuit design was 
completed, hardware construction on the microprocessor was started, and the 
design of the total package was continued. 
The microprocessor circuit will be contained on a single printed circuit 






2. Erasable Programable Read Only Memory (EPROM) 
3. Random Access Memory (RAM) 
4. Input Buffers 
For switches 
For decoder 
5. Display Drivers 
6. Displays 
The interconnection of these components is basically standard in nature 
since the sequence of operations for the device is not determined by the 
wiring of the components, but rather by the microprocessor program. This 
allows changes to be made in the sequence of operation without rewiring the 
printed circuit board. A simplified flow diagram is attached. 
Russell B. Watson, Jr. 	 -2 - 	 March 7, 1977 
The construction of the hardware, i.e., the wiring of components on the 
printed circuit board, has begun. Plastic sockets which will contain each of 
the chips to be used have been glued onto the printed circuit board and the 
wiring of interconnections among these chips has been started using the wire-
wrap approach. When the hardware construction is completed, the development 
of the program to be used with the hardware will begin. 
After considering a number of designs for the device, a final design has 
been selected which will maximize the simplicity of operation of the device 
and yet provide an attractive appearance. The original prototype plastic 
scale delivered to us when the project began is to be mounted onto the bottom 
half of the prototype scale with the incoder being developed at Georgia Tech. 
The printed circuit board fits nicely into the cavity of the plastic prototype 
scale and the displays, which are mounted over the end of the printed circuit, 
board align with the smaller cavity corresponding to the displays. 
During the month of March the hardware construction of the printed 
circuit board will be completed and the development of the final program to 
be used with the microprocessor device will be started. When this programing 
is completed, the hardware equipment will be connected to the computer 
emulator to simulate the working of the device. When the program has been 
debugged and the system operates successfully, the program will be stored in 
the EPROM device, this device will be plugged into the printed circuit board, 
and final hardware debugging will take place. The result will be the final 
working prototype. 
Jardes F. Lowrey 
JFL/cp 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
March 29, 1977 
Watson Brick and Tile Co. 
P.O. Box 6483 
Tyler,Texas 75711 
Attn: Mr. Russell B. Watson, Jr. 
Subject: Monthly Progress Summary Letter For 
EES/GIT Research Project A-1899 For 
for Period March 1, 1977 through 
March 31, 1977. 
Dear Mr. Watson: 
This Progress Report describes efforts expended through 
the month of March. 
During the month of March, the work on a prototype device 
neared completion. During this period, hardware construction of the 
micro-processor circuit board was completed, software design work 
was begun, and design of an optical encoder neared completion. 
The printed circuit board, with its associated electronic 
"chips", has been completed. A "wire wrap" technique was used for 
the prototype device, although mass production manufacturing would 
probably use a system printed circuit board instead. The hardware 
circuitry has been checked out on the computer emulator located 
at Georgia Tech, and all processes operate normally, including the 
display of numbers artificially introduced into the circuitry. 
The computer software design has been initiated, and software 
has been written for the testing of all circuitry. The final 
software program which will be eventually stored in the Read Only 
Memory, or ROM is in the design stage. 
An optical encoder is in final phases of construction. The 
previously mentioned electrical encoder, which uses brushes and 
electrical contacts, was tested extensively with the hardware 
circuitry and found to be less reliable than is required for such 
a device. For this reason, a simple optical encoder was designed 
and is being constructed to replace the electrical encoder. 	In- 
creased accuracy and very high reliability should result. 
Mr. Russell B. Watson 
Page 2. 
March 29, 1977 
Plans for the month of April call for the completion of the 
prototype device. This prototype will be battery operated, and will 
be suitable for demonstration to potential manufacturers. 
F. Lowery 




ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
April 27, 1977 
Watson Brick & Tile Co. 
P. 0. Box 6483 
Tyler, Texas 75711 
Attention: Mr. Russell B. Watson, Jr. 
Subject: Monthly Progress Summary letter for EES/GIT Research 
Project A-1899 for the period April 1, 1977 through 
April 30, 1977 
Dear Mr. Watson: 
The initial prototype version of the digital personal scale is complete 
and in working order. This model has been designed using available components 
including the plexiglass cover you provided. It contains a 4 button system 
where an individuals last weight can be stored and compared to the current 
weight. The readout gives both the current weight and the weight differential 
in digital form. 
The current model can be used 10-20 times with the battery system and 
is equipped with a charging circuit and a fail-safe system to shut off the 
system when the battery voltage drops. This allows the system to be recharged 
without damage or complete exhaustion of the batteries. 
The patent application has been received from the lawyers by Ron Pearl 
with the assignment to your firm. This paperwork will be completed and 
the patent formally applied for in the next few days. 
This work essentially completes the development program for the weigh- 
ing scale. It now remains to be designed for production which can best be 
done by a manufacturer with existing manufacturing capability. We are aware 
you are in conversation with Texas Instruments and think they would be an 
excellent manufacturer. Someone of this caliber is required for production 
design and manufacture. 
A cost analysis of the scale has been conducted. Our available components 
in the prototype cost us $247.00, however it is estimated that similar custom 
designed components could be made for about $30 in production quantities. This 
parts analysis is detailed in the enclosed attachment. Assembly labor is 
estimated at $20 resulting in a total manufacturing direct cost of $50. 
Page 2. 
Mr. Russell B. Watson, Jr. 
April 27, 1977 
This essentially completes the design work on Project A-1899 and 
there should be no appreciable charges after this month except for those 
legal fees associated with the patent. However, we are available to 
assist you in presentation to potential manufacturers or sales programs 
as you desire. We can be available for those with reasonable notice. 
Relative to the fireplace project now in its formulation stages 
both Rick Wright and Grant Curtis attended the wood heating seminar in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, and their report is attached. We will actively 
proceed with this project as soon as the contract is approved. 
It has certainly been a pleasure to work with you and your son on 
this weighing scale project and we wish you the best int its sales and 
marketing. 
Sincer y 
!3.1'. Lowry 
!PrOgram Manager 
JFL:lt:cw 
Enclosure 
